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FOREWORD

Under Europe regional TC Project RER/4/011, IAEA held a workshop on On-
^ ? ^ 8 0 l L N u c l e a r P l a n t Temperature and Pressure Instrumentation and Other
Critical Plant Equipment in Trnava, Slovak Republic on 25 - 29 May 1998 The
workshop was organized jointly by the IAEA and the VUJE Training Centre It was
attended by twenty four participants from Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary
Lithuania, Romania, Russia, Slovak Republic, and Ukraine presenting utilities
regulatory bodies, vendors and research organization.

™ H t ^ n f « l 0 r ^ g ^ S p e a k 6 r S W6re i n v i t e d b y ** lAEA f o r ** workshopconduct: Dr. Hash Hashemian and Mr. Dan Beverly of Analysis and Measurement
Services Corporation, USA, and Dr. Gabor Por of Technical University of BudapeS
Hungary. The IAEA Technical Officer responsible for the workshop was Mr A
Kossilov, Division of Nuclear Power. Ms. Marta Ziakova of VUJE served as a
workshop national co-ordinator.

• vm J 1 1 6 O b j e c t i v e o f ^ wt>rkshop was to provide a review of the state-of-the-art
in NPP instrumentation, cover typical instrumentation problems and solutions
describe the technical and regulatory requirements for verifying the performance of
nuclear plant instrumentation, describe the new methods that have been developed and
used in nuclear power plants for on-line verification of performance of

S H f ™ "? T ^ ^ teChniqUeS ** m e existin§ instrumentation to
3 ** ^ * f r o b l e m s m * e Pl^t electrical, mechanical and thermal
hydraulic systems. The key presentations included fundamentals of the operation of

t Z T T ^ m nUClCar P ° W e r Plants- to MS reSPect> ****** 4has i s ™placed on temperature measurements with Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs)
and thermocouples and pressure measurements using motion-balanced and forced-
balanced pressure transmitters. The participants commented that they have problems
£ S n r T meaSUrementS-d *at * ril ' %p

v£y S n r T meaSUrementS:-d *at *e — material this'area %
very useful to them. In response to these comments, extensive discussions were

is?£££r*of accurate ̂ timeiy t s
i n m t f ^ ^ ^ organization needs and taking in a consideration the
impact of mstrumentation performance on NPP safety and reliability the p a r t i e s
have suggested to organize in 1999-2000 a workshop on new equipment ^

3 2 £ S £ i n s t r a n e n t a t i o n for automated test^8 of riti^
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Summary of the Workshop Key Presentations (By: H.M. Hashemian)

The key presentations included fundamentals of the operation of key instrumentation
in nuclear power plants, hi this respect, particular emphasis was placed on temperature
measurements with Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs) and thermocouples and
pressure measurements using motion-balanced and forced-balanced pressure transmitters. The
participants commented that they have problems with accurate temperature measurements and
that the course material in this area was very useful to them, hi response to these comments,
extensive discussions were carried out on the impact of accurate and timely temperature
measurements on plant safety and economy.

On-line and in-situ methods for measurement of steady-state and dynamic performance
of nuclear power plant sensors were also covered. This included the cross calibration
technique to verify the steady-state performance of temperature sensors, on-line calibration
techniques for pressure transmitters, the Loop Current Step Response (LCSR) test for
measuring the response time of RTDs and thermocouples, and the noise analysis technology
for testing the dynamic response of pressure transmitters and detection of voids and blockages
in pressure sensing lines. The requirements of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) for the measurement of sensor response time and calibration were explained and
comments were made as to how U.S. practice compares with the countries represented and to
what extent these methods are or can be used in VVER and RBMK reactors. The participants
were given written quizzes during the course and were asked to answer questions as a way to
ensure that they understood the material and to identify which areas of the course were of the
most interest and use to the participants.

It was emphasized that the on-line monitoring techniques presented in the course are
useful not only for sensor response time measurements and on-line calibration, but also for
monitoring the overall health of plant instrumentation systems and for the management of
aging of key instrumentation.

The noise analysis technique for on-line detection of loose parts was discussed in
detail. Also described in detail were the practical aspects of noise analysis techniques for flow
estimation in the reactor system, measurement of vibration of reactor internals, etc. Examples
of real problems and solutions with loose parts, flow anomalies, and excessive vibration of
reactor vessels were given in the course and data from in-plant tests were shown. This
included in-plant test results from a number of Western PWRs and Russian-made VVERs.

In-situ testing of cables and connectors, automated measurement of drop times of
multiple control and shutdown rods in PWR, VVER and RBMK reactors were presented. In
general, these topics were of great interest to the participants.



Almost all course participants were very interested in all on-line or in-situ methods for
measuring the performance of critical equipment and the practical examples of problems that
had occurred in PWR and VVER reactors.

Generic problems such as the "oil-loss syndrome" in Rosemount pressure transmitters
were presented and the benefits of maintaining failure databases for identification of such
generic problems in key plant components were discussed.

Maintenance of heavy plant equipment such as emergency diesel generators were also
presented. It was pointed out that new PC-based data acquisition equipment can be
implemented in nuclear power plants with passive measurement techniques using existing
plant instrumentation for predictive maintenance of a variety of heavy equipment. In the area
of maintenance, methods such as Eddy Current testing, ultrasonic measurements, motor
current signature analysis were briefly mentioned. Also, Reliability Centered Maintenance
(RCM) and risk-based maintenance concepts were briefly mentioned in the course and it was
pointed out that these concepts are being implemented in nuclear power plants to reduce
maintenance costs while improving plant safety and economy.

International standards for testing of nuclear power plants equipment were mentioned
throughout the course and the procedures by which these standards are developed were
described. Also covered were results of key research on the aging of nuclear power plant
instrumentation and new aging management procedures and methodologies.

The course material distributed among the participants included copies of slides that
were shown during the course as well as written text and references in the form of technical
report and scientific and engineering articles. A listing of publications related to the course
were distributed among the participants and instructions were provided as to how these
publications may be obtained via the Internet and in libraries.

1.2 Summary of Round Table Discussions (By: Dan Beverly)

The first round table discussion of the IAEA training workshop was conducted at the
conclusion of the temperature sensor sections. The workshop chairman, H.M. Hashemian,
produced a written agenda of questions which were used to conduct and encourage the
participants in the discussions.

The first discussion was led by Gabor Por. He solicited responses from one
representative from each country represented at the workshop. Actually, all of the participants
had comments during the discussions and the results from each country were compiled on the
white boards in the classroom for all to see. The tables on the following pages summarize the
information obtained from the discussions from representatives from Bulgaria, Chez Republic,
Hungary, Lithuania, Russian Federation, Ukraine and Slovakia.



Round table discussions were also performed on the last day of the workshop to review
the key elements of the course and emphasize how the course material can be used by the
participants to improve the safety and economy of their nuclear power plants.

For the round table discussions, questions were submitted to the participants prior to
the session. The sessions were then conducted using the written questions to lead the
discussions. Examples of these questions are presented in section 1.3.

Two quizzes were given to stimulate discussion and repetition of the material which was
covered by the course experts. Copies of these quizzes are presented in section 1.4.



TABLE 1
Summary of Answers from Participants at Round-Table Discussions

Question

What types of temperature sensors
do you use in your plant or labs?

How do you calibrate temperature
sensors in your plant/lab?

How is your temperature
measurement practice different
from what we presented today?

Has temperature measurement
been a problem for you in the
plant? If so, please explain.

Has temperature measurement
been a problem for you in the
plant? If so, please explain.
How are we (the lecturers) doing
in our presentation, the level of the
material presented, speed of the
presentation, details in the
presentation, etc.? What can we
do to make it better?

Are there any efforts underway in
our country to improve
temperature measurement?

Do you agree that temperature
measurement is important to plant
safety and economy?

Bulgaria

PT-100 RTDs and
Type K Thermocouples are used in the
primary measurements and Type J
thermocouples, are used in the
secondary measurements.

Calibrations are not performed in the
plant but selected sensors are
periodically sent to a certified
calibration laboratory.

Cross-calibration is currently not used
in the plant. Calibration is performed
using Bulgarian standards. There is no
response time testing requirement.
Problems have been due to bad thermal
contact and some broken thermocouple
wires.

No

Basically interesting and satisfied in
the presentation. Material has matched
his interest. He would be interested in
some more practical information
especially in the implementation of
cross-calibration and TDR
measurements.

N/A

It is especially important for safety.

Czech Republic

Primary RTDs are PT-100 of Russian
design while the secondary RTDs are Chez
design. Type K and Type J thermocouples
are used.

RTDs are laboratory calibrated at various
isothermal temperatures. The
thermocouples are checked during
refueling outages and their outputs
adjusted using a correction factor.

They do not perform cross-calibration.

Thermocouples are stacked in the
protection tubes and can not be removed
for calibration or testing.

No

Good workshop. Would like to have more
information on the on-line testing of
sensors, different suppliers, and how to
compare them.

Measurement of the core exit temperature
is only good to 400 degrees C. This is not
good for accident conditions so a
modification is being made to extend this
to above 800 degrees C.

It is important for safety and economy.

Hungary

RTDs are PT-100 manufactured in
Germany. Both Type K and Type J
thermocouples are used in the
plants.

They have an authorized calibration
laboratory located at the NPP.
Cross calibration is performed at
both 120 and 260 degrees C using a
reference sensor to measure the
temperature of the process.

Response time testing is performed,
but it is not compulsory.

The certified calibration laboratory
at NPP could hide some problems
which have occurred. Cable and
seal problems as well as some
leaking and broken protection tubes
have been documented.

No

They were practically satisfied with
the presentation to this point.

They will be replacing the RTDs
with a Hungarian PT-100 type RTD.
All of the temperature
instrumentation will be requalified
during the reactor refurbishment.
Cross-calibration performed using
weighted temperature
measurements.
It is very important for safety but it
is perhaps negative for economy
since it costs to improve accuracy.

Lithuania

RTDs are PT-46 manufactured in
Ukraine, plus Copper-53 and
Copper -50 RTDs. They have about
12000 thermocouples in their two
units. They are Type K and Type J.

They have their own metrology lab
using a Russian thermostat standard.
The RTDs in their system are
removed and the calibration checked
once every three years.

They do not perform cross
calibration and have no requirement
to check the response time.

They have a problem determining
the current calibration status of their
in-core thermocouples. They
wanted to discuss this problem to
determine a solution. Cross
calibration was discussed as a
partial solution to the problem.

No

They would like to visit Bohunice
NPP and would like to have an
answer to their problem.

None at present.

It is important for both reasons.



TABLE 1 (continued)
Summary of Answers from Participants at Round-Table Discussions

Question

What types of temperature sensors
do you use in your plant or labs?

How do you calibrate temperature
sensors in your plant/lab?

How is your temperature
measurement practice different from
what we presented today?

Has temperature measurement been
a problem for you in the plant? If
so, please explain.

Has temperature measurement been
a problem for you in the plant? If
so, please explain.
How are we (the lecturers) doing in
our presentation, the level of the
material presented, speed of the
presentation, details in the
presentation, etc.? What can we do
to make it better?
Are there any efforts underway in
our country to improve temperature
measurement?
Do you agree that temperature
measurement is important to plant
safety and economy?

Romania (CANDU)

PT-lOORTDs
PT-100, 3-wire RTDs
manufactured in Canada and
Romania are used in the plant.
Calibrations are performed in
laboratory located in NPP at
various Isothermal temperatures.

Cross calibration and response
time testing are currently not
performed at the plant. RTD
calibration curves are based on
Wioo = Rioo/Ro = 1-385.

None.

No

Satisfied with the presentation.

None at present.

Is important for both reasons.

Russian Federation

RTDs are PT-100 of Ukranian or
Russian manufacture as were the
thermocouples.

Calibration laboratories are located at
each NPP and cross calibration and
response time testing are currently
not required.

Cross calibration and response time
testing are currently not performed at
the plant. RTD calibration curves are
based on Wioo = Rioo/Ro = 1.385.
Type K core exit thermocouples are
compared to a calibrated thermostat
prior to plant operation to determine
correction factors.
They have experienced some quality
problems with sensors such as
thermocouples broken in the
thermowell, and bad thermo-
conduction due to improper fit of
thermocouples in their thermowells.
They have limited number of people
to perform calibrations and quality
inspections.
No

Very interested in Westinghouse
Eagle-21 cross calibration technique.

There is some plant reconstruction
underway including the calculation of
new F(t) for trip functions.
Perhaps today economic reasons are
more important. However, human
resources to accomplish goals are
limited.

Ukraine

RTDs are PT-100 of Ukranian
manufacture as were the thermocouples
which are Type K.

Calibration laboratories are located at
each NPP and cross calibration and
response time testing are currently not
required. CIS standards are used.

Cross calibration and response time
testing are currently not performed at the
plant. RTD calibration curves are based
on WIOO = RIOO/RO = 1.385. Type K
core exit thermocouples are compared to
a calibrated thermostat prior to plant
operation to determine correction factors.

They have experienced the problem
identified during-class presentation, as
well as some of the problems mentioned
by others.

No

Interesting.

Not available.

It is important for both reasons.

Slovakia

RTDs are PT-100 and thermocouples
are Type K.

Laboratory is located in the NPP and
its equipment is calibrated by the
national laboratory.

Cross calibration is performed but
using different steps than outlined in
the course. Measurements are made at
isothermal conditions and the
temperature is measured by a reference
sensor.

No significant problems.

No

Would like the course to include more
new methods along with instructions
for implementing the methods.

Quality improvements are in the
process.

Economy, higher power production, is
most important.



1.3 Questions for Round Table Discussions

Round Table Discussions - May 26, 1998

1. What types of temperature sensors do you use in your plant or labs?

2. How do you calibrate temperature sensors in your plant/lab?

3. How is your temperature measurement practice different from what we presented today.

4. Do you have any temperature measurement problem(s) that you would like to discuss with us
or present to the class?

5. Has temperature measurement been a problem for you in the plant? If so, please explain.

6. How are we (the lecturers) doing in our presentation, the level of the material presented, speed
of the presentation, details in the presentation, etc.? What can we do to make it better?

7. Are there any efforts underway in our country to improve temperature measurement?

8. Do you agree that temperature measurement is important to plant safety and economy?

Round Table Discussions - May 29. 1998

1. List all the on-line testing techniques we discussed in the course.

2. Of the on-line testing techniques presented in the course; which one will you use in your plant,
why, when?

3. You are invited to come in front of the class and make any remarks you wish about the course?

4. What is the status of instrumentation/safety equipment upgrades in your plant?

5. What are you doing in your plant to manage the aging of safety-related I&C and other
equipment?

6. Are you using reliability-based maintenance techniques in your plant?



1.4 Quiz Questions

Quiz #1 IAEA Course - Traava May 26,1998

1. What are the safety benefits of good temperature measurements?

2. What are the economical benefits of good temperature measurements?

3. If the core temperature changes suddenly, how soon do we want to know the change?

4. What are the consequences of moisture intrusion in RTDs.

5. How can we measure the purity of platinum wire in a DIN RTD? What is the nominal value?

6. What is the assumption for three-wire Wheatstone Bridge?

7. What is the best accuracy that can be reasonably achieved with an RTD?

8. What is the best temperature sensor for measuring air/gas temperature?

Quiz #2 IAEA Course - Trnava May 27,1998

1. How would you measure the response time of an RTD or a thermocouple?

2. What is the method for on-line or in-situ testing of RTDs and thermocouples?

3. What are the two most important properties of an instrument?

4. How would you verify the calibration of RTDs and thermocouples while the plant is on-line?

5. What factor affects the response time of a temperature sensor?

6. Which one of these thermocouples are most linear: K, J, E?

7. Is there a method to check and see if a thermocouple is cross-wired?

8. What is one of the most important disadvantages of digital equipment for nuclear power plants?



1.5 Participant's presentations (By: Gabor Por)a

Mr, Lukac (NPP Bohunice, Slovakia) presented the practice of I&C ageing management in Slovakian
NPPs. Before going into details he gave a short overlook of Slovakian nuclear program. We could
learn more details about his experience in qualification of equipments including temperature sensors,
pressure sensors and their cabling. Ageing is a main concern of the NPP and they are working on
ageing projects. They are two ways to fight ageing. The simplest is to replace the given sensor with a
new one (sometimes also with new type). The other way is to make on-line testing and maybe to do
some extra maintenance work. Ageing program in Slovakai is based on IAEA guides and standards. It
is an essential part of the ageing program to establish the lifetime of the given equipment. The analysis
of decision-making process is an important factor in ageing management.

Mr. Lesnoj (Ignalia NPP, Lithuania) presented a material on Temperature control of graphite stack of
RBMK-1500 type reactor. He gave the main characteristics of this reactor type showing also general
layout of the reactor. Participants could learn that it is a special task there to measure the temperature
of the graphite (in stack). Graphite has two important functions in these reactors. Moderation and
reflection is only one side, but it also provides structural integrity and in cooling procedures it also
may have large heat capacity. The great amount of graphite is subjected to condition of high
temperature and intense neutron-gamma radiation. Thermocouples (TXA-1379) may have lifetime of
more than 10 years, but they needs meteorological testing. In spite the efforts presented no final
solution has been found so far for in-situ testing for thermocouples.

He introduced a topic for discussion: how to check the parameters of TC without taking out from the
reactor. His question was only partly answered during the training course. Cross calibration method
could be an option to develop such methodology, but today it is done at equalised temperatures which
is not possible to do in RBMK reactor at temperature needed for graphite test (about 600 degree or
higher). Adding a calculation of temperature distribution can improve the cross calibration method for
testing thermocouple in-situ in RBMK graphite stack, but in that case the role of calculation is too
high.

Mr. V. Labazov from Ukraine presented a report on monitoring of nuclear installations and quality of
safety assessments. The department of his research centre gives support to national regulatory
administration in connection of integrity of PWR components. We could learn code developments in
this area and also examples of malfunctions of main safety valves during testing procedures. Examples
presented clearly demonstrate high-level not-adequacy of safety analysis methods and quite low level
of input data. This conclusion initiated involvement of experts into safety analysis. This will results in:
replacement of sensors to get more reliable input data for safety evaluation, improvement of
instrumentation to scope not only design bases accident but also the whole possible spectra of
accidents and giving more accurate recommendation for operating organisations. As an example of
such change he presented the change in policy with thick and thin walls norms.

Mr. K. Hamar (Nuclear Regulatory Body, Hungary) gave a regulatory view on equipment qualification
and ageing. Details of Periodical Safety Review (PSR) of NPP Paks were presented. It is well known,
that in previous period the Advanced General New Evaluation on Safety (AGNES) project filled the



gaps in documentation of WWER NPP in Hungary. The new atomic energy national law gave 5-6
years for preparation of PSR. To help in this work Hungarian National Authority issued a guideline,
but the technical content was elaborated by the staff of NPP. The summary report of PSR was
distributed among the participants. Ageing management is more in preparation phase. In many case a
substitution of the old equipment is still goes automatically. The ageing level is determined by
manufacturer. Equipment are replaced even if they work properly when the lifetime limits defined by
producer is over. It is easier to change many equipment than to test them, but this is absolutely not true
for cabling.

Mr. A.D. Hossu (National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control, Romania) presented a material
on the main strategic aims of CNCAN, on licensing aspects of Cernovoda NPP and on other licensing
aspects related to I&C. Having a new nuclear act in force from January 1998 the number of task of
CNCAN is growing. We got information on Cernovoda status and on basic safety feature. PSA is
regarded as an important method in estimation of defence in depth criteria. Special attention was paid
to safety systems: SDS1, SDS2, ECCS, Containment.
Mr. M Belciug (Cernavoda NPP) contributed to the previous lecture giving details of maintenance
work and organisation of that work at NPP including some details on measuring sensors and lines like
leakages in pressure transducers. Testing of RTDs are made with reatio of Rioo/Ro which means it
must be 1.385.

Mr. T. Nevev (Kozloduy NPP, Bulgaria) contributed with experiences in Their NPP. He also activly
took part discussed the question connected with boiling detection.
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H.M. Hashemian
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Nuclear Power Plants
Dan Beverly
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14:20-14:50 Break

14:50 -17:00 Questions / Answers and Round Table Discussion
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09:00 -10:30 Review of Recent !&C and Maintenance Issues in W E R s

Gabor Por
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Introduction



S d S L

Origin of the
Course

R&D activities

Field tests

Journal/magazine articles

National and International
Conferences

Interactions with NRC,
national laboratories,
IAEA, etc.

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. INTRO-1
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AMS R&D
Activities

DOE

DOD

NRC

NASA

EPRI/NMAC

Utilities/Vendors

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. INTRO-1



Research Reports

RTDs
- NUREG/CR-4928
- NUREG/CR-5560

Pressure transmitters
- NUREG/CR-5383
- NUREG/CR-5851

On-Line calibration
- NUREG/CR-5903
- NUREG/CR-6343

Advanced sensors

- Fiber optics : NUREG/CR^6312
- Flow sensor: NUREG/CR-6334
- Phase II reports: pending

©1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. INTRO-1
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Research Reports

Jet engine thermocouples
- AEDC-86-46
- AEDC-TR-91-26

Rocket nozzle and space
shuttle instrumentation
- NASA Phase I Report
- NASA CR-4744

EPRI and NMAC Reports

© 1997 AMS Corporation. AH rights reserved. INTRO-1



Workshop Overview



Topics To Be Cowered
in the Workshop

• Temperature instrumentation

• Pressure instrumentation

• In-Situ calibration and response
time testing of RTDs and pressure
transmitters

• On-line performance monitoring
and preventive maintenance of
critical equipment

• Automated measurement of critical
plant parameters

• Nuclear power plant infrastructure,
management and QA issues

• Recent developments for WER and
RBMK reactors

INTRO-1> 1998 AMS Corporation. Ail rights reserved.



Examples of Recent
Developments for WER and
RBMK Reactors



Recent Developments for
W E R and RBMK Reactors

Rod drop time
measurements

In-situ testing of cables and
connectors

Verifying the installation of
in-core thermocouples

Noise analysis

Hydrogen monitoring

© 1998 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.



Rod Drive Testing in Russian
Nuclear Power Plants

Rod drop and withdrawal time
measurements are important
in both VVER and RBMK
reactors

Up to 200 rods are tested
every quarter in each plant

Automated tests were
developed to reduce test time,
improve accuracy of results,
and provide for trending and
diagnostics of sluggish rods,
etc.

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8B



Current Practice

Insert or withdraw one rod
at a time while recording
the time based on upper
and lower limit position
switches

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8B



rrent Practice
AMS-DWG RBK012AS

Rod Starts to Drop

Possible Timing Error

of Rod Starts

Timing Stops

Time

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8B



ultiple Rod
Timing Test

Multiple rods can be
tested together

System displays rod
signals as a function of
position

Provides for rod
movement diagnostics
and aging management

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8B



ultiple Rod
Timing Test

AMS-DWG RBKOOBA

Rod Drop Initiation Signal

Rod Drop
Timing Signal

Rod Position
Indication Signal

Time (sec)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8B



ultiple Rod
Diagnostics

Sticking rods

Sluggish rods

I
r

i

Detection of
aging

degradation

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8B
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Rod Drop
Diagnostics

AMS-DWG RBK007A

Rod Drop Initiation Signal

Rod Drop
Timing Signal

Rod Position
Indication Signal

Sticking or
Sluggish Rod

Time (sec)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8B



Rod Drop Transient from an
RBMK Nuclear Power Plant

cg
'•c

•5

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

REF054A-01A

1I—

>v Rod Position Indication

\ Bottom
^ ^ Limit Switch

Initiation >v ^ -&^

Top Limit N.
Switch \

^ ^ \
- f 1 1 1 1 1 V

8 12 16

Time (sec)
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Rod Drop Transient from a
WER Nuclear Power Plant

REF046A-01A

C

2
O

a.
•oo

Top Rod Position

initiation

Bottom

Time (sec.)
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Rod Control System
Testing in PWRs



Rod Control System
Components

-RPI Coils

CRDM
COILS

RCCA

T r Reactor Vessel

AMS-DWGRCS001B

Reactor Trip
Breakers

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



RCCA Side View
AMS-DWGrcs008a

SPIDER
BODY

ABSORBER
LENGTH

-142"

ABSORBER
SILVER-INDIUM-CADMIUM

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A
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Typical RCCA
Top View

AMS-DWG rcs008a

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Ail rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



RCCA Details

There are typically 48 to 57
RCCAs. RCCAsare
commonly called Rods.

Each RCCA consists of 16
to 24 rodlets.

Rodlets insert into guide
thimbles in each fuel
assembly.

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



A Typical Fuel Bundle

Seperator-

15x15 Fuel Bundle with 20 Guide Thimbles

ooooooooo

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

GUIDE THIMBLES
(for Rodlets) x

o

OOG0OOOO0OQO

oooo
ooooo©
OOIQO
ooooo
oooo

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Fuel Rod
(Containing
fuel pellets)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Core Locations of Control
and Shutdown Rods

AMS-DWG RCS044A

315

Quadrant 4

0

270

Quadrant 3

225 180

45

Quadrant 1

90

Quadrant 2

135

Shutdown Rods
Control Rods

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Ail rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Purpose of Rod Drop And
CRDM Testing

Measure the time required for
rods to fall from the top to the
bottom of the core and verify
that they meet the plant
technical specifications

• Record the timing and
sequencing of the CRDMs to
insure rods will step properly

After each refueling or anytime
the vessel head is removed

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Ali rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Rod Drop & CRDM
Testing Methods

Conventional Method
- One Rod at a time
- Strip chart recording
- 1 2 hours of critical path time for

testing
- Manual testing and analysis

New Method
- Multiple rods
- Computer recording & analysis
- One hour of critical path time for

testing
- Diagnostics, trending, archiving,

etc.

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Test Signals

Rod Drop Tests
- Rod position indication coil outputs

CRDM Tests
- Currents to stationary, movable,

and lift coils

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A
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Results of Computerized
Rod Drop Testing

0.050

~ 0.025..

0.000

REF218A-O2A

Bottom of
Dashpot

o!5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Time (seconds)

Rod Drop Time = T1 + T2

3.0

11997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Equipment Set-up For
Rod Drop Testing

AMS-DWG ROD009E

Inside Containment

- Existing Twisted-pair
Communication Lines

•CONTROL"

JCABINETC

Outside Containment

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Alt rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Rod Drop
Results

ate
CS

tern

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

&Time: 6-12-95,11:00:48a
Temperature: 557 F

Rod ID

H06

H10

F08

K08

H02

B08

H14

P08

F06

F10

C05

E13

N11

L03

H04

D08

erformed By:

erified Bv:

Tl

1.600

1.529

1.640

1.562

1.559

1.527

1.529

1.603

1.529

1.525

1.557

1.568

1.546

1.639

1.507

1.546

Drop Time
Ti
Total =
SDEV=

T2

0.541

0.501

0.631

0.542

0.544

0.506

0.565

0.604

0.532

0.528

0.533

0.534

0.517

0.595

0.533

0.524

Date

Date

Limits
1.840 seconds
2.700 seconds
+/- 2.0

Total

2.141

2.030

2.271

2.104

2.103

2.033

2.094

2.207

2.061

2.053

2.090

2.102

2.063

2.234

2.040

2.070

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Average

High

Low

DropM

1.486

1.784

1346

0.485

0.631

0.384

T i+T s

1.971

2.288

1.792

Resultslrom ~ 350 rods tested

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Al! rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A
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Rod Drop Times vs. RCS
Temperature

RodSD

F02

B10

K14

P06

K02

B06

F14

P10

33*

T1

1.498

1.564

1.681

1.533

1.555

1.739

1.533

1.506

T2

.492

.478

.568

.548

.522

.572

.521

.510

548 T

T1

1.409

1.445

1.514

1.442

1.443

1.577

1.433

1.418

T2

0.450

0.435

0.482

0.484

0.451

0.467

0.459

0.440

Drop time is faster at higher temperatures

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Rod Drop Test
Repeatability Results

'Drop* Times (se~c)

RociSD

D04

D12

M12

MM ;

H06

I F 8 8 : ; ; : • ; ; • ; |

H10

K08

1994

187

186

188

1.91

193

195

197

1995

189

185

188

187 :

191

189

190

1996

190

188

187

:":'i.92.'!.-

194

192

191 j

© 1997 AMS Corporation.' All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A
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Rod Drop Test
Repeatability

REF286A-O1A

> -0.02 J

0.01

March 1997

April 1997

1 1.5
Time (Sec.)

2.5

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A
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Sluggish Rod in
Control Bank B

REF286A-O1A

60

3

3
o

o
1 2

Time (seconds)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Results of an
Additional Drop

CDS180A-03A

50

O
>

3

a
4

1 2

Time (seconds)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A
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s- F l
Determination

REF286A-O3A

Data from one of the two DRPI coils may
be plotted for calculation of rod velocity

-o.gg

> -0.02

0 0.5 1 1.5
Time (Sec.)

2.5

11997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Technique for Calculating
Rod Velocity

CDS122A-01B

0.035

0.033 A

1
> 0.031

0.025

1.5 1.54

DRPI Coil
Delta T

1.58 1.62

Time (sec)
1.66 1.7

7.5 inches between coils

Coil AT
= Velocity

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A
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CRDM System
Components
Three magnetic latches move the
rods in and out of the reactor

STATIONARY GRIPPER
Normally energized to hold rod

MOVABLE GRiPPER
Energized to hold rod during
movement

LIFT COIL
Energized or de-energized to move
rod one step

The current to these three coils can
be monitored to verify proper tinning

and sequencing of CRDMs

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Location of Control
Rod Drive Mechanism

n

ROD POSITION
COIL STACKS

CONTROL
ROD DRIVE
MECHANISM

REACTOR:
nVESSEL ^;

AMS-DWG ROD010CS

LIFT COIL

MOVABLE GRIPPER

STATIONARY GRIPPER

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Internal
_-.,3S & Coils

AMS-DWG RCS012A

Stationary
Coil

Movable
Coil

Movable Gripper-

SjSsS -:h^

Stationary
Gripper

kc

L '-§-

_ i_

I

s ii _ \
1 I
/ i
n ii-i

•~T

Movable
Coil

-Movable Gripper

Stationary
Coil

Stationary
"* Gripper

RCCA

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



How CRDM Tests Are
Performed

1. Stationary, movable, and lift coil
currents are recorded in the
control room for rod(s) to be
tested

2B OPS withdraws and inserts one
bank of rods while coil currents
for all the rods in the bank are
acquired simultaneosly

3B Coil current traces are analyzed to
verify proper timing and
sequencing of CRDMs

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Timing Trace
10.0

50.0

o.o

10.0

5.0

0.0

0.25 0.5

Time (sec)
0.75

DWM185A-O1A

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



CRDM Sequence

'•23?

1. Stationary^Goj
The stationary gripper holds the rod at its current
position

2. Movable Coil
Stationary gripper current is increased movable
coil is exercised causing the movable gripper to
engage the rod.
The rod is now supported by both the stationary
and the movable grippers

3- Movable

4, Stationary^CU
The stationary gripper moves away from the rod.
The rod is now only supported by the movable
gripper

5. Lift Co
The entire movable gripper assembly (with the
control rod) is lifted one step (5/8")

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A
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CRDM Sequence
(Continued)
6 • : •

- - " - " " " " • " • " • — • " ~ * v ' W M J

The stationary gripper engages the rod. The rod is now
supported in the elevated position by both the movable
and the stationary grippers

7.

9,

LiftCo

The movable gripper disengages. The rod is now
supported only by the stationary gripper

The movable gripper moves back to its original position.
The CRDM is now returned to its normal "hold" mode

11. Statio
^ '^J3g§ZSBg

•a a

one'deserfbeta abo^e. occurs to
, . - ^ „..: ,, - , insert tns

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8A



Expected CRDIVI Timing
Current Transitions

Staff^ffi^Gjipper,

Reduced to full

Full to zero

Zero to full

Full to reduced

Reduced to full

Full to zero

Reduced to zero

Movable Gripper

Zero to full

Full to zero

Start of step

0.225 sec

0.469 sec

0.774 sec

0.323 sec

0.500 sec

0.652 sec

0.097 sec

0.591 sec

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-SB



Example of Improper
CRDM Timing

1.2

Stationary

1.4 1.6

Time (sec)
1.8

REF290AO1A

1.2

Movable

1.4 1.6
Time (sec)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Conclusions

Benefits of Multiple Rod
Drop and CRDIVI Testing
- Ability to test all rods and CRDMs

at one time

- No fuse pulling to drop rods

- Computer data acquisition and
analysis

- One time connection

- No plant modifications

- No personnel in containment
during tests (DPRI)

- Reduces test duration to less than
one hour

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RD&CRDM-8B
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In-Situ Testing
of Cables and
Connectors



Typical Reasons for
Cable/Connector Testing

Provide baseline data for
diagnostics, preventative
maintenance and aging
management

Identify the nature and
location of a problem ( e.g.
is it inside or outside the
containment ?)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-SITU-6



Techniques
Electrical measurements

Mechanical measurements

Chemical measurements

© 1997 AMS Corporation. AH rights reserved. IN-SITU-6



Electrical Measurements for
In-situ Testing of
Cables/Connectors

IR

DC Resistance

AC Impedance

Series Capacitance

TDR

LCSR Test

> 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-SITU-6



Test Applications

TEST IDENTIFIES

tt.'

insulation Properties
4 Shorts to Shield

Shorts to Ground

- Conductor Properties
Short
Open Circuit

A *=* **mv. s j ' l r t ^ ^ 'Insulation Properties

Measure of material quality of
---•"insulation and is sensitive to
ifhoisture

T D R "T"' ~—""-Fault Location

AsQSR'and Sc^^ ._ ^
Conductor and Insulation Problems-

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-StTU-6



Fundamentals of
Wave Reflection

Reflection
A

t

Time

L = (V)

AMS-DWG TDR002A

© 1997 AMS Corporation. AJI rights reserved. IN-SITU-6



Swimming Pool
with Obstruction

AMS-DWG TDR003A

Reflection

Li = (V) ( |

' ! - •

i - I ! 1 —

1 Time 2

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Al! rights reserved. IN-SITU-6



Principle of TDR

R=oo

1
m

©

AMS-DWG TDR006A

Time

0

R=0

1
Time

11997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-SITU-6



Not Open or Short

e .

0)

V
ol

ta
g

Partially
Reflected

v "1 zL

©

(0

o

Time

Partially
Absorbed

Time
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TDR Set Up
AMS-DWG TDR010A

"Oscilloscof^

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-SITU-6
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TDR Trace for
Nuclear Plant RTD

CEB064A-01A

0.6

Control Room Terminal Block

0.4
Terminal Block at Auxiliary Shutdown Panel RTD Element

Pull Box

325 • " 525 725 925 1125

Distance (Feet)

Distance = Velocity of Light in Vacuum
TDR Travel Time

Velocity of Light = 3x108 m/sec
= 9.8 x 108 feet/sec

11997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-SITU-6



Reflection
Coefficient (RHO)

E,

TDR test result is presented
in terms of reflection
coefficient versus distance

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-SITU-6



TDR of a Normal RTD
in a Nuclear Power Plant

0.4 .

S o.o j
"o
£
©
oo
c
o

"43 -0.4 4

-0.8
-30

RTD Location

30 60 90 120 150 180 210

Distance (Meters)
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In-Plant TOU Showing
Open Compensating
Lead in an RTD

0.5

9}
O

o
c
o

0 -

-0.5

Open compensating fead

Normal compensatinginq leara

-200 0 200 400 600 800 1000

Distance (Feet)

11997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-SITU-6
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a:

TDR of a Four Yi'L * 3
with a Pair of Good Wires
and a Pair of Bad Wires

I °'4

o.o .

-0.8
-25

RTD Location

Wires 3 and 4

Wires 1 and 2

25 50 75 100

Distance (Meters)

125 150

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-SITU-6
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0

"o

oo
c
o

TDR of Bad Wire Pair Before
and After Current Injection

J 0.4 J

-0.4 .

-0.8

-25

Before Current Injection

After Current Injection

25 50 75 100

Distance (Meters)

125 150

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. iN-SITU-6



Problems Have Been
Identified In NPPs Using TPR

RTDs

Thermocouples

NIs

MOVs

Pressurizer Heater

Rod Position Indication

Others

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IN-SITU-6



Fundamentals of
Industrial
Temperature
Measurement



Industrial
Temperature

• RTDs

Thermocouples

Thermistor

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2A



Sensor Selection
Guide

AMS-DWG GRF010D

3
a.
S

Thermistor

Thermocouple

0 1000 2000

Temperature (°C)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2A
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with Thermocouples
o RTDs

More accurate than thermocouples,
but not as good in poor heat transfer
media. Also, not as good for
vibration environments, but better
than thermocouples in noisy
environments

o Thermocouples
Wider temperature range than RTDs,
but less accurate and can not be
calibrated after use. Survive better
than RTDs in vibration environments,
but not as good in noisy
environments

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2A



AMS-DWG RT0045A

Cr Al Cr A!

T/C #1 RTD T/C #2



- i 3 \ V n f-C^r - i .•^RTt I
Elements

Platinum

Copper 3? fyj**

Nickel
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Range and Linearity of
RTD Sensing Elements

8 —

^ 6
O

DC

O
c

'm 2

AUS-OWG GRF031D

Nickel

Platinum

200 400 600 800 1000

Temperature (°C)
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RTD Terminology

Accuracy

Calibration

In-Situ Calibration

Drift/Shift

Response Time

© Time Constant

: Plunge Test

: LCSRTest

Degradation

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Al! rights reserved. RTD-2A



Benefits of Good
RTP Calibration

Safety
Few degrees higher RCS
temperature may mean many
degrees of higher fuel temperature

Economy
More accurate AT and flow
measurements. A one degree error
in core AT could correspond to about
2 percent power

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2A



benefits of Good
RTD Response Time

Safety
- Shutdown as soon as necessary

Economy
- More efficient control of the

process

Note: Calibration and response time are independent

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2A
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RTD Response Time
Testing Requirements

Sensor response time
must satisfy tech spec

Response time
degradation can occur

Regulations and
standards recommend
periodic testing

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2A
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Regulations and
Standards

IEEE 338

Reg. Guide 1.118

ISA 67.06

NUREG 0800

ASTM E620

IEC 751

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2A



Standards &
Regulatory Guides

Who writes standards

Are standards always
accurate/good

What is the purpose of
regulatory guides

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2A
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Principles of
RTD Operation



Physical
Characteristics of RTDs

Sensing Element

Support Structure

Insulation

Connecting Leads

Sheath

Thermowell

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B
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RTD Sensing
Element

AMS-DWG RTD026CS

Lead_
Wires

Weld

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B
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RTD Internals

Weld to
External

Lead
Wires

ii

Seal

»at

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B



Sensing Element of
Rosemount 176/186 KF

AMS-DWG RTD050AS

Sensing Element

Cement
Sheath

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B



Direct Immersion
RTD

AMS-DWG RTD022A

Pipe or Vessel
Wall

Fluid Stream Direct
Immersion

RTD

' 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B
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Thermowell
Mounted RTD

Pipe or
Vessel Wall

AMS-DWG RTDOf 9C

Cover
Connection
Head

Conduit
Connection

Fluid Stream

Thermowell

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B



Air Gap in RTD
Thermowell

AMS-DWG RTD0S2BS

RTD

Thermowell

Air Gap

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B
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Filled Material in
Thermowell

AMS-DWG RTD062CS

RTD

Thermowell

Filling
Material

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B
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Response Time
Enhancement
• Never-seez

• Silver/gold plating

• Silver plug

• Gold leaf

Risks v

RTD stuck in thermowell (CE Plant)
due to plating

Thermowell replacement cost
($500,000)

Plating erodes with aging

Plating can affect RTD calibration

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B
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RTD Wire
Configuration
• 2 wire

2 wire with dummy

3 wire

4 wire

These wire configurations
are used in both single
element and dual element
RTDs

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B
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Two Wire RTDs
AMS-DWG RTD024D

2 Wire

2 Wire Dummy

> 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B



Th
Wire

and Four
RTDs

AMS-DWG RTD024C

3 Wire

4 Wire

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B
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Wheatstone
Bridge

AMS-DWG WBR0O4B

H

R RTD

When Bridge is Balanced (V=0) then:

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B



2 Wire Bridge
4MS-DWS WBR004C

R RTD

When V=0 then:

EXTENSION WIRES

> 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B
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Bridge for RTD
with Dummy

R

B

When V=0 then:

AMS-DWG WBR004D

TD

R D B + RDuMMY " RRTD + REXTENSION WIRES

© 1997 AMS Corporation. AH rights reserved. RTD-2B
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3 Wire Bridge
AMS-DWG THC057B

RTD

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2B



Fundamentals of
RTD Calibration



Principle of Resistance
Thermometry

Table

Curve

Equation

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2C



RTD Accuracy

DIN 43760
SAM A RC21-4-1966
MIL-T-24388
British BS 1904:1964

3 to 8 point
calibration

^Costly or difficult to
J achieve and
| maintain

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Ail rights reserved. RTD-2C
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Tolerance of DIN
Standard

o
o

I
OS
0
o

6 -

4 -

2 -

0
-400

AMS-DWG GRF015B

0 400 800

Temperature (°C)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2C



RTD Calibration

RTD

R
AMS-DWG RTD029B

SPRT

Bath

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2C
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Fitting Equation

General Form

R(T)
R(0)

= 1 + AT + BT2

Callendar Equation

R(T)
R(0) 100 A 100 - i ) ]

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2C



A Typical RTD
Calibration Table

.,- "'

T(°C)
0.0
5.0

10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
75.0

-

R(Q)
200.177
204.086
207.989
211.887
215.778
219.663
223.543
227.417
231.284
235.146
239.002
242.851
246.695
250.533
254.365
258.191

RTD
RTD

Model #:
Serial #:

16A
16A

Calibration Date: 05/14/93

- ... i
Temperature (°C)

0.0093
100.2310
200.4108
300.4243

MEASURED DATA1

Resistance (Q)
200 .1808
277.4178
352
424.

.2053

.5236

CALCULATED CALIBRATION 'CONSTANTS.

a (Alpha)

5 (Delta)
R(0)

=
=

0.0038494 Ql Q/ °C

1.5413

200.1768 Q

CALCULATED CALIBRAJIONCONSTANTS
T(°C)

80.0
85.0
90.0
95.0

100.0
105.0
110.0
115.0
120.0
125.0
130.0
135.0
140.0
145.0
150.0
155.0

R(Q)
262.012
265.826
269.634
273.436
277.233
281.023
284.808
288.586
292.359
296.126
299.886
303.641
307.390
311.133
314.870
318.601

T(°C)
160.0
165.0
170.0
175.0
180.0
185.0
190.0
195.0
200.0
205.0
210.0
215.0
220.0
225.0
230.0
235.0

R(Q)
322.326
326.045
329.759
333.466
337.167
340.863
344.552
348.236
351.913
355.585
359.251
362.910
366.564
370.212
373.854
377.490

T(°<
240
245
250
255
260
265
270
275
280
285
290
295
300

. .

- )
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

R(Q)
381
384
388
391
395
399
402
406
409
413
417
420
424

.120

.745

.363

.975

.581

.182

.776

.365

.948

.524

.095

.660

.219

11997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2C
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RTD Nonlinearity

£
o
8
c
CD

"GO

250

200

150

100
0

RTD Curve

100

Straight Line

200 300

kmp009a-03a
kmpO09a-01d

400

100 200 300 400

Temperature (degrees C)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2C
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Rvs. T

-Tables



J ^ i U • mt <* n

wciilljrCTtiia^Erj

Needed to Establish RTD
Accuracy

Bath Stability and Uniformity

SPRT Accuracy and Drirt/Yr.

Measurement Equipment for SPRT
(Accuracy and Drift)

Measurement Equipment for RTD
(Accuracy and Drift)

Hysteresis

Repeatability

Self Heating

Fitting Errors

Tvpica! Value ( i l |<
BBisagjgejBjBraYWfEiirrjn j>j^ * f f*^yi ""'TiiimirJB4aSn8BB^B8S5im

0.02

0.01

0a01

0.01

0..03

•0.02

0:01

0.01

300 °C

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Ail rights resen/ed. RTD-2C
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Combining The
Errors

e1 + e2 + e3

• 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2C



Combining the
Uncertainties

. TypicalVajeie (°G)i

Bath Stability and Uniformity

SPRT Accuracy and Drsft/Yr.

Measurement Equipment for SPRT
(Accuracy and Drift)

Measurement Equipment for RTD
(Accuracy and Drift)

Hysteresis

Repeatability

Self Heating

Fitting Errors

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.01

RS&Error

Maximum Error

0.05

0/12

@30p°C

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Al! rights reserved. RTD-2C



Accuracy of Laboratory
Calibration of RTDs

The best accuracy that
can reasonably be
achieved in laboratory
calibration of RTDs is:

0.05 to 0.1 °C

or

0.1 to 0.2°F

300 °C (540°F)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. RTD-2C
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Laboratory Calibration
of a Used RTD

IR check

Ice point check

Calibration (ice point, oil
bath)

Annealing

Recalibration

New calibration

IR check

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Al! rights reserved. RTD-2C



Verifying the
Calibration of Sensors
without Removing
them from the Plant



/! 3 C

•

Method
Principle
- Compare reading of redundant

sensors to identify any mismatch

Implementation
- Multichannel data acquisition

system

Example of applications
- Verify the calibration of primary

coolant RTDs and core exit
thermocouples

- Verify the calibration of
temperature sensors in instrument
rooms

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E
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X-Cal Procedure
AMS-DWG RTD036A

RTDs

Ohmmeter
R

Deviilldn

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E
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In-Plant Cross
Calibration Results

Tag

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

- -_ Resistance (ohms;

Pass 1

408.3075

408.0508

408.0823

408.4108

408.0488

408.2716

408.1202

408.3659

408.3339

407.9606

408.3245

408.4128

408.2628

407.9214

408.5879

408.1680

Pass 2

408.3614

408.1079

408.1500

408.4825

408.1355

408.3567

408.1654

408.3917

408.1414

408.0369

408.3936

408.4656

408.3532

408.0120

408.5910

408.1644

Pass 3

408.4015

408.1378

408.1696

408.4903

408.1286

408.3478

408.1850

408.4105

408.4245

408.0359

408.3777

408.4527

408.3531

408.0225

408.5987

408.1806

Pass 4

408.3950

408.1279

408.1619

408.4813

408.1235

408.3457

408.1714

408.4059

408.4219

408.0314

408.3836

408.4555

408-3370

408.0074

408.5848

408.1533

Avg

408.3663

408.1061

408.1410

408.4662

408-1091

408.3307

408.1605

408.3935

408.3986

408.0162

408.3698

408.4466

408.3265

407.9908

408.5906

408.1668

^Average Temperature = 278.106 °C

Test

Temp.

278:070

278.243

278^634

278,205

278.161

^ s : | 2
277.759

278.529

278.047

278.053

278.061

278.124

277,961

278.067

278.318

277.847

Results

Dev.

"'^D.035C

- 0,137^

jJlioiP

e-0.347

*0.423

-0.059

-0.053^

. - 0 . 0 4 ^ ,

0 . 0 1 ^

43.039;

- 0 . 2 5 ^

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E



AMS-WP51 91COURSEB5

Tag

21
19
12A
12C
03

18
15A
15C
13A
13C

9C
9A
17A
17C
16A

16C
07
20

Eli

Laboratory Validation of Cross
Calibration of Four-Wire RTDs

300 °C Plateau

Resistance Measurements (Ohms)
Pass 1

212.2644
429.4928
429.1156
429.0084
424.6416

429.8286
424.6800
424.2652
428.9974
428.9734

430.2376
430.1488
424.3216
424.2266
424.7866

424.5208
430.0636
430.3424

P-l 54.7764

— M M ^ ^ mimiiiin HI •!••

Pass 2

212.2643
429.4910
429.1152
429.0088
424.6324

429.8200
424.6818
424.2698
428.9962
428.9702

430.2382
430.1532
424.3148
424.2230
424.7882

424.5294
430.0732
430.3492

54.7778

Pass 3

212.2741
429.5060
429.1298
429.0224
424.6384

429.8228
424.6862
424.2740
429.0018
428.9726

430.2478
430.1658
424.3264
424.2322
424.7912

424.5258
430.0620
430.3344

54.7761

Pass 4

212.2634
429.4940
429.1134
429.0102
424.6494

429.8394
424.6988
424.2818
429.0144
428.9840

430.2404
430.1480
424.3152
424.2186
424.7800

424.5228
430.0628
430.3448

54.7767

Average Temperature =

iliillUillilli, .,—

Avg. Res.
(Ohms)

212.2666
429.4960
429.1185
429.0125
424.6405

429.8277
424.6867
424.2727
429.0025
428.9751

430.2410
430.1540
424.3195
424.2251
424.7865

424.5247
430.0654
430.3427

54.7768

300.

• • • • • I

Temp.
(°C)

*303.537
300.759
300.811
300.807
300.785

300.819
300.774
300.774
300.762
300.771

300.787
300.780
300.840
300.833
300.806

300.806
300.724
300.749

300.788

786°

• • • • • I

I

Dev.
(°C)

# 2.751
-0.028
0.025
0.021

-0.001

0.033
-0.012
-0.012
-0.024
-0.015

0.001
-0.006
0.054
0.047
0.020

0.020
-0.062
-0.037

V^"':;O.OQ2'^B:1

G

S3!

i m

1
_



AMS-WP51 91COURSE65

Thermocouple
Cross Calibration Results

EMF fmv)
l.D.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

SPRT

Type

K

K

K

K

E

E

E

E

J

J

J

J

Q

Pass 1

8.103

8.116

8.201

8.123

13.471

13.500

13.513

13.433

10.755

10.831

10.725

10.830

45.334

Pass 2

8.103

8.115

8.201

8.124

13.471

13.500

13.514

13.442

10.758

10.834

10.725

10.829

45.334

Pass 3

8.103

8.115

8.201

8.130

13.471

13.499

13.510

13.430

10.757

10.834

10.725

10.830

45.334

Pass 4

8.103

8.115

8.201

8.125

13.470

13.499

13.512

13.420

10.757

10.833

10.725

10.829

45.334

Avg

8.103

8.115

8.201

8.126

13.471

13.500

13.512

13.431

10.758

10.834

10.725

10.830

45.334

Temp.

199.46

AT

-0.87

201M 1.28

19974-0 .59

l iO-71

i)1.26i 0.93

200-17 -0.16

=199.67 -0.66

201.04 _.,.

499 .07-1 .2$

200,96 0:63

20038
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NRC Position on RTD
Cross Calibration

• NUREG-0800, Chapter 7, AppB 13

• Include one or more freshly
calibrated reference RTD(s) in the
cross calibration test

• Reference RTD's response time
shall be comparable to RTDs being
cross calibrated

• Installation of reference RTD(s)
should be verified by LCSR test

• Corrections for plant temperature
stability and uniformity must be
implemented

• Accuracy of each cross calibration
test must be established

' 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E
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Correction for Temperature
Stability and Uniformity

523-
LJL
CO
CD

(D

<D

2
Q.

E

518-

513

Raw Data

Corrected Data

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Measurement Number

KMPM5A-O3A
WUA002A-O1A

70

UL
03

<D
£
D5
0

O
O

300 350 400 450 500 550

RCS Temperature (degrees F)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E



X-Cal Correction
Procedure

tiqume
D a #

Step 2
Correct data for plant

temperature
fluctuation

\
_:__ jgtep 3
dorreeMatasfpriopp

•2iWer%tfcfe"s";; • -'-

Reanalyze'with
cor"recte"d'?ciaia1'

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E



Hot Leg RTDs Before and
After AT Corrections

1.00

LL

®

S o.oo

>
Q "°"50 "

iti
o
n

 (D
c

D
ev

ia

-1.00

1.00

0.50

0.00

-0.50

-1.00

<
t

CM

m
x

CEB043A-01AT
CEB043A-02AT

Before

After

mx o
X

o
X
CNt

Q

x
CM

Q
X

W

mx

RTD Tag Numbers
CM

8Mmx
T- O|

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E



Cross Calibration Results
for Core Exit T/Cs

JJG039A41A

<= 2 . .
•B 1 .

-a CD

D03 F05 A06 C04 D07 E02 G04 C08 D11 F09 G12 B11 D13 E10 G14

J10 K13 L08 M11 M13 P09 H11 J08 K15 L12 N10 N14 R08 K01 K05 N02 P05 J02 L02 N04 N06

Tag Number

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E



Procedure For In-Situ
Recalibration of RTDs

Perform cross
calibration at three or
more temperatures

-_ Fit data to Callendar
equation

Calculate new a, 5, R(0)

Generate new
calibration table

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E
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RTD Cross Calibration in
Westinghouse Eagle 21
System

AMS-DWGXCL007BS

I RTD RRTD RTD

RTD IRTD

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTD-2E



RTD Response
Time Testing



Response Time
Testing Techniques

i Laboratory : Plunge Technique
- Immerse RTD in hot / cold water
- Measure response time directly

i In-plant: Loop Current Step
Response (LCSR) Test
- Heat RTD by sending a step change

in current through its leads

- Identify RTD response time by
analyzing the LCSR data

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3
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Plunge Test
Illustration

RTD Temperature

T2 .

Time

AMS-DWG RTD028B

-••Time

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



Response Time as a
Function of Test Media

RTD

1

2

3

Response 1

Water

2.0

2.7

3.6

Water tests are in room temperature at 1m/s
Air tests are in room temperature at 16 m/s

fimsttfsee)

Air

14.4

22.0

24.0

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3
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RTD Response Time with
and without Thermowell

1

2

Kesponste TiniietiseS

RTD No Well Well Well
Well #1 #2 #3

1.7 4.8 5.2

4.1

6.0

1.9 4.4 4.9 5.9

Note: Above results are for three identical
RTDs tested in three identical thermowells

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



RTD/Thermowell
Insertion Experiment

RTD

AMS-DWGRTD027A

\

Metal
Plates

Thermowell

Air Gap

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3
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Response Time as a
Function of Insertion Depth
in Thermowell

Gap Size Response Time
(mm) (sec)

0

0.006

0.010

0.016

0.022

0*035

6.3

8.0

8.9

9.5

10.5

In water @ 1 meter/second .

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3
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Factors Affecting
RTP Response Time

Process Conditions
- Flow
- Temperature
- Pressure

Installation in Thermowell
- RTD / thermoweil interface
- Filling material in thermowell (if any)

; -*T*he in-serviog;resgbnse time carronlyibe
• measured by*rerri<3te testing of tHVserfsor

'W

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



LCSR Development

• Developed for in-situ
response time testing of
RTDs and thermocouples

History
- NASA
- ORNL/LMFBR
- EPRI / UT / AMS

Current Status
- Used in about 100 plants

- Used for response time testing of
RTDs and thermocouples and for
sensor and cable diagnostics

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3
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Principle of LCSR

J

O
o

o
UJ

t
O
o

AMS-OWSRSPOffTC

Time

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3
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Wheatstone Bridge
for LCSR Test

AMS-DWG WBR003A

DC Power
Supply

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



Heat Transfer Process in
Plunge and LCSR Tests

AMS-DWGRSP006A

LCSR

Plunge

RTD Immersed in Fluid

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



b a

Response Time
Equations

T(t) = Ao

T (t) = Bo

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



Laboratory Validation
of LCSR Test

RTD Model

176KF

104ADA(nowell)

104ADA (well)

104VC(nowell)

104VC(well)

Sostman8606

177GY(EI. 1)

177GY(EI. 2)

ResponseJTfme
(sec)

Plunge

0.38

3.1

7.1

2.3

5.3

2.0

5.8

6.1

LCSR

0.42

3.1

7.2

2.1

5.5

2.1

6.2

6.3

Jr 0

Difference

+10.5

0.0

+1.4

-8.7

+3.8

+5.0

+6.9

+3.3

: Reference: EPRI ReportNb|NP-1486^

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



Test Loop for LCSR
Validation at PWR Operating
Conditions

AMS-DWG RTD061AS

Main Loop

Isolation
Valve

By-Pae
Loop

Fast Response
Thermocouple

1-- . " r : , " ' . ^ . . - '

"1
Water

Injection

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



Examples of LCSR Validation
Resylts at PWR Operating
Conditions

Rosemount
RTDs

104AFC

104 &NS

177HW

176KF

- i. Response Time (sec). _

Direct

6.2

4.1

8.8

0.14

LCSR

5.9

3.7

8.4

0.13

Percent
Diff.

-4.8

-9.8

-4.5

-7.1

' 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



for New Generation of
RTDs

RTD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Above results include

'-.:'--,^Resi3onseTime (sec)

Plunge

6.8

6.3

7.3

4.9

5.2

4.6

2.8

2.7

2.6

3.5

2.9

3.5

4.8

4.6

2.0

3.5

2.7

6.6

4.6

5.9

various models of RdF,

LCSR

7.0

6.6

7.6

4.9

5.3

4.7

2.6

2.4

2.5

3.2

2.7

3.3

4.5

4.2

2.1

3.4

2.9

• 6 . 3

5.0

6.1

Weed, Conax, and Sensycon RTDs.
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LCSR Procedure for
In-plant Testing of RTDs

Disconnect the RTD from Its plant bridge
and connect it to the LCSR test
equipment

Apply a small step current to the RTD to
heat the sensing element

Record the transient output of the RTD
until steady state is reached

Switch the current off

Repeat from step 2 to obtain 3 to 30
LCSR transients depending on process
noise

Average and analyze the LCSR data to
identify the RTD response time

The test requires 10 to 20 minutes for each RTD.
The results will account for all factors affecting
the RTD response time (I.e., thermoweSl,
installation, fluid flow rate, fluid temperature, etc.)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved RTDRTT-3



In-Plant LCSR
Transients

O5
E

CO
•4—»

ID
0)

0

c
iS
Q.

i
C

10

20

Time (sec)

20

Time (sec)

30

30

MEH008A-01A
MEH008A-02A

40

40
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Examples of RTD
Response Time
Degradation in PWRs

WP>

Item

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Type

Wet

Wet

Wet

Wet

Wet

Response Time (sec)

Initial

2.7

4.0

2.4

1.9

2.8

18Mos.
Later

3.7

5.9

3.3

2.5

3.9

Change

37%

48%

38%

32%

39%

6. Wet 2.0 2.5 25%

Above resil]^ are-frorri on-linetests atnormaT
operating conditions in PWRs.
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Temperature
Stratification
Problems and
Solutions
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7 &

Temperature
Stratification Problem

Definition

History

Solution
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Definition of Temperature
Stratification

• Occurs in small and large pipes
in which water is not well-mixed

• Water temperature would
depend on the location and
depth of measurement

Causes large uncertainties in
measurement of temperature
and flow

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved TEMP-4
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History of
Stratification Problem

• Core AT and calorimetric
mismatched by 10 percent at
San Onofre Unit 1 in 1968

• Flow shifting and swirling
effect is sometimes seen in
pipes in addition to
stratification

• At ANO-2, a CE-plant, a
strange temperature
stratification, swirling, and
shifting occurs randomly

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved TEMP-4
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Swirling Effect Encountered
in 90 Degree Turns

Flow

"^-^ -1.*

"• "".y-k' i

: ^ • ' n

Severe
Swirl
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Solutions

Obtain a sample of the water
and measure its temperature

Install sensors outside the
pipe, make temperature
measurements and
extrapolate

Install sensors in the water
around the pipe and average
the readings

Use ultrasonic temperature
sensors

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved TEMP-4



RTD By-Pass Hanifolds in
Westinghouse PWRs

• Following San Onofre problem in 1968f

all Westinghouse PWRs were built or
retrofitted with RTD by-pass
manifolds,

• Scoops installed in primary pipes
sampled the reactor water and brought
them to manifolds where their
temperatures was measured.

• RTD by-pass manifolds resolved the
stratification problem, but created
other problemsB So, beginning in
1987, plants began removing the
manifolds and installing thermowell-
mounted RTDs directly into the hot leg
and cold leg pipes.

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Ali rights reserved TEMP-4
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RTD By-Pass Manifold
Installation and Removal

^ Steam
Generalor

AMS-OWG RTD016H
AMS-DWGRTD016I

RX

Steam
Generalor

I
A

Well-Type RTDsr
<—

s

J
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RTD Installation in
Sampling Scoops

0c

AMS-OWG RTD032F
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RTD By-Pass Manifold
Elimination Projects

40 plants have removed
RTD by-pass manifolds
since 1987.

RTD response time testing
and calibration becomes
more important when RTD
by-pass manifolds are
removed. Why?

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved TEMP-4



Advantages of RTD
By-Pass Removal

300 - 400 feet of RCS piping
60 - 70 valves
> 100 hangers
> 60 snubbers

Reduc
Man-Rem exposure
Forced outages
in-service inspection

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved TEMP-4
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System Response Time
Before and After RTD
By-Pass Removal

Component

RTD

Electronic

Transport/
Mixing

Total

Response Time
(sec) *

W/By-pass

3.0

1.0

2.0

6.0

; W/O By-pass

4.75

1.0

0.25

6.0

Reference: OPERA 89 Paper by CE

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved TEMP-4
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After By-Pass Manifolds
Are Removed

• RTD -in -therm owe 11
installation tests at cold
shutdown using the LCSR
method to verify proper
installation for optimum
response time

• Measurement of in-service
response time of RTDs at hot
standby

• RTD cross calibration at
three or more temperatures
during plant heat up

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved TEMP-4



Review of
Thermocouple
Operation



Thermocouple

iv.)

WireB

AMS-DWG THC036B

Output
Voltage

- -.-a, a ,v .- ! --* J** ' S'j JC*- •; j ' 7 , ' -Ti l

Reference
Junction

Wire A

Measuring
Junction

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



Sheathed
Thermocouple Sensor

Insulation
Material

AMS-DWG THC037C

Seal

Sheath

Measuring
' Junction

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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Thermocouple
Junction Styles

AMS-DWG THC048E

Seal

Exposed Junction

insulated Junction

End Cap

Grounded Junction

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



Standardized
Thermocouples

E

J

K

H

Material*-

Type Name Positive Leg / Negative Leg

Base Metal

Chrom el/Constantan

Iron/Constarttan

Chromel/AIume!

Nicrosii/Nisi!

Copper/Constantan

Ni -10% CR / Constantan

Fe / Constantan

Ni - 10% CR / Ni - 5% (AI, Si)

Ni -14% CR -1.5% Si /

Ni -4.5% Si - 0 . 1 % Mg

Cu / Constantan

S i

Noble Metal

B

R

S

Platinum-
Rhodium /Rhodium •
Platinum

Platinum-
Rhodium/Platinum

Platinum-
Rhodium/Platinum

Pt - 30% Rh / Pt - 6% Rh

Pt -13% Rh / Pt

P t -10% Rh / Pt

Constantan is Copper-Nickel, Si is Silicon

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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f.i-*-ff;.--^T:-!-.'-—;h.":^-,:--..:M-'-|-;*"•"• :"J"'•".: :;-":v\.";-:"-••

Output of Base Metal
Thermocouples

WLM006B-01A

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

Temperature (degrees C)
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Output of Noble Metal
Thermocouples

WLMQ06B42A

400 800 1200 1600 2000

Temperature (degrees C)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Al! rights reserved. TC-5
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Nonlinearity of
Thermocouples

WLM012A-O7A

o
CD
O
c

i
b

200 400 600

Temperature (°C)
800 1000
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Color Codes of
Standardized 17

Type

E

J

K

H

T

B

R

S

Name

Chromel/Constantan

Iron/Constantan

Chromel/Alumel

Nicrosil/Nisil

Copper/Constantan

Piatinum-
Rhodium/Rhodium-
Platinum

Platinum-
Rhodium/Pfatinum

Platinum-
Rhodium/Platinum

+ Leg

Purple

White

Yellow

Orange

Blue

Gray

Black

Black

- Leg

Red

Red

Red

Red

Red

Red

Red

Red

Overall

Purple

Black

Yellow

Brown

Blue

Gray

Green

Green

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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T/C Wire Colors in
Different Countries

Type

E

J

K

N

T

B

R

S

US

Purple

White

Yellow

Orange

Blue

Gray

Black

Black

UK

Brown

Yellow

Brown

None

White

None

White

White

Germany

Red

Red

Red

None

Red

Red

Red

Red

Japan

Red

Red

Red

None

Red

Red

Red

Red

^ France

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

None

Yellow

None

Yellow

Yellow

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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T/C Wire Colors in
Different Countries

Type

E

J

K

N

T

B

R

S

US

Red

Red

Red

Red

Red

Red

Red

Red

UK

Blue

Blue

Blue

None

Blue

None

Blue

Blue

Negativj||Vlre

Germany

Black

Blue

Green

None

Brown

Gray

White

White

Japan

White

White

White

None

White

Gray

White

White

Trance

Purple

Black

Purple

None

Blue

None

Green

Green

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



Color Codes of T/C
Overall Jacket

Type US UK Germany Japan France

K

N

T

B

R

S

Purple

Black

Yellow

Orange

Blue

Gray

Green

Green

Brown

Black

Red

None

Blue

None

Green

Green

Black

Blue

Green

None

Brown

Gray

White

White

Purple

Yellow

Blue

None

Brown

Gray

Black

Black

Purple

Black

Yellow

None

Blue

None

Green

Green

Note: Color codes for US thermocouples are for extension-grade wires.
For thermocouple-grade wires, the jacket color is Brown for E, J, K,
N, and T. For others, no jacket color is established.
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Range and Tolerance
of Thermocouples

Type

E

J

K

N

T

B

R

S

Range (°C)

0 to 900

0 to 750

Oto 1250

Oto 1250

0 to 350

870 to 1700

Oto 1450

0 to 1450

.. Tolerance

Standard

Base Metal

1.7 or 0.5%

2.2 or 0.75%

2.2 or 0.75%

2.2 or 0.75%

1.0 or 0.75%

Noble MefaE

0.5%

1.5 or 0.25%

1.5 or 0.25%

vs. ~Grade-~||",

Special

1 or 0.4%

1.1 or 0.4%

1.1 or 0.4%

1.1 or 0.4%

0.5 or 0.4%

0.25%

0.6 or 0.1%

0.6 or 0.1%

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.

Notes: Above tolerances apply to new thermocouple wires in
the size range 0.25 to 3 mm in diameter

Above tolerances do not apply below 0°C
Above tolerances have a ± sign in all cases

TC-5



Thermocouple
Calibration Procedure

Measure the calibration medium's
temperature (T) with a reference sensor
(type S thermocouple or SPRT).

Measure the EMF of the thermocouple (EM)
at temperature T

Look up in the standard reference tables,
the EMF of the thermocouple at
temperature Ts or use the following
polynomial to obtain the EMF (£s):

Es = a0 + a.,T + a2T2 + a3T3 + ... + anTn

Calculate the difference between the
measured and the reference table EMFs:

AE = EM - Es

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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Calibration Procedure
(Continued)

® Repeat from step 1 with a different
temperature until the differences are
identified at all calibration points.

# Fit A E to a low order polynomial such as:

AE = b0 + b j + b2T
2 + . . .

m Identify b0, b i 5 b2) from the f i t

m Combine the above polynomials to obtain
the new polynomial for the thermocouple:

anTn

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



Comparison calibration of

Visual examination at receipt
(Record dimensions and conditions)!

Electrical anneal
1450°C for 45 minutes J

Mount T/C in insulating tube

Weld the test T/C to a
calibrated reference T/C

Furnace anneal
1100°C for 30 minutes

Homogeneity check
(Immersion test in a furnace at 1100°C).
Reanneal or reject if not homogeneous

Calibrate from 1100°C down
100°C (Measure EMFs of test T/C and

reference T/C simultaneously)

Visual examination at receipt
(Reject if not new)

Mount T/C in insulating tube

Weld the test T/C to a
calibrated reference T/C

Calibrate (Slowly increasing temperatun
and measure EMFs of Test T/C

and reference T/C simultaneously)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



Data processingibr-- -I
comparison.calibration I

Measure bath temperature
with SPRT or reference

Thermocouple

•L JI '* *"" Tr5i "F— m. a r— J- •*• V * T*l» "T-"J ^ *

Calculate the Difference
between the twoEMEs - :l

Fit AEdatfftoa^pjyhbrriia! '

the

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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& 60
Problems

Inhomogeneity

Short Range Ordering

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



Thermocouple
Inhomogeneity

AMS-DWG THCOUC

Inhomogeneity-

Chromel Alumel

IF"jMnfromogeneity may be identified by^;sIdWlyJ|[Qving a heat ;
b'gimalong the T/C while monitoring its ampjifed output
£a"recorder or by performing a LCSR test whWrf can it
tariy gross inhomogeneity.. . ^ . -:..- ==-•:

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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Short Range Ordering
Problem in Type K

Above 200°C, Chromel
properties change causing a
1.3% shift in calibration.
This problem is inherent in
Type K. If thermocouple is
annealed above 600°C, it will
shift back to its original
calibration.

© 1997 AMS Corporation. AH rights reserved. TC-5
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Typical Response Time
of Thermocouples in
Flowing Water

JJG011A-06A

o
0

wc
©
a
CO
©

!UU:

10:

-

1 :

-

0.1-

Sheathed

y

i

TC
\

<

/

I

in Thermowell s /

/ / Insulated-Junction TCs

Grounder-Junction TCs

. . - - • • , ' • . , . , . - ' •

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

1 10 100

Sheath or Thermowell Outside Diameter (mm)
(From Plunge Tests In Stirred Water)
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Thermocouple Response
Time Testing Techniques

Same procedure as RTDs

• LCS

Different procedure than RTDs. Must
use AC heating to overcome Peltier
and magnetic effects in some T/Cs

Nois

A passive method for measurement of
response time of T/Cs. For T/Cs? it
may be better to use the noise
analysis technique than the LCSR test

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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Simplified Schematic of
LCSR Test Equipment for
Thermocouples

AMS-DWG THC003AS

Thermocouple Power
Output Supply

Relay

Thermocouple

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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Principle of LCSR Test
for Thermocouples

AMS-DWGGRF019B

m
3o

CO

: • : :

•o
"35

a. 1

o
LL

UJ

Time

Time
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Detection of Reversed
T/C Leads Using LCSR

JDH120A-01A

2 0.6 J
0
tn
o 0.4 i
a.
w

CO
O

0.0
0

Normal LCSR Transient

Thermocouple #85T9116
(48"-3 Instrumented Nozzle)

4 6

Time (sec)

10

:gr5ss ii^oifSg^heitie^D*thermocouple circuits, and.I

temperature .is oeing measured
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How Voltage is Developed at
the Output of a Thermocouple

Voltage is developed in any
metal if the two ends are at
different temperatures

Magnitude depends on the
composition of the conductor

- i ?'•$

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



E-T Relationship for
Thermocouple Wires vs,
Platinum

Output
Voltage

(Millivolts)

Chromel

Iron

Copper

Alumel

Constantan

Iron (- Constantan)
Chromel (- Alumei)
Copper (- Constantan)
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Voltage Development in
a Thermocouple Circuit

cold

Voltage
(millivolt)

T,

Chrome!

Alumel

COLD

Temperature

THOT
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Connector with No
Temperature Gradient

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Ail rights reserved. TC-5



pjo

is±£

with
Gradient - Connector Not
Compatible with Thermocouple

EMF

C D

A B

Temp

Same type of error occurs if an inhomogeneous
section falls in aiemperature gradient (it almost
always will if a thermocouple is removed and
reinserted).

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



Coefficient

The theoretical voltage developed in the wire is:

= S(T2-T1)

S: Seebeck coefficient (thermoelectric
power) Microvolts/°C

S does not depend on size, length,-or shape of
wire, it is a physical property like density,
resistivity, conductivity, etc.. . ,_ ;

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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Thermocouple
Circuit Analysis

To

To

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All

V A :

V B
:

vA-

v =

" • « - • "

ST.",. •TT f\

A

B

= s A

= s B

- v B =

S A B

', - / =..

rights reserved.

0",-

= (SA

( T I -

§§

To)

To)

-SB)(

To)

L . * " . .11—^

•m
E=rP.""..'.sa*s;

Ti - To)

>T,



Thermocouple
Extension

To

o

T\

A

B

= Sc(T1-T0) + SA(T2-T1)

= SA(T2-T1) + SB(T1-T2)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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Putting Reference
Junction Far Away

To

To

A'

B*

m A

1 1 B ^ > T2

j

Sf

V = SA. (T, - To) + SA (T2 -
+ SB. (To - TO

SB (T, - T2)

V = (SA. - , - To) + (SA - SB)(T2 - TO

= SA.B-(T1 - To) + SAB(T2 -

"~ OAB then V = SAB (T2 - T o )

The wires that are used to place reference junction
far away from thermocouples must be made of
thermocouple .conductors that match the wire from
which the'tft^rnriacouple itself isima'de.

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



A Question About
Thermocouples

Fact

Any temperature measurement
with a thermocouple requires
two measurements:

1. Measurement of the unknown

2a Measurement of reference
junction temperature

Question

Why do we still use thermocouples?

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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High Temperature
Measurements

• Tungsten/Rhenium
thermocouples can measure
up to about 2500°C.
- Made of tungsten and

tungsten/rhenium alloys

- These thermocouples are called
refractory thermocouples

• There is no ANSI designation
for tungsten/rhenium, but they
are commercially available.

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5
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TMI Accident

Some core exit thermocouples
were reading too high and
some too low. How did this
happen?

A'
A

0

o

A

T, T2 ' 3

B

V = SA (T2 - To) + SA. (T3 - T2) + SA (T, - T3)
+ SB (To - T,)

V = SAB (T, - To) + SM . (T2 - T3)

fbe-positivero'

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. TC-5



Current
Instrumentation and
Maintenance Issues
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Current Issues

I&C issues

Maintenance issues

Other Issues
- NPP economics
- Aging and life extension
- Advanced reactors
- Equipment obsolescence
- Commercial items/commercial

dedication

11997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved I&M-7
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I&C Issues

I&C upgrades

On-line calibration

Advanced sensors

Reactor Instrumentation
Problems
- Rosemount transmitters
- BWR vessel level measurement

V"* *

> 1997 AMS Corporation
AH rights reserved I&M-7
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Reactor Instrumentation

BWR water level
instrumentation errors
- NRC-IN-92-54, July 1992
- NRC-Bulletin 93-03, May 1993
- NRC-IN-93-27, March 1993

Rosemount transmitter
problems
- Oil loss NRC-IN-89-42
- NRC-Bulletin 90-01

Hydrogen permeation
- NRC-IN-95-20, March 1995

© 1997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved I & M " 7



DIGITAL I&C

Safety

No drift

Accuracy

Multiplexing

Low noise

Self diagnostics

Low power

Fault tolerance

Licensing

Software V&V

EMI / RFI

Subtle failures

Common mode
failure

Separation

Failure: Identicaidiard^are/^twarc

© 1997 AM S Corporation
All rights reserved I&M-7



Alternatives To
Digital Upgrades

Better maintenance of
existing equipment may
be more economical than
digital upgrades

Digital upgrades are not
happening as fast, due to
cost, regulatory review
process, etc.

© 1997 AMS Corporation
AH rights reserved I&M-7
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Maintenance

New Issues
- Maintenance Rule
- On-line maintenance / condition

monitoring
- Automated testing / PC-based

testing

Conventional Issues

- Reliability centered maintenance
- Residual life estimation
- Nondestructive testing

1997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved I&M-7



Maintenance Rule

Plants were not doing
systematic monitoring and
trending and equipment was
failing. Thus, the NRC issued
the Maintenance Rule
entitled:

Requirements
the Effectiveness^
Maintenance in.

-^^•"^^Sci

1997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved I&M-7



Maintenance Rule
Implementation

> Effective July 1996

> Results oriented/performance
based

> Applies to all SSCs that can
affect safety

> Implementation per NUMARC
93-01 document written by NEI
and endorsed by the NRC in
Regulatory Guide 1.160

© 1997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved I&M-7
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Reliability Centered
Maintenance

A systematic means for
prioritizing and optimizing
maintenance

Spend 80% of maintenance
budget on 20% of key
components

EPRI has guidelines on how to
identify key components

Use reliability principles to
determine what Is most Important
to safety and efficiency

© 1997AMS Corporation
All rights reserved I & M - 7



Residual Life Estimation
Based on Trending and
Extrapolation

Failure

Alarm

Present Time

time to alarm

, time to failure

Time

x(t) = a + bt

ETR287A

x(t): performance parameter monitored
= RMS, drift, motor current, resonance, . .

© 1997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved 1&M-7



Non-Destructive
Testing
• Eddy current testing

Oil analysis

Ultrasonic testing

Radiography

Infra-red thermography

Motor current signature
analysis

© 1997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved I&M-7
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Testing

Impedance
Changes

AMS-DWG EDY001A

Specimen

Output

Probe Time

11997 AMS Corporation
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Oil Analysis

Tribology: detection of
wear particles

Looking with microscope

Filter oil with various filter

Chemical composition
(acidity, alkalinity)

© 1997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved I & M ' 7



Motor Current
Signature Analysis

AMS-DWGBLK109A

Equipment being
monitored (valve,

pump, etc.)

Signal
Conditioning

11
vwvwwx

TTT

Time
Domain
Analysis

Clamp on
current probe

<e> H I

Frequency
Domain
Analysis

1997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved I&M-7



Pressure Transmitter
Operation and
Calibration



Purpose of Pressure
Transmitter Section

Present a tutorial on
operation, calibration,
and response time
testing of pressure
transmitters and the
associated sensing lines
in nuclear power plants

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. XMTR-9A
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Principle of Operation of
Industrial Pressure
Transmitters

Typical elastic elements
- Diaphragm
- Bellows
- Bourdon tube

Typical deflection sensors
- Differential transformer
- Strain gauge
- Capacitance sensor
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Pressure Sensing
Elements

Pressure

AMS-DWG PXT113C

Diaphragm

Pressure

Bellows

"C" Bourdon Tube

Pressure
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Principle of Pressure
Measurement with Bourdon
Tube

Bourdon
Tube

Socket

AMS-DWGPXT189AS

Scale

Applied Pressure
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Principle of Pressure
Measurement with Bellows

Pointer

Scale
AMS-DWG PXT190AS

Bellows

Applied Pressure
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Differential Pressure
Measurement with Bellows

AMSDWGPXriOTES
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Gauge, Absolute and
Differential Pressure

Process
Pressure

AMS-DWG PXT106DS

Sensing
Element

Ambient
Pressure

Process
Pressure

Vacuum

Process
Pressure
(High Side)

Process
-Pressure
(Low Side)
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Strain Gauge

Flexible Plate

Grid Wire

AMS-DWG SEN015ES

Lead wires
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Strain Gauge Temperature
Compensation

AMS-DWG SEN014AS

Dummy Gauge
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Strain Gauge Temperature
Compensation

Gauges 2 and 4 on

underside of beam

x.

AMS-DWG SEN008CS
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Linear Variable Differential
Transformer (LVDT)

AMS-DWGPXT119ES

Pressure Sensing
Diaphragm, Bellows

or Bourdon Tube

• •-=>—--?- t:-- _ - * i -i i ' »

- " H«A.-k.jAu^BUS_lJa-j±£kJ*l£.J^--><r>i34'<ft9T£.>A4.fM|^

Transformer Core
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Single and Double Coil
Inductance Sensor

Meter

Armature
Movement

AMS-DWG SEN010BS

Exciter

Exciter

Armature
Movement

B To Second-Stage
Circuitry
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Principle of Operation of
Force Balance
Transmitters

Flexure

Air
Supply

Diaphragm
Capsule

Pressure

AMS-DWG PXT172AS

Force Bar
and Baffle

Pressure

Bellows

Damping Adjustment

Zero and Span
Adjustment

Angularity
/^Adjustment

Pressure
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Electromechanical
System of a Force-
Balance Transmitter

AMS-DWG PXT1S9AS

FERRITE
DISK

h
I I I N

FORCE
MOTOR

„•; VOLTAGE-
REGULATOR

i

FORCE BEAM"*"

NGE BEAM

ZERO

BIAS

TAAAM

TRANSMISSION
RECEIVER ^ LINET

DC POWER
SUPPLY

LP HP

MEASURING ELEMENT
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Capacitance Pressure
Transmitters

AMS-DWG PXT122B

Glass Disks Stationary Plates of Capacitor

Pressun

a b c

Diaphragm

Pressure
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Calibration of
Pressure Transmitters

Conventional method
- Manometer
- Deadweight tester

New on-line method
- PC based calibration verification
- Plant computer data analysis
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Deadweight Tester for
Pressure Sensor
Calibration

AMS-DWGPXT131CS

Pressure Gauge

Plunger
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Characteristics of
Nuclear Plant
Pressure Transmitters



Manufacturers of Nuclear-
grade Pressure Transmitters

Barton

Foxboro

Rosemount

Tobar/Veritrak

Fisher & Porter

Hartmann & Braun

Schlumberger

Statham/Gould

Weed
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Rosemount
Pressure Cell

Applied
Pressure

AMS-DWG PXT084E

Oil

Sensing
Diaphragm
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Pressure Transmitter
Current Loop

Transmitter and
Its-Electronics
(Mhe Field)

Load Resistors
wf-in- . nr*^^ i^ssumsr^ ^ ^ . .—-, =S<W»t

Current Loop (4-20/or 10-SQ

Indication, Controller,
Recorder, Data

Acquisition Systems, etc.

AMS-DWG PXT148BS
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Sensing Module of
Rosemount Transmitters

AMS-DWG PXT0S4LS

Convolution
Plate

Oil-
Fill

Glass
Insulators

High Pressure
Side

Low Pressure
Side

Fill
Tubes/
Lead wires

Metallic
Capacitance
Plates

Sensing
Diaphragm

Isolating
Diaphragm

Ceramic
Insert
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Principle of Operation of
Foxboro Force-Balance
Pressure Transmitter

AMS-DWG PXT029KS

Transmitter
HousingDetector

Armature
(Ferrite Disk)

Differential
Transformer

BellowsCapsule

-Detail A

Pressure Connection
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Barton Differential
Pressure Transmitter

Oil

-B-

AMS-DWG PXT098JS

t
Temperature

Compensation Bellows

Stainless Steel
Housing
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Gage Assembly
AMS-DWG PXT097A

S S S S / S S S S S S S S S S S S S / / S~7 s s s / s s s s 7/

Strain Gage L— Thin Film
Beam Resistor
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Principle of Operation
of Tobar Transmitters

AMS-DWG PXT099B

Strain
Gage

Diaphragm

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Schematic of a
Tobar Transmitter

O-Ring

Temperature
Compensation

Circuit

AMS-DWG PXT099ES

Strain
Gauge

Diaphragm

Filling Tube
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Principles of Operation of
Schlumberger Transmitters

Inside
Containment

Sensing Module
(In the Field)

AMS-DWG PXT155AS

Outside
Containment

Receiver

^ 4-20 mA

Power Supply
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Schematic of a Hartmann &
Braun Transmitter

High

AMS-DWG PXT163BS

Drive Arm

Temperature
Compensation

Chamber

Low

Range Spring

Moving Rod
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On-line Verification of
Calibration of Process
Instrumentation
Channels



0 ,- ,

Current Practice

Daily channel checks

Monthly or quarterly
surveillance tests

Full-channel calibrations
at every refueling outage
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Results of Search of
LER Database

Number of LERs onJFailures of!
Pressure Transmitters*

During 1980-1992
(1886)

tMifiSnnel Error
Age-ReSated

.Other^Ca'uses

Calibration Drift
391 (59%)

Worn/Bent/Broken
119(18%)

Water Spray/Flow Blockage
106(16%)

Fatigue/Vibration/Corrosion
46 (7%)

3§1xases of calibration problems at over 100
siUcfear power plants in 12 yearlf. '•- f-' ^-"

*!T
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Results of Search of
NPRDS Database

Number ©f NPRDS Reports of "
Failures of Pressure Transmitters1

^AgeMejated.
Problems,
2702(70%)

Calibration Drift
2089 (77%)

Fatigue/Corrosion/Wear
467(17%)

. Other
146 (6%)

iiechanlcal
./•Defects;

f

2,089 of caSsbraitoo problems at over 100
-pjajits in 15 years. ^ .
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Principle of On-line
Calibration Verification

Perform on-line drift
monitoring during the
fuel cycle

Identify those
instruments that have
drifted out of tolerance

Calibrate only the
instruments that have
drifted out of tolerance
and leave the rest alone

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved XMTR-9C



Signal Sources

• SP

Oth
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Applications of On-line
Calibration Verification

Pressure instrumentation

RTDs and Thermocouples

Nl Signals

Can cover the sensor,
% m

signalxonditioning, and
other "components of the
instrument channel
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Potential
Outcomes

t

3
O
O
mcm

CO

No Drift

Sensor

Process

Bias

SensQi

Process

Drift

Time
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Process Estimation
Techniques

Redundant
Signals

Independent
Signals

Process

Averaging
?_-n ' - - . ~i

- Calibrated
Reference
Channel

• • Process

- • Process

->- Process
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Summary of Process
Estimation Techniques

- Simple average
- Weighted average

- " . - : . - . - . . - « gfe&
BST-̂ I*:- r-".- : ™ w i ^ g [

Empirical modeling
Physical modeling
Neural networks
Pattern recognition
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Technology
Validation

Joint project involving
AMS, NRC, and Duke
Power Company
- Laboratory validation
- In-plant validation

Results have been
published
- NUREG/CR 5903 (Jan. 1993)
- NUREG/CR 6343 (Nov. 1995)

©1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved XMTR-9C



In-plant Validation
at McGuire Unit 2

McGuire is a four-loop
Westinghouse PWR

On-line monitoring was
performed for three years

170 channels monitored

Two fuel cycles completed

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. XMTR-9D



Signals Monitored at
McGuire

1

%

3

'k-
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Steam Flow

Steam Pressure

SG Level

FWFlow

Auxiliary FW Flow

RCFlow

PZR Level

PZR Pressure

Wide Range RC Pressure

Containment Pressure

Reactor Vessel Level Ind. Sys (RVLIS)

Turbine Impulse Pressure

Neutron Flux Detectors

Narrow-Range RTDs

Wide Range RTDs

Core Exit Thermocouples

AT signals

T M signals

+5 Volt before start (reference)

Short

Total

8

12

20

8

4

12

3

4

2

3

6

2

12

16

8

40

4

4

1

1

170
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Data Acquisition System
Installed at McGuire

AM-DWG BLK032HS

c

c

CL

®

M
U
L
T
I
P
L
E
X
E
R

Calibration
Signals
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Reactor Coolant
Flow Channel

Non-
Isolated

AMSJ)WG BLK057DS

LowRC
Flow
Trip
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Raw In-plant Data
Raw Data

120

:r 80

I
U_ 40 -
O

«WW i

CRS001B43
CRS001B-01
CRS001&42

Data with

101

I
u. gg

Data with Gaps

O

95

V^

3/92
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Raw & Filtered
Data

Raw Data
DWM113A-01B
DWM113A-02B

240

oo

CO

cq
"-S—<

CO

CD

Q

00

Filtered Data

o Days
(3/92-12/92)

240
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aEken in the Plant
CRS602S-C?3/lS
CRSB028O6as

f^K^J^^^^

-3.0

0)

-1.5

-3.0
3/92
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Comparison of Process
Estimation Results

ETR097C-01AS

Steam Generator B Level
75

^ 70 -

60

Simple Average

Weighted Average

Neural Network

Empirical Model

3/92 10/94
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Model Walidation Under
Transient Conditions

1080

CO

©

m
©

1000-

920
11/10/93

7 5 -

2. 50+

25--

0
11/10/93

Empfrical Models
CRSV01A-05AS

ft

II

SMPT5080
SMPT5090

—SMPT5090
n Empirical Model

11/16/93

Neural Nets

—CF.FT50.00
—CFFT5010
a Neural Net

Time
11/16/93
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Drift of Core Exit Thermocouples
Identified by Single Averaging
and Modeling Methods

LL
o

C

g
CO

<D

Q
<D
O )
CD

I

SLB041A-50BS

(Core Exit Thermocouples Cycle 1)

0.4

0.0

-0.4

J

• SAVG
HEM
• NN

D03 F05 A06 D13 J10 L12

Tag Number

K05 N06
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On-line Monitoring
Results in Drift Band

Feedwater Flow SG B

-0.8

Reactor Coolant Flow

-0.8

CRSB002-OSAS
CRSB00S47AS

3/92 10/94
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Separating Drift
From Noise

102

100

LE 9 8

NC Loop Flow C - Raw Data

102

100 -

NC Loop Flow C - Filtered Data

5/92

GWM022-O1AS
GWM022-O2AS

Time
8/93
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Advantages of On-line
Calibration Testing

Early warning of drift and
incipient failures

In-service performance of
instruments

Diagnostic capabilities
beyond conventional
calibrations

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. XMTR-9F



Erratic RTD Gone
Undetected

SLB103M1A

Hot Leg RTDs Loop D
619

U_

609

Time
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OrH
Showing a Bad
Thermocouple

UL
o

i
a

-20 -

-30 -I

MGR0OSA-C1AS

Shutdown Period
255

Time (Days)
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Other Applications Of
On-Line Monitoring

• Extend qualified life of
electronics
- In control room
- In containment

• Monitor for aging of heavy
equipment (e.g. emergency
diesel generators)

• Rod control system

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. XMTR-9F
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Calibration Testing of
Instrument Channels

Saves up to 1000 hours of
labor per outage for
pressure channels alone

• Reduces
- Radiation exposure
- Outage length
- Human error
- etc.

EPRI has estimated cost
savings of up to $900,000
per cycle per plant

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. XMTR-9F



Pressure Sensor
and Sensing Line
Dynamics



Fundamentals of
Dynamic Testing

i^^ ^
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Simple Way to Measure
Dynamic Response

AMS-DWG PXTOUH

0.707

Input Output
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Signals for
Dynamic Testing

Step

Ramp

Sine

White noise

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved
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Step Response
AMS-DWG PXT014G

t

INPUT OUTPUT
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Time Constant (T)

PXT025B
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Ramp Response
AMS-DWG PX7WF

f

INPUT OUTPUT
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Ramp Time Delay (x)

0
o

I
DC

Input

Output

Time
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Frequency Response
AMS-DWG PXT014J

INPUT
SWterfi "

OUTPUT

Input Output

I
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Soo

Bode Plot
Frequency

(Hz)

0.1

B

1.0

B

V

10.0

B

Output

1.0

a

B

0.1

B

a

0.01

AMS-OWG RSP004A

Frequency (Hz)
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Random Noise
AMS-DWG PXTOUC

Input Output

White noise is a mixture of numerous sinewaves from
very low to very high frequencies with the same
amplitude. Fourier transform can convert white noise
back to sinewaves

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved PRESS-SENSORS-10A



Dynamic Testing with
White Noise Input

AMS-DWG PXT014S

Noise Test Procedure

• Input Noise Signal

• FFT Output Noise

• Plot Frequency Response

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved PRESS-SENSORS-10A



Summary
AMS-DWG PXT087A

For a first order system, all Ts are numerically equal
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Response Time Testing
of Pressure Transmitters

Conventional methods

- Step test
- Ramp test

In-situ methods

- Noise analysis technique
- Power interrupt test

1997 AMS Corporation. Ail rights reserved PRESS-SENSORS-10A



Conventional Test
Procedure

Valve-off the sensing lines

Inject a test signal to the
transmitter

Measure the transmitter
delay with respect to a
high speed reference
transmitter

>1997 AMS Corporation. Ail rights reserved PRESS-SENSORS-10A
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AMS-DWG PXT048B

L
r

Process Sensing Lines Transmitter

b
t
M
i I



Examples of Transmitters
Tested for Response Time

PWRs
1. Containment Pressure
2. Pressurizer Level
3. Pressurizer Pressure
4. Reactor Coolant Flow
5 B Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) Level
6. Steam Flow
7H Steam Generator Level
8. Steam Pressure
9, Turbine Impulse Pressure

. BWRs {
1. Drywell Pressure
2. Main Steam Flow
3. Reactor Vessel Pressure
4. Reactor Vessel Water level
5. Reactor Water Clean Up (RWCU) Flow

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved PRESS-SENSORS-10A



Ramp Test Setup

0
3
CO
COs

CL

Time

AMS-D WG PXT012A

L

' I

y

Input

_ /

/ • • '

' '-7

i

/

/

Output

/

Kespo
Time

•
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On-line Methods

Power i

Applicable to force balance
transmitters

Has been validated for Foxboro
and Fischer & Porter transmitters

Noiseia

- Applicable to all transmitters

- Results include any delays due to
sensing lines
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Principle of Noise
Analysis

AMS-DWG PXTOSSC

Fluctuations

DC Signal

Time
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Equipment Set-up for
Noise Measurement

AMS-DWGPXT1033ES

Transmitter

Current Loop

Resistor

r

Loop Power Supply and
Instrument Channel

Circuits and Electronics

^Signal Isolation
Device -.-.-,.

Signal
Conditioning
Equipment.

Data
Acquisition"-:

and Analysis ̂
System *•"

L J

Integrated Test Equipment
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Noise Data
Acquisition Sequence

AMS-DWGPXTQ41A

Isolated
Plant-

Signal
" Fi l ter^

I *° t » " < " J" .._ , •

Amplifier
Fliier

PC
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Process Noise Going to
Four Redundant Sensors

AMS-DWG N01C09A

Output

Process
Noise

Sensor #3

Sensor #4
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Analysis of Noise Output
to Obtain Response Time

AMS-DWG NOI009B

Output

Sensor#T

Sensor #3

Sensdrt#4
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Vaiiciation of Noise
Analysis Technique

Software validation and
documentation

Laboratory validation

In-plant validation

11997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved PRESS-SENSORS-1OA
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Software Validation

Synthetic Digital Data

Synthetic Analog Data

The synthetic analog data
validates both the software and
the data acquisition equipment.

©1997AMSC(,nx.ration. All right, resema PRESS-SENSORS-10A
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Q
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1.0E-07
0.01

Two Transmitters on the Same
Steam Generator

KMP0101A.01A
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Testing of
Sensing Line
Dela



Potential Sensing
Line Problems

Blockages

Air or gas

Freezing

Improper line-up or
seating of isolation and
equalizing valves

Leakage in the sensing
lines due to valve
problems
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Response Time as a
Fynction of Air in Sensing
Line

BuSEfe

0

8

20

60

0.12

0=13

0.13

Above tests were performed with a 25-foot, 1/4 inch O.D. nylon
tubing between the test unit and the transmitter under test. The
bubble lengths given above are approximate values.
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Effect of Void on
Dynamics of Pressure
Sensing Lines

KMP076A-01B

o

Rosemount - No Air

Rosemount - Air
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Dynamic Performance of
Pressure Sensing Systems

Sensing line diameter
(blockage)

Sensing line length

Pressure transmitter
response time

of sensing line

transmitter

©1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved PRES-SENSORS-10B
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Definition of
Compliance

Change in
Process
Pressure

Sensing Line
Length = L

AMS-DWG PXT102DS

Sensing Element

Pressure Transmitter

Compliance =
Change in Volume of Transmitter _ inch3

Change in Applied Pressure PSI
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Compliance Values

Manufacturer Model

Barton

:,d«brripfi'attce

764 4X10"2

Foxboro
-7

Rosemount Range Code 3 9X10"3

1153 Range Code 7 3X10"5

Range Code 9 3X10"6
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Snubber #1 Used in
Sensing Line Research

AMS-DWGPXT186AS

Cap Sealing Disk

(D=

t
Plunger Bushing Body

Ashcroft Pulsation Damper
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Snubber #2 Used in
Sensing Line Research

AMS-DWG PXT139B

TTTTTTTTH I

Variable Blockages
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Effect of Sensing Line Blockages
on Response Time of Various
Pressure Transmitters

DWW95A-11A

</>

0
CO
CO2o
-E
0

F
o
CO
c
O
Q .
CO
0

o
CM

o
CD -

O
CM .

O .
00

O .

o -1

Snubber #1

Fischer & Por

Rosemount
Range Code o - ^ *

1

/ if

Barton—I^/ / /

Foxboro—^—/ / /

Tobar^—^_/ / /

i i i i I i i i i i i •

30 40 50 60 70 80

Blockage (% of Original I.D.)
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Effect of Sensing Line Blockages
on Response Time of Warious
Pressure Transmitters

m
0eo
CTJ

O
j=
CD

£
CD
W
Co
Q .
CO
0

o
o

o
CO

o
CM

O
00

DWM087A-1QC

Snubber #2

Bartor
Foxboro,

Tobar

Schlumberger

Fischer & Porter

Rosemount ,
Range Code 5

70 74 78 82 86

Blockage (% of Original I.D.)

90
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Sensing Line Test
Results

1nie

Transmitter Tested Ramp Noise

Reference Alone 0.00 0.00

Reference & 100' 0.01 0.00

Reference & Snubber 0.34 0.27

Barton Alone 0.12 0.17

Barton & 100' 0.27 0.28

Barton & Snubber 3.00 2.94

Rosemount Alone 0.08 0.13

Rosemount & 100' 0.09 0.10

Rosemount & Snubber 0.07 0.13
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Sensing Line
Blockage Effect

N

a

q

Q

EL

SLB005A-02A

1E+0 .

1E-1 .

1E-2 .

1E-3 .

1E-4 .

1E-5 .

1E-6 -

1E-7 .

SGA

si »

0.01

_ _ v - - '

LT-474

0.1

\

i •—rrm——

1

LT-475

V

\

r——T—T—r—r-rn-

10

Frequency (Hz)
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Other Sensing
Line Problems

Reference leg boil off

BWR level measurement
problem

Common sensing lines

Leakage

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved PRES-SENSORS-1 OB



Two Transmitters on
the Same Sensing Line

AMS-DWG PXT141E

The response time of slowest
transmitter often dominates
when multiple transmitters are
used on the same sensing line

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved PRES-SENSORS-10B



Reasons For Drift
In Transmitters

Transmitter electronics

Transmitter mechanical

Transmitter to process
connections:

- Sensing line - air bubble - blockage

- Condensation pot - level drifting

- Valves

- Separators

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved PRES-SENSORS-1 OB



Preventive
Maintenance and
Management of Aging
of Reactor Internals



Measurement of Motion
of Reactor Internals

Core barrel vibration

Thermal shield vibration

Fuel assembly vibration

Reactor vessel vibration

Reactor coolant pump
vibration

Core thermal hydraulic
measurements

© 1997 AMS Corporation. Ail rights reserved. PMofRI-12A
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Reactor Internals in
PWR Plant

AMS-DWG COR007F

Reactor
Vessel
Head

Inlet
Nozzle

Nl
Detectors

Vessel
Flange

Inlet
Nozzle

Nl
Detectors
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Neutron Detectors
Around Reactor Vessel

North

AMS-DWG COR004B
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Core Barrel
Vibration

Nl #1

l ftfift. > ft

Water Gap

AMS-DWG COR009D

Nl#2
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Preventive Maintenance
Results

REF112M2AS

MB 4 2
1E-01

1E-03.

O
COa.

1E-05

1E-07,

Thermohydraulic
Fluctuations

Vessel

Thermal
Shield

CBV Shell

RCP
CBV Beam

0 6 12 18
—T"
24 30

Frequency (HZ)
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Motion Frequency
KMP050A-01A
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N
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Pendulum Motion
(Beam Mode)

AMS-DWG COR014A
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Shell Mode Motion
AMS-OWGCQfiQtMC
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Noise Descriptors

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. PMofRI-12A
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Cross Analysis
Results for NI-41/42

KMPQ27E-O1C
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Diablo Canyon NPP

Identify the
an increasing
of Nl alarms at this

plant. *t

Case Study #1

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. PMofRI-12A
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Potential Causes
of Nl Alarms

Equipment problems such
as drift in alarm setpoints,
extraneous noise, etc.

Anomalous motion of
reactor vessel internals

Increased reactivity noise

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. PMofRI-12A



Neutron Noise

NI-41
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Results of Core Barrel
Motion Measurements

AMS-DWG COR010D

Measured
Motion

(1.585 Mils)

Measured
Motion

(3.275 Mils)

North
0°

True Motion
(3.64Mils)
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CBV Amplitudes in Two
Units of Diablo Canyon

JJG013A-01B

Jfi

mo

NI-41 NI-42 NI-43 NI-44
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Increased
Reactivity Noise

Temp, coeff. normally
increases by a factor of 3
from beginning to end of
fuel cycle

Temp, noise can increase
due to changes in flow
characteristics through
the core

Reactivity Noise = (Temp Noise)(f emj>.c6feff)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. PMofR!-12A



Normal Relationships Within
the Core at Low Frequency
Near PC

NIs must be in phase

TCs must be in phase

TCs & NIs must be out of
phase

NIs and flow signals must
be in phase

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.
PMofRI-12B
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Phase Relationships
Between NIs
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Phase Relationship Between
Core Exit Thermocouples

2

0)
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CO

360

270

180

TE-10/56

0.1
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KMPQ5642B
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Phase Relationship
Between NI-41/TE-56
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Phase Relationships
Between NI-41/TE-10

360

Frequency (Hz)

KMP061-01B
KMP061-02B
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1-41 vs. RVLIS

360

0.01 0.1

Frequency (Hz)

KMP071-01B
KMP071-02B
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Core Flow Behavior
AMS-DWGCOR011A
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Phase vs. NI-41

KMP029-02B
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Conclusions of
Case Study
• Core barrel motion is 3.6 mils.. This is

normal,

• Core barrel motion frequency is 6-5 Hz.
This is normal,

• A random fluctuation in the core inlet
flow is occurring in the frequency
range of 0.003 to 0.2 Hz,

• The flow shifting phenomenon along
with the end-of-life increase in the
moderator coefficient is responsible
for the increased alarms

• Alarms did not occur in previous fuel
cycles, due to a different flow pattern
through the core.

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. PMofRI-12B



Case Study #2
Excessive Flow Noise
in RCS of a PWR Plant



3..&.-1

Case Study #2: Identify the
Cause of Large Primary
Coolant Flow Fluctuations

KMP238A44B

Illustration of Problem

110

100

JO
LL.

5o
CO

o
80

70

DC Value of Flow Flow Noise

Modified Low Fiow

Time

Approach

• Measure the output noise from flow
transmitter

* Look at PSD and other noise descriptors
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PSDs of Three RCS
Flow Signals on SG A
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Resonance at 10.7 Hz is
Temperature Dependent
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Loose Parts Monitoring
in Nuclear Power Plants

LPM systems are
designed to detect loose
parts in the primary
systems in both PWR and
BWR plants

LPM signals are provided
by accelerometer sensors

LPM systems are
important in preventive
maintenance and plant
aging management

11997 AMS Corporation SPECIAL TOPICS-15D
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Standards and
Regulations

Regulatory Guide 1.133,
May 1981

ANSI/ASMEOM-1987

EPRI Report NP-5743

© 1997 AMS Corporation
All rights reserved
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Typical Accelerometer
Locations on the Reactor
Vessel

ThimbleJ
Clamp

Accelerometers

AMS-DWG CORQ24B

Head
Accelerometers (outside the

vessel)

Lifting Lug

Reactor Vessel

Accelerometers
installed on
thimble tubes

Thimble Tubes

> 1997 AMS Corporation
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Typical Accelerometer
Locations on the Steam
Generator

Tube Bundle _
Accelerometer

Secondary
Accelerometer

Primary
Accelerometer

\

Divider Plate

AMS-DWG STG001A

Secondary
Manway

Tubes

Tube
Sheet

© 1997 AMS Corporation
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Recommended Sensor
Locations in BWRs

Four rings of three
sensors

- Around the lower head
- Near the core support plate
- Around the upper core region
- Near the vessel head flange

Mounting should be drill-
and-tap into the monitored
surface (not magnetic
installation)

© 1997 AMS Corporation S P F r l A l TOPICS
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Accelerometer Raw
Noise Data Plot

ETR3S5A-01AS
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System
Calibration

Baseline calibration
signals are generated by
deliberately hitting known
masses to the plant
pressure boundary

The calibration signals are
stored in the form of PSDs
for comparison with on-
line data to identify the
size and location of loose
parts

1997 AMS Corporation
Aii rights reserved SPECIAL TOPICS-15D



Calibration Impact
Raw Data Plot

ETR356A-01AS
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Typical Calibration Impact
PSD

w

O
0.03-

0.00

ETR350D-01

FREQUENCY (KHz)
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LPM System
Operation

LPM systems are permanently
installed and used in most
nuclear power plants

They operate continuously and
provide alarms in case of
significant loose parts in the
reactor system

The system is equipped with
headphones to listen for loose
parts impacts. Regulatory Guide
1.133 specifies how often to
listen for loose parts

If loose parts are heard, then the
data is recorded and analyzed

11997 AMS Corporation SPECIAL TOPICS-15D
All rights reserved
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LPM Data Analysis
Procedure

• When a loose part is
suspected in listening to
accelerometer noise output or
from alarms, the data is
recorded and its PSD is
generated

• The PSD is then compared
with baseline PSDs to identify
the size of loose parts

• The location of loose parts
can also be identified using
delay times between
accelerometer signals

© 1997 AMS Corporation
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Accelerometer
Qualification

Must have very high
frequency response

Must be very sensitive to
distinguish between
background noise and
loose parts noise

Acceleromter noise
normally has a Gaussian
distribution unless there is
a significant loose part in
the system

© 1997 AMS Corporation SPECIAL TOPICS-15D
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Dynamic Response of a
Typical Accelerometer

ETR350A-01AS

1E-03

1E-09
10 100 1000 10000 100000

FREQUENCY (Hz)
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A Powerful Tool for Loose
Part Identification and
Trending

• Calculate the modified APD
of the accelerometer noise
signals (MAPD)
- Obtain log of APD. This should be

a straight line
- Plot the straight line. This is called

the MAPD
- Calculate the slope of the MAPD

• The nominal value of the
MAPD slope is -0.22 for a
normal distribution. Any
significant deviation from
this value is indicative of a
loose part

© 1997 AMS Corporation SPECfAL TOPICS-15D
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MAPD Plots With and
Without a Loose Part

Without Loose Parts
LPN1004A-01
LPM001B-01

4.0

With Loose Parts

8.0 12.0 16.0

2.4

Oa.

1-2-k

0.0.

-1.2.

-2.4.

Alpha = -0.07

• Data
Linear Fit

0

© 1997 AMS Corporation
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Normalized Data Value
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Typical MAPD Values With
and Without Loose Parts

Sensor

750

752

850

852

854

856

858

860

MAPD

w/o Loose
Part
-0.22

-0.22

-0.21

-0.22

-0.21

-0.22

-0.22

-0.22

w/Loose
Parts
-0.07

-0.06

-0.07

-0.07

-0.07

-0.07

0.08

-0.09

The data in this table are from tests in a PWR plant One column shows the
MAPD from on-line monitoring of accelerometer noise, and the other shows the
MAPD of the calibration signals.

© 1997 AMS Corporation
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Conclusion

Effective loose parts
monitoring requires
sensitive accelerometers
with high frequency
response characteristics

On-line trending of MAPD
is an objective means of
monitoring for loose parts
continuously

© 1997 AMS Corporation
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Problems Identified in
NPPs by Noise Analysis

Core barrel vibration

Flow anomalies

Flow shifting

Standing waves

Fuel rod vibration

Loose parts

Nl divergence

Shaft crack in MCP

> 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. PMofRI-12C
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Advantages of Noise Diagnostics
for Preventive Maintenance and
Aging Management

Passive

Early detection and
prevention

Use existing plant
instrumentation

Improves safety,
availability and efficiency

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. PMofRI-12C



Diesel Generator
Performance
Monitpring



Topics Covered

Emergency
generators (EGDs) and their
main components

Regulations and standards

Current maintenance and
performance verification
practices

New PC-based system for
preventive maintenance and
performance verification of

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. DGPM-13



Purpose of EDGs

Provide power to safety
systems if a loss of power
and an accident occur at
the same time

Supply continuous power
to plant safety if an
extended loss of off-site
power occurs

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. DGPM-13



Main Components
of a Diesel Engine

AMS-DWG DGM004A

Control &
Protection
System

Grankcasp
Ventilation
: Systerri

Cooling Air
& Ventilation

System

Lubrication
System

i
Governors

Control
System

Exhaust
System

Starting
System

Combustion
Air System
& Supply

Jacket Water
and Cooling

Water System

Exciter&
Voltage

Regulator System
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Typical EDG Support
Systems

• Speed control

• Environmental control

• Start control

• Starting air

• Instrument air

• Service water engine cooling

• DC power source

• Lube oil system

• Fuel oil system

• Engine

• Generator electromechanical

• Electrical and I&C

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. DGPM-13



Regulations and
Standards

• IEEE Std. 387-1984

Reg. Guides 1.9,1.160, and
1.155

10CFR 50.63 and 50.65

NUMARC 87-00 and 93-01

1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. DGPM-13



Verifying Equipment
Performance Today

Periodic maintenance
checks

Periodic maintenance runs

One or less failures in the
last twenty test runs

Problem Generator

Four or more failures in the
last 25 demands

©1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. DGPM-13



EDG Testing
Requirements

Every Month

r Every .Six Months.
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Outage , . _. 1.
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Preventive Maintanance
and Performance
Monitoring Equipment

• Monitoring DC output of
existing sensors and
additional sensors to be
installed (on-line monitoring)

• Monitoring of AC output of
existing sensors and
additional sensors to be
installed (noise analysis)

The same AMS system performs
both on-line monitoring and
noise analysis on EDGs.

©1997 AMS Corporation. Al! rights reserved. DGPM-13
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Examples of Existing
EDG Signals to Monitor

• Generator voltage

Generator current

Generator frequency

Crankcase pressure

Lube oil temperature

Main bearing temperature

Exhaust system
temperature

Engine RPM

Crankcase level

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. DGPM-13



Performance Monitoring
System Components

AMS-DWG DGW01C

Signals
Signal Conditioning

.and Digitizing;;.
' for Diesel#1"

Signals
Signal Conditioning

and Digitizing
for Diesel

Database
Server

Microsoft
Windows

Workstations

Field

Database
Server with

Archive
Capability

Graphical User
Interface with
Trending and

Analysis
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System
Capabilities
• Continuously monitors critical

system parameters

• Ability to monitor individual
support systems independently

• Provides alarm levels for critical
parameters

• Ability to trend historical data for
preventive maintenance purposes

• Expert system for diagnostic
capability

• Failure analysis and root cause
investigation

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. DGPM-13
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Typical Test Data
CEB063-70AS

Generator Kilowatts
4500

5

4000 -

3500 -

3000 -

2500 -

2000 -

1500 -

1000 -

500 -

0

0 100 200 300 400

Time (seconds)

500 600
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Exhaust
Temperatures

2L Cylinder

1000

200

2R Cylinder

1000

CEB063-03AS TO
CEB063A-06AS

400 600 200 400 600

Turbo Inlet Turbo Outlet

u.
o

2
&
Q.

1000 -

800 -

600 •

400 -

200 -

200 400

Time (seconds)
200 400

Time (seconds)
600
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Diesel Generator
Run Data

CEB063A-01AS

4500

4000-

3500-

3000 -

100 200 300 400

Time (seconds)
500 600

- Generator Kilowatts

-2R Cylinder Exhaust Temp.

. Panel Internal Temp

- Exhaust Temp., Turbo Outlet

-2L Cylinder Exhaust Temp.

-Generator Outboard Bearing Temperature

-Exhaust Temp., Turbo Inlet
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Conclusions

An on-line diesel generator
performance monitoring
system will:

- Provide historical maintenance information
to allow relief of accelerated testing

- Allow for proper trending of the
performance of a diesel generator

- Capture performance data at any time the
diesel generators are run, for any reason

- Predict potential failures by the use of an
expert system

- Improve availability and thereby reduce
operating and maintenance costs

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. DGPM-13



Oil Loss and
Hydrogen Permeation
Problems



Purpose of Oil in
Pressure Transmitters

Transfer of pressure
signal to sensing element
(Rosemount)

Mechanical damping and
overpressure protection
(Barton and others)

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. OIL LOSS&HP-14



Response of Rosemount
Transmitters During a
Shutdown of Millstone NPP

JPF025A-04AS
JPF025A-01B

November 1, 1987
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o
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96

80

F T - 4 4 4 ^
"Expected
Response"
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125
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I 115
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o
Q̂  1 1 0

105

FT-424
"Expected
Response"

\

/^^-FT-425

10:30 AM 11:51 AM
Time
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Transmitter
Cross Section

PXT084SS

Process Flange

Sensing Module

G-Ring
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Rosemount
Sensing Cell

AMS-DW6 PXT0848

Fill Tubes/Leadwires

Convolution
Plate

Oil Fill

Glass

Center
Diaphragm

Isolating
Diaphragm
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Diaphragm Deflection
Before and After Oil Loss

Normal

rwi
AMS-DWG PXT084T

Overpressurized

After Oil
Loss
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Mechanism of Oil Loss in
Rosemount Transmitters

Oil loss is typically caused
by failure of glass to metal
bond

Oil exits cell body at glass
seals around fill
tubes/lead wires

> 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. 0 I L LOSS&HP-14



Location of Oil Leak

Glass to
Metal Seal

Glass to
Metal Seal

AMS-DWG PXT084S

Glass to
Metal Seal

Glass to
Metal Seal
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Effects of Oil Loss

Zero and span shift

Increased response
time

© 1997 AMS Corporation. AH rights reserved. OIL LOSS&HP-14
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Dynamic Response as
a Function of Oil Loss

AMS-DWG GRRM8D

to
C
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0-65% Oil Loss
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Failures of Rosemount
Models 1153 & 1154 as a
Function of PSI-Month

CO
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•~ w

No Safety Concern
Return to

Rosemount for Module
Replacement

Yes

Yes

Yes

mmBBgig
El

AMS-DIVG BU<075AS

Yes •. . o'r Not in Serving? ^g

No

Is Operating Presf tire
Less Than 250 PS1?

No

I
Is "'"rapsmitier in

S'ancJby Service?

No

Does Transmitter Meet ^
"^ollo'Jing PSi-^onth Criteria?
1 60k (ail RC3 to RC5; "^
I 60k(AP/GPRC6t6RCi3 :)
3 130k (DP/HP RC6 to RQg)

" i
N o

i .Continue to Operate Usi
- " R'osemoQnt's'Diagno'sltic'Gui'
i • C:r*^^iJ;i(ansgiitter;i%viatcf
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Oil Loss in Rosemount
Transmitters as a Function
of Date of Manufacture

50

40

en
CD

= 30
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78

JPF023A-06AS

80 82 84 86 88 90 92

Year Manufactured
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RC Requirements

Is XMTR
Model 1153 or 1154?

i
Yes

Was it Made Before i
Julv 11.1989-? -h

Yes

Presvsureu< 50'ff PSI?
" r
No

Monitor
fe ^Transmitter

•Yes-
Is Service ^

Pressured 1500 PSI2

No

. . ; ; a.

OOC.-P?;-< Service

AMS-DWG BLK076D

•Yes-

•No-

•Yes

Yes

Replace or Mpmtpr Unffl
Transmitter^ Q'aturedi

Monitoring Not
Required.
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Oil Loss Detection
Techniques

Trending of manual
calibration data

On-line monitoring of DC
output of transmitters

Noise analysis
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Noise Descriptors
Monitored for Oil Loss
Detection

Variance
- A measure of signal amplitude
- Second moment

Skewness
- Third moment
- Index of signal asymmetry

Flatness
- Fourth moment
- Index of the distribution of large vs.

small transients in the signal

Higher Moments and Ratio
of Moments
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In-Plant Detection of a
Failed Rosemount
Transmitter Due to Oil Loss

Descriptor Norma l LT518 LT528 LT538 LT548
Value

Skewness 0.0 0.02 0.23 0.08 0.05

5th Moment 0.0 0.07 2.12 0.70 0.36

Variance Ratio 1.0 1.03 1.25 1.09 1.06

Skewness Ratio 1.0 1.00 1.06 1.01 1.02

5th Moment Ratio 1.0 1.00 1.21 1.04 1.06
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Response Time Results for
Rosemount Model 1153

Setpoint

Low

Medium

High

Low

Medium

High

:R^on|e

Increasing
Ramp

Normal 1153

0.12

0.12

0.15

Failed 1153

0.23

0.25

0.25

mmm
Decreasing

Ramp

0.13

0.13

0.13

171.0

19.0

1.1
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Effects of Oil Loss on
Response Time of Other
Transmitters

Oil Loss

0

100

0

100

l e l s e c l ^

Increasing Decreasing
Ramp Ramp

Barton 764

0.19

0.10

Foxboro E13DM

0.17

0.12

Tobar 32DP

0.19

0.11

0.12

0.08

0

100

0.17

0.11

0.18

0.12
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Conclusion

Oil loss is a problem only in
some Rosemount transmitters
that were manufactured
before July 1989

Oil loss in Rosemount
transmitters can cause
calibration drift and response
time increases

Oil loss is often detectable by
trending of calibration data,
on-line drift monitoring, or the
noise analysis technique
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1-. A!.Hydrogsi
Problem in Rosemount
Transmitter

• November, 1994 - St. Lucie
Nuclear Power Plant

• Two Rosemount 1153 PZR
pressure transmitters
generated off-scale high
signals while the plant was
at shutdown

• Safety injection was
initiated
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Troubleshooting
Results

Cell abnormally bulged
out indicating gas
entrapment

No water leakage or oil
breakdown, no oil loss,
but oil in the transmitter
contained large amount
of hydrogen
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Root Cause

Isolating diaphragm was
made of Monel instead of
stainless steel
• Monel is permeable to

monatomic hydrogen

• During fuel cycle, hydrogen
permeated diaphragms

• Upon depressurization,
hydrogen came out of
solution

Generated 10CFR Part 21 and
NRC Information Notice 95-20
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Nuclear Power
Plant Infrastructure



How a NPP is Built

Buyer

Seller

Regulator
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Buyers of Nuclear
Power Plants

Private companies
- Japan
- Switzerland
- USA

Government / public
companies
- France
- Korea
- Russia
Privatization
- UK
- Czech Republic
- Argentina

Joint government / private
companies
- Japan
- Canada
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Sellers of Nuclear
Power Plants
• WER plants

- Russia
- Czech Republic
- Others

• PWR plants
- Westinghouse
- Framatome
- Siemens / KWU
- Others

• BWR plants
- General Electric
- Hitachi / Toshiba
- A B B
- Others

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.



Other Reactor
Types

RBMK
Candu
LMFBR
HTGR

Advanced PWRs and WERs
ABWR / SBWR
EPR

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.
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NPP Regulations

Governmen

- Chief executive
- Parliament
- Regulatory agency

J ? ^ ^JSETfJE^S

Quality

- Buyer's QA
- Seller's QA
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Role of Government

Protect public health and
safety

Establish laws and regulations for
safe operation of plants and disposal
of nuclear waste

Review and certify plant designs

Issue construction permit^ operation
permit, etca

Provide oversight during plant
operation

Establish decommissioning criteria

Initiate / support R&D activities
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Role of the Industry

Design, develop and operate
safe and efficient plants

• Establish Quality Assurance
Program

• Establish operating criteria and
operating limits

• Provide training of plant personnel

• Implement radiation protection
measures

• Establish security within and
outside the plant

• Develop evacuation plans
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NPP Infrastructure

Goals: Safe and efficient
production of electricity
from nuclear energy,
disposal of nuclear waste,
and safeguard of nuclear
material.
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Statement

The safe and
production of electricity
from a nuclear
power plant is a multi-
disciplinary task and an
international proposition
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Elements of NPP
Infrastructure
• Public (proponents &

opponents)

• Regulations / standards /
quality assurance

Design, construction, and
operation

Maintenance

Security

Health physics

Radioactive waste

Other

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Infrastructure
Responsibility

Training / education

Radiation protection

Quality assurance

Information exchange

Technological
advances

11997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.



Infrastructure
Support

" i ofe&y^

- Government Funded R&D
- Industry Sponsored R&D
- Private Companies

- Colleges and Universities
- In-House Training
- Contract Training

- Standard Writing

- Symposiums/Conferences
- Trade Shows

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.



Professional Organizations
Serving the Nuclear Industry

1 — - n - J. »•

ANS
ENS
ISA
IEEE

Nuclear Enlfg

- Nuclear News
- Nuclear Plant Journal
- ENS World Scan
- IEEE Spectrum
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International
Organizations

International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA)

International Commission on
Radiological Protection (IEA)

International Nuclear
Regulators Association (INRA)

OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA)

World Association of Nuclear
Operators (WANO)
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International
Training Resources
• IAEA
• EPRI

• ISA
• Contract training

• In-house training

• Video - tapes
• Conferences
• Trade shows
• Internship programs
• Colleges and Universities
• Simulator training
• On-the-job training

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.



Infrastructure
Training

Training of Government

Training of Regulators

Training of Engineers
and Technicians

Training of Operators

Training of Managers
and Administrators

11997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Today's Challenges to NPP
Infrastructure Around the
World
Nuclear power industry is in a
stagnate period in many parts
of the world

• Effect on small and large suppliers

• Effect on research and development
activities

• Effect on universities and training
efforts

• Effect on regulatory bodies
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History of the
Development of Nuclear
Industry Worldwide

-1950
-1970
-1990

1970
1990
Now

- Energy production
- Weapon production
- Medical use

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.



Birth of Nuclear Power
(1950- 1970)

> Former Soviet Union and
associated countries began
building nuclear power plants

» Many western nations began
vigorous programs of nuclear
power production

• Extensive R&D was initiated to
advance nuclear power
production
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Rise and Fall of Nuclear
Power (1970-1990)

• Many plants became successfully
operational around the world

• Nuclear power share of worldwide
energy production approached 20%

• Three Mile Island accident occurred in
1979 in USA resulting in core damage
and massive new regulations and
retrofits

• Cost of nuclear electricity production
rose above coal in some countries and
the average energy demand slowed
around the world for technical,
economical and political reasons

• Chernobyl accident occurred in 1986
destroying the plant causing death5

radiation exposure to the public and a
significant deterioration of public
opinion
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Nuclear Energy in Current

1990 - Now

Nuclear industry deregulation
and privatization

Problems with implementation
of advanced technologies

Construction of nuclear power
plants in Russia, Asia and
Western Countries

Design, development,
certification, and construction
of advanced reactors

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.



Major Accidents in
Commercial NPPs & Their
Consequences

• Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2
- PWR plant started December 1978
- Located in the USA
- Accident happened in March 1979
- Accident occurred due to equipment failure and

operator errors
- No injury or death, but core damage
- Resulted in massive new regulations and

retrofits
- Plant is no longer in service

m Chernobyl Unit 4
- RBMK plant started April 1984
- Located in Ukraine
- Accident happened April 1986
- Accident occurred due to unauthorized plant

maneuvering and inadequate plant response
- Destroyed the plant & caused injury and death
- Reduced the progress of nuclear power

production and changed the world public
opinion against nuclear energy
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Current Concerns in
the Nuclear Industry

- -T1.-S1 -7B=S , - ^ V

Technical
- Waste disposal
- Aging and life extension
- Implementation of new technologies
- Other technical concerns

- Energy demand
- Economics
- Public acceptance
- Proliferation
- Government funding of R&D
- Decline of nuclear engineering

programs in colleges / universities
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Consequences of the
Decline of Nuclear Power
Industry

Deterioration of infrastructure
for production of nuclear
energy

Loss of technical foundation
and students to carry the
knowledge to the next
generation

Limited use of new technology

Other consequences

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved
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NPP Infrastructure in
Three Countries Used as
Examples

France

Russia

USA

© 1997 AMS Corporation. AH rights reserved. IAEA-iran97
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French Nuclear
Industry

EDF
Owner and operator of all NPPs

CEA
Nuclear energy R&D

Framatome
NSSS vendor, owned by CEA,
EDF, Alcatel-AIsthom, others

Regulatory Agency
ISPN / SCNI, advised by CEA
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Main Russian Nuclear
Authorities

• M IN ATOM: Ministry of Atomic
Energy
- Scientific policies
- Standards and rules
- Waste management

• Rosenergoatom: Created in
1992 by president
- Operations of all NPPs
- Training of operators and

maintenance personnel

• Gosatomnadzor (GAN):
Created in 1992 by president
- Regulates nuclear power industry
- Regulates waste storage
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Other Russian Authorities
with Relationship to
Nuclear Energy

Ministry of Environment
Protection

Ministry of Health

Ministry of Internal Affairs

Ministry of Civil Defense

Ministry of Navy

Ministry of Science and
Technology (Kurchatov
Institute)
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Simplified Organization Chart of Nuclear
Power Production in Russia

Government

Ministry of Electric
Equipment
Industries

Ministry of Medium
Machine Building

State Committee For
Utilization of Atomic

Energy

Ministry of Chemical
and Petroleum Machine

Building

Ministry of Atomic
Energy

Ministry of Heavy
Power and Transport

Machine Building

Ministry of Public
Health

State Committee for
Inspection

(Gosgortekhnadzor)

State Committee For
Standards

(Gosstandat)

Ministry of Power and
Electrification
(Minenergo)

1
Ministry of Instrument

Making Automation
Equipment and Control

Systems

1
State Committee For
Safety in the Atomic

Power industry
(Gosatomenergonodzor)
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History of Nuclear Power in
the Former Soviet Union

1942 Igor Kurchatov appointed to lead
development of atomic bomb

1948 Plutonium producing reactor
constructed

1949 Kurchatov convinced government
to develop nuclear reactors for
electricity

1954 RBMK reactor built at Obninsk
successfully producing electricity

1956 Kurchatov began to develop a PWR
at Kurchatov Atomic Research Lab

1964 Novovoronezh Unit 1 and Beioyarsk
NPPs constructed
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NPP Infrastructure
in the USA

Nuclear Power Industry
- NSSS vendors
- Architect engineers
- Balance of plant manufacturers
- Equipment suppliers
- Others

Government
- Nuclear Regulatory Commission
- Department of Energy
- Local governments
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Element of U.S. Nuclear
Power Industry

Suppliers & utilities

NRC

DOE

INPO

NEI

EPRI

ANS
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Nuclear Industry
Management
Structure



b

Example of a Typical
Nuclear Power Plant
Management Structure

• Utility executive

Chief of Nuclear Operations

Nuclear plant site
superintendent

Nuclear plant unit manager

Nuclear plant departments
- Operations
- Maintenance
- Quality assurance
- Radiation protection / health

physics
- Security

®
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Nuclear Plant
Supporting Facilities

Utility engineering office

Emergency response
facility

Training / simulator facility
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Simplified Organizational
Chart of a Nuclear Power
Plant (Kozloduy-Unit i )

Shift
Supervisors

Reactor
Department

Turbine
Department

Chemistry
Department

Station Manager

i
Chief Engineer

r

Operations

r

Maintenance

1
r

Technical
Support

r

Quality
Assurance

Maintenance
Engineering
Department

Auxiliary
Repairing

Department

Fire
Protection

Department

Reactor
Technology
Department

Health Physics
Department

Reactor Core
Calculations
Department
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Simplified Maintenance Organization
Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant - Unit 1

Maintenance IVIanager

i
Mechanical

Maintenance Manager

Turning Equipment
Group

Pipes & Vessels
Group

Reactor Internals
Group

—

—>

Electrical Maintenance
Manager

Electric Power
Equipment Group

Electrical Protection &
Automation Group

Diesel Generators
Group

M i

turn

mm

I&C Maintenance
Manager

Electronics
^ Group

Protection & Interlocs
Group

Control Systems
** Group
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A ¥endor Organization
Skoda Nuclear Machinery (Simplified Organization Chart)

Power System
Safes

Marketing/Sales
Sales
Plant Design
Project Management

1
Manufacturing

Design
Technology
Procurement

President

i
Technical
Service

Repairs of NPPs
Measurements & Testing
In-Service Inspections
Diagnostics

1
Quality

Assurance
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Quality Assurance
Programs
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Basic Organizational Structure for
Production of Nuclear Energy

Government

- — Codes, Standards, and Regulations

r ^

Design

Reactor Vendors
i

r

Construction
r

Operation

Architect Engineers Utilities
k

Quality Assurance / Quality Control
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Quality Assurance Top
Documents in Three
Countries Used as Examples

Russia : OPB-82

Germany : KTA

USA : 10CFR50

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved. IAEA-lran97



Russian Safety
Regulat ions (OPB-88-1990)

• Site Characterization

• Design

• Quality Assurance

Training

Operations

Maintenance

Diagnostics

Accident Prevention

Post Accident Activities
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Russian Regulation
(Sybdocyments)

i PBYa 04-74: Engineering and
organizational requirements

i RS8-76: Radiation safety
standards

i SP-AES-79: Defines shielding and
dosimetric monitoring

i Examples of maximum allowable
population doses in Russia
- External whole body -10 rem
- internal thyroid (children) - 30 rem
- Internal other organs -10 rem
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American
Subdocuments

10CFR50App. B:
Quality Assurance Requirements

10CFR21:
Report of Defects in Components;

Services, Testing, etc.
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NRC Management
Structure

Commissioners

Executive Director

Divisions and Branches

Regional Offices

Resident Inspectors

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.



Organizational Chart of the United
State Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

Five NRC Commissioners

1
Executive Director for

Operations

Deputy Director for Regulatory
Effectiveness, Program Oversight,

Investigation and Enforcement

i
Deputy Executive Director
for Regulatory Programs

1
Office of
Nuclear

Regulatory
Research

Office for
Analysis and
Evaluation of
Operational

Data

Office of
Investigations

i
Office of

Enforcement

1
Office of
Nuclear
Reactor

Regulation

Office of
Nuclear
Material

Safety and
Safeguards

1
Office of

State
Programs
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Examples of
International Standards

IEC 988: Acoustic monitoring systems for
loose parts detection characteristics, design
criteria, and operational procedures.

IEC publication 671: Periodic tests and
monitoring of the protection system of nuclear
reactors

IEC publication 232: General characteristics of
nuclear reactor instrumentation

SEC 1225: Nuclear power plants -I&C systems
important for safety - Requirements for
electrical supplies

IEC 1224: Nuclear reactors - Response time in
resistance detectors - In-situ measurements

IEC Publication 780: Qualification of electrical
items of the safety system for nuclear power
generating stations

© 1997 AMS Corporation. All rights reserved.



Sensor Aging
Research



Research Objective

Quantify the effects of
aging on performance of _
and pressure transmitters -f :

Identify objective testing
intervals and replacement
frequencies

Establish acceptable test
methods
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Process Conditions That
Affect RTD Performance

•fit

Temperature cycling

Vibration

Me©
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Process Conditions That
Affect RTD Performance

Heat |
- Affects material properties
- RTD seal may dry out, shrink, or crack

and let moisture in

Humidity
- Reduces the insulation resistance and

causes errors in temperature
measurement

- Can also cause noise at the RTD output

Temperature cycling ^,;-;
- Expansion and contraction of sensor

materials resulting in stress on the
sensing element
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Process Conditions That
Affect RTD Performance

Vibration and Shock If^7

- Cold working of sensing element
resulting in calibration shift

- Gradual movement of RTD out of
thermowell resulting in response
time increase

- Displacement of redistribution of
insulation at high temperature
resulting in response time
degradation
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RTD Drift Results
DDB012A-1SA

0.06

o

o
CO
CD
U)

0.01

0

-0.01

H= -0.02
Q

g -0.03
*•+->
03

15
O

-0.04

-0.05

3 4 5 6
Calibration Interval

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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10 11 12
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Drift Behavior of
RTDs

DDBQ12A-09B

0.08

0.06

0.04

O

o

o>
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Q

o

g 0.02

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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Summary of Aging
Test Results

DDB016A-O3A

0.02 .

0

THERMAL VIBRATION HUMIDITY HIGH TEMP CYCLING
18 Months 2 Months 2 Months 3 Days 100 Cycles
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On-line Test
Methods for RTDs

LCSR test 'I

scalibrai
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Conclusions of RTD
Aging Research

The drift of RTDs occurs in a random
fashion and is generally limited to a +
0.2°C band in a two year period

Some RTDs can suffer shelf life
Recalibration of up to 0,1 °C in a two
year period

Most failures and a major portion of
RTD drift occurs in the first few months
of aging- A potential remedy is to burn-
in the RTDs before they are calibrated
and installed in a plant

Removal and recalibration is not
desirable due to possibility of damage
to RTDs, ALARA, and response time
problems
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Conclusions of RTD
Aging Research (cont.)

Removal for ice point
check is not effective for
detecting RTD calibration
shifts

Cross calibration tests
performed once every fuel
cycle is a common
approach for management
of RTD aging and in-situ
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Conclusions of RTD
Aging Research (cont.)

• The in-service response time
of an RTD can only be
identified by on-line testing

The method that is commonly
used for measuring the in-
service response time of
nuclear plant RTDs is the
LCSR test

For details of RTD aging
research, consult NUREG/CR-
5560
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Process Conditions That
Affect Pressure Transmitters

Heat

Humidity

Mechanical shock

Vibration

Overranging

Cycling

Radiation
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Potential Effects of
Aging Effects

'Degradation PotentialCaifse ~Calibration espomsTee^

Oil loss

Degradation of fill fluid

Wear, friction, and sticking
of mechanical linkages

Failure of seals allowing
moisture into transmitter
electronics

Leakage of process fluid
into cell fluid resulting in
temperature changes in
sensor, viscosity changes in
fill fluid, etc.

Deformation of sensing
element resulting in
changes in stiffness

Changes in values of
electronic components

Changes in spring
consta nts of be Hows a nd
diaphragms

• Manufacturing flaws
• High pressure

• Viscosity changes due to
radiation and heat

• Pressure fluctuations and
surges

• Corrosion and oxidation

« Embrittlement and
cracking of seals-due to
radiation and heat

• Failure of seals
« Manufacturing flaws
« Rupture of sensing

elements

• Pressure cycling
• Over pressurization
•• Vibration

« Heat, radiation, humidity
« Changes in power supply

voltages
« Maintenance

« Mechanical fatigue
• Pressure cycling

V

V V

V

V V
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Aging Test of
Pressure Transmitters

r»

Bamtrqsi - ̂ aina^Gonqitios
. (month)

Normal heat & 6-12 110 0F, 65% RH
humidity

Extremes of
normal heat &
humidity

Vibration

Pressure
cycling

Over
pressurization

3

2

2

0.5

150 °F, 90% RH

3 mils at 20 Hz

50 % of span:
100Kto500K
cycles

1000 psi
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Aging Test
Results

JPF019A-21B
JPF019A-22B

Effect on Calibration

90 ,
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Aging Test
Results

JPP019A-21B
JPF019A-22B

Response

90

w

"E
to
c

H 30

0

Unaffected Moderately

Affected

Failed

Response Time Changes
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LER Results
•• • LERs Reporting Pressure

I * Instrumentation Failures (excluding
pressure switches)

1,866 (-5% of all LERs)

- Testing/Surveillance 26%

-Design Error 20%

- Maintenance 14%

— Operations 14%

-Administrative 8%

- Installation 7%

- Fabrication 6%

Other/Unknown 5%

Construction 2%

- .sQther Causes

•Drift/Calibration 74%

-Worn , Bent, Broken 22%

—Water Spray, Flow Blockage 19%

—Vibration/Fatigue 5%

•Corrosion/Erosion 2%

(These percentages add up to more than 100% because some
of the same LERs are included in more than one category)
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LERs on Pressure
Sensing Lines

Sensing Line Problems

"'*'^§ejsonnel Error.- _•.»-. j .

— Blockage, Freezing, Voids, etc. 67%

_ Sensing Line Problems Affecting
Transmitter Calibration 13%

— Worn, Bent, Broken or Damaged 13%

— Vibration or Fatigue 5%

— Corrosion or Erosion 2%
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Conclusions
Aging can adversely affect the
performance of nuclear plant
pressure transmitters

Current testing interval of once
every fuel cycle is adequate for
aging management

In-situ response time
measurements and on-line
calibration testing methods have
been developed and validated for
nuclear plant pressure transmitters

Consult NUREG/CR-5851 for details
of aging research on pressure
transmitters
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Temperature and pressure instrumentation in
VVERs and their testing

by G. Por
Material for Workshop on On-line testing of Nuclear Power
Plant Temperature and Pressure Instrumentation and Other

Critical Plant Equipment organized by IAEA, Trnava, Slovak
Republic, May 25-29, 1998
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1. INTRODUCTION TO VVER-440 MODEL V-213 GENERAL PLANT DESCRIPTION

The Nuclear Power Plants with soviet design water-cooled water-moderated VVER-440 model V-213
reactors of second generation are improvement of VVER-440 model V-230 first generation. In comparison
with NPP with VVER-440 model V-230 the VVER-440 model V-213 generation are equipped by improved
safety systems.

Safety Criteria

Despite of separate lacks, the soviet design NPP VVER-440 type, (irrespective of model), have positive
properties, from the point of view to safety in comparison with analogy water-water reactors of western
countries, including the following:

» Rather small of Reactor Core power density, large stock of coolant water in Reactor Coolant System and
feedwater in Steam Generators,

° Opportunity of cutting of Main Circulation Pipes from reactors by Coolant Isolation Valves.

VVER-440 model V-213 generation is equipped by considerably improved safety system. They in majority-
cases are separated from systems of normal operation. The V-213 installation has emergency cooling system,
and which are designed for operate of the whole spectrum of possible failure with loss of coolant accident,
including break of the main circulation pipeline (Dia: 500 millimeter). NPP with VVER-440 model V-213
reactor type have hermetic compartments system with condensed installation of bubble type. This system is
also protected from break of main circulating pipeline.
The following acceptance criteria are used to analysis of accident on VVER-440:
• Fuel cladding temperature - not more than 1200 degree Centigrade.
« Local oxidation depth of the fuel rod cladding - not more than 18 percent of the initial wall thickness.
" Total fraction of the zirconium reacted - not more than 1 percent of its mass in fuel rod claddings.

Comparison with analogous hiPPs

In table 2-1 the main design data of VVER-440 model V-230, V-213 installations are resulted. For
comparison to appropriate installations the VVER-1000 model V-320 and installation "Escort"-1300 of
KWU German firms are resulted.

Table 2-1: Comparison of important design parameters ofVVER type
and "Escort" type installations

Parameter

Thermal Power

Electrical Power

Efficiency

Reactor Core
average thermal load

average power density

Dimension

Megawatt

Megawatt

percent

Watt/sin. 2

kW/liter

VVER-440
V-230, V213

1375

440

30

43.8

86

VVER-1000

V-320

3000

970

30

56.8

107

Escort-1300

Emsland NPP

3765

1314

33

61.3

93
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average burnup

Fuel Assembles
type of assembles

number of assembles
number of fuel rods in
assemble
active length

outside diameter

wall thickness

cladding material

Control Rods and
Assembles
number of assembles
type of assembles

absorber material
Reactor system pressure

Secondary system
pressure

Coolant temperature on
inlet/outlet of reactor

Number of coolant loops

Number of turbines
Rotation number

Volume of coolant in
primary system
Volume of coolant in
primary system relatively
to power
Main Circulation Pipes

inside diameter

pipes material

main isolation valve

Steam Generators

MW day /kg 29

millimeter

millimeter

millimeter

Megapascal

Megapascal

degree of

Centigrade

hexagonal lattice

with cover
312
126

2500

9.1

0.65
Zirconium cube-
type

Zr & 1 % Ni

37
dual assembles

steel

12.2

4.6

265/295

6

1 2

rotation/min
m3

m3 /GWatt

millimeter

3000
215

183

500
austenite steel

used

40

square lattice

without cover
163
312

3550

9.1

0.65
Zirconium tube-
type

Zr & 1 % Ni

61
18 control rods on

each assemble

45

hexagonal lattice

with cover
193
236

3900

10.75

0.725
Zircalloy tube-typ

61
24 control rods on

each assemble
B4C | Ag80Inl5Cd5

15.7

6.3

290/320

4

1

3000
298

88

850
ferrite steel with

austenite weld
not used

15.8

6.4

291/326

A
~T

1

1500
372

61

750
ferrite steel with

austenite weld
not used
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type

heating tube diameter

heating tube material

Pressure Vessel
diameter

wail thickness

height without header

material less

millimeter

meter

millimeter

meter

horizontal

16

austenite steel

less alloyed steel

with austenite
weld

horizontal

13

austenite steel

less alloyed steel

with austenite
weld

vertical

19.7

incoloy

fine grain less

alloyed steel
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2. Temperature and pressure instrumentation in VVERs and
their testing

2.1. WER Reactor Coolant Temperature Monitor

Temperature data are collected from either thermocouples or platinum resistance
temperature devices (RTDs) at many locations in the primary and secondary
circuits.

There are about 210 sensors located at the core exit. These sensors are used in
measuring the power distribution in the core. Average coolant temperature is
measured by sensors on the primary coolant pipe near the reactor pressure vessel
inlet and outlet.

Safety Function. Measured temperature in the hot-leg RTD is used by the reactor
scram system to generate either an AZ-4 or AZ-3 emergency command when
temperature exceeds the 301 degrees Centigrade (574 degrees Fahrenheit) for
VVER-440 model V-213.

Non-Safety Functions. VVERs have a non-uniform radial power distribution, which
yields relatively small safety margins due to critical power ratios; this forces strict
monitoring of thermal power generation in the core. A large array of core exit
thermocouples is used to monitor the radial power distribution to help achieve
optimal power shape; actual power shaping is accomplished by manually adjusting
control rods. Hot-and cold-leg temperatures are used to update the plant thermal
balance, which is an input to the reactor power and turbine control systems.
Individual loop temperatures are monitored to prevent loop power imbalances.
Another set of RTDs is used in the cold-junctions reference of the core-exit
thermocouples.

Location. Core exit thermocouples are located just above individual fuel assemblies.
In VVER-440 model V-213, 210 of 349 assemblies are monitored. There are 36
thermocouples in the cooling loops of a VVER-440; three of them are associated
with each of the six cold legs and three with each hot leg. Platinum RTDs are used
as precision sensors at cold and hot circulation loop points, which make it possible
to perform more accurate coolant-temperature measurements at the reactor inlet and
outlet as well as to determine corrections for thermocouple measurements by
comparison of their readings with more precise resistance- thermometer readings.

Sensor Descriptions. Intense gamma radiation at the location of the core exit
thermocouples makes necessary the use of sensors with as small a mass as possible,
which also improves thermal contact between coolant and sensing elements. There
are special jackets at the fuel assembly outlets and in the upper reactor volume for
placing the chromel-alumel thermocouples with an insulated junction. The
thermocouple diameter, including stainless-steel outer sheath, is less than 3
millimeters (0.12 inches). Core exit thermocouples are combined into groups. Each
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group is associated with a cold-junction compensator, which consists of a passive
thermostat with internal temperature monitoring. Each cold-junction temperature is
monitored by two redundant RTDs. The coolant temperature monitoring system has
been determined to have an error of less than 0.5 degrees Centigrade.

Signal Interfacing. The temperature signals are routed from the primary system to
the IRM through 12-paired or 2-paired heat and radiation resistant cables.
Temperature signals are sampled into the IRM using an analog-to-digital converter
with a precision of 0.07 percent and with a 60 dB signal-to-noise ratio. The IRM
system is composed of functionally independent units. The unit outputs are
combined using a Camac-Vector framework channel into the monitoring system.
Signal Validation. The IRM system checks itself periodically for proper
functioning. The status of the program itself is monitored internally.
Validity of the thermocouple signal is determined by comparing it to RTDs located
in the vicinity. Core exit thermocouples are divided into groups and, assuming core
power symmetry, their measurements are compared to theoretical values. A
modification of this technique is used to assure that the thermocouple and RTD have
been properly reconnected following refueling. A preliminary evaluation can be
obtained using normal core temperature gradients at shutdown. Suspect units can be
further checked at low power by inserting a control assembly near the sensor and
observing that the temperature change occurs on the correct unit.

Note: A similar technique is used to determine if control assemblies are "stuck" in some intermediate
position in the core or that a assembly having insufficient worth has been installed erroneously. In
these cases, the individual suspected "stuck" low worth assemblies are moved individually within the
group of 6. A low worth or stuck assembly will be apparent by the decreased effect on the
temperature sensor located nearby.

2.2. How all this functioning in Paks NPP

There are 216 thermocouples to monitor the outlet temperature of coolant leaving
the fuel assembly and another six in mixing level (at the elevation where coolant
leaves toward the hot legs)

All these thermocouples are divided into 18 groups. Each group has its own
collector block (physically positioned at the top of the upper block). Guide tubes
(called protecting tubes) leads from measurement position to this collector block
inside the so called protecting tube system, which is a cylindrical construction
occupying the space above the core. It serves also to press down the elasticity the
core, to fix the position of individual fuel assembly, to guide the control and safety
rods (assemblies). The guiding tubes of thermocouples and incore instrumentation
are bend correspondingly to reach the core position and the collector block.

This upper collector block is very important from the point of view of hermeticity.
Each guiding tube is sealed in that block by expanded graphite, while the whole
block (diameter of which is about 15 cm) is sealed to its hole with double Ni ring.
Each thermocouple has outer diameter of 4 mm until the graphite sealing. Above
that sealing (2-3 cm from that sealing) the thinner wire of 2mm diameter follows
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today. In fact the outer screening tube is missing here, only the inner tube, which is
easier to bend exist here. It is hardly bend usually occupying the whole space to
ensure that this cable of would arrive to the upper part where terminal block is
situated. Near to this point the this screening is also taken away and two inner
thermocouple cable are attach to terminal block points by screws. Two Pt resistance
temperature meter are fixed also to the same terminal block. This is the cold
junction of the thermocouples and evaluation system (VERONA) ensures a
correction based on those two Pt resistance temperature meters.

From terminal block a cable leads to the next connecting point (at the upper edge of
the reactor vessel. This fixed cable travels together with protecting tube system
during maintenance work.

Experience shows that there is today a very little (very rear) need to exchange
(replace) thermocouples. Earlier times the single screened version had quite a lot of
failure but this double isolated 4mm cable could work for much longer period.
Nevertheless thermocouples are exchanged after 4-8 years of operation. Those
which are in wet channels are typically exchanged after 4 years. They could still
work, but due to wetness boron crystals are formulated and after long time it would
be impossible to remove thermocouple from the long rube (channel), which really
happened with earlier thermocouples. Thermocouples from dry channel are replaced
typically after 8 years of operation, the reason here is similar. There is always some
small probability of corrosion which means that thermocouple attaches to the wall
of guiding tube and cannot be removed. (Notice: In principle all thermocouples are
in dry channel, but due to not perfect technology of the tube welding some small
leakage were found in some tubes at during the first and second year of operation,
they number is not really growing. Since the upper sealing ensures that there is no
real leakage of the coolant via this tubes, it was not necessary to fix this problem,
finding the imperfection 'of the tube and repeating the welding in a place of high
radiation and difficult to access. Therefore tubes had been classified as wet and dry
and maintenance balance this problem.

From the mentioned problem it is also clear that there were cases, when due to
boron crystals or corrosion it was impossible to remove the thermocouple from the
tube. They were broken typically at the end, since there they have a tight hole to
ensure the good heat transmission from the coolant to the thermocouple. What can
one to do if a thermocouple is broken? There are two cases. Either one can still
fulfill the global and local condition for operating the given Unit or not.

Global condition for WWER 213 reactor is: at least 75% of all thermocouple should
work otherwise you should stop the operation. (Of course nobody would start a
reactor with 76% of operating thermocouples. This global condition includes not
only the working ability of the thermocouples but also the all the measuring lines
including sampling).

Local condition depends on core monitoring system requirements, in fact on its
ability to interpolate unmeasured values. In Hungarian WWERs using VERONA
system for core monitoring this local condition sounds that in the grid of
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thermocouples (its pitch is two assembly distance) at least two must work in every
area.

It is rather easy to fulfill the first condition. It would mean that you may operate
your WWER Unit with 54 bad thermocouple readings. But it can very easily happen
that near standing thermocouples have been damaged. In this case the only solution
is to drill the hole of those thermocouples which were broken at the very end. It is a
difficult operation but not impossible at all. .

The original thermocouples of TXA2076/3 type had 4 mm outer diameter stainless
steel steel tube 08H18N10T, in which two wires were positioned parallel to each
other and hold by granulated from MgO. The new type TXA2076/4 has two coaxial
protection outer tube form the same 08H18N10T material, with outer diameter of 4
mm the inner tube has a diameter of 2 mm. Inside the inner tube again the same two
wires has the same isolation material. The original thermocouples (Ukraine product
with single isolation) were frequently damaged since if there was a little wetness
they easily got into MgO insulation and it became thicker making impossible the
removal of the given thermocouple. Therefore they were first replaced with the
double isolated version. This construction has proved his ability to protect the
thermocouples. This Ukrainian product has been replaced by German HERAUS
firm production solely due to problems of availability of eastern market in certain
period of political changes about 4-5 years ago. German technology ensured also
less differences between thermocouples as the measurement show.

Experiences with theromcopules were collected in paper [Hamvas-Kalya, 1988], It
is obvious that to balance differences in production and building of thermocouples
one needs a correction. That correction factor is estimated during the intitial start up
of each new core load, before the real nuclear operation starts. At lower (than
operating) temperature 'they usually balance the whole pimary system
thermohidraulically. It is assumed that at this condition the average temperature is
the same in each position in the loops and in the reactor vessel. Having readings
(data) from thermoresistances (mainly from the loops) with accuracy better than 0.1
degree (Centigrade) one can settle a correction factor for each thermocouple
separately. This correction is hold for the given fuel cycle. According to the
experiences the magnitude of such correction factors became smaller when the new
double screened thermocouple type was introduced at Paks NPP and differences
between thermocouples (corrections) became less then 0.5 degree after introducing
thermocouple from firm HERAUS (Germany). Estimated correction for
thermocouples also shows a growing tendency with aging.

In Hungary a matrix program has been developed to ensure that temperatures
following from different coolant temperatures measured from different loops would
follow the mixing of the coolant in a correct way. Theoretical and experimental
investigation prove that about 75 % of the coolant comes from the given sector while
the remaining 25% is mixed from the other loop according to a matrix. Using this
approach the estimation can be improved by 0.5 degree.
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There exists an effect of radiation heating of thermocouples. This means that since
the thermocouples are positioned near to the top of the core they are irradiated by
an intensive gamma and a week neutron radiation. Absorbtion of those radiation
produces extra heat inside the thermocouple. If the thermocouple is positioned in
good contact with the outer protecting tube, then it is cooled by bypassing coolant,
and it measures the temperature of the coolant. If the contact is bad, thermocouple
does not sit in the right position, then heating from radiation cannot be removed
totally, consequently thermocouple will give higher readings than the real
temperature of the coolant. Bias can be considerable if the contact with the wall is
bad (high heat resistance, bad heat transmission). There have been experiments to
test maximum error (bias) from that source. Thermocouples were lifted about 2 cm
so they could not reach the end of the protecting tubes, the end of thermocouple was
at the elevation where the inner diameter is large (see Fig in case study for
thermocople psitioning, in Section 2.3.3). The maximum difference due to radiation
was found not larger than 1 degree Centigrade [private communication, no written
reference found!] There was an explanation on this unexpected low bias. There is
no way to ensure in such experiment that the end of the thermocouple would not
touch at all the inner wall of the wider section of the protecting tube, which has the
temperature of the outlet coolant, since it is washed by that coolant. In principle one
cannot exclude an unfortunate situation, when the end would not touch the inner
wall (see a solution for that later).

2.3 Testing temperature sensors during initial start up and during
normal operation

2.3.1. Temperature sensor positioning

Top of core thermocouples are very important sensors for core monitoring and

diagnostics of WWER reactors, but hey are equally important in each PWRs. Their

malfunction as well as their bad positioning would affect very much on reactor

calculation as well as on detecting hot spots or other effects important for safety of

the reactor core. Noise diagnostics technique is capable to test the correct

displacement of the thermocouple and also to monitor its aging or malfunction. We

can reach this goal combining two methods.

The first method is based on phase between the temperature sensor and one of the

neutron detectors [12].The second method uses the autoregressive modeling of the

single output of the tested thermocouple. Using the autoregressive model one can
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estimate the thermocouple response on single step. From this curve one can estimate

the time constant of the thermocouple in situ during normal operation without

disturbing the operation or function of the reactor or that of the thermocouple. Time

constant of the thermocouple is informative for its position as well as for its aging,

corrosion etc. therefore it can be used for the validation of the thermocouple both

its positioning and correctness. This methodology has been applied fruitfully in

several nuclear power plant and today simple versions built in a PC are available.

We can recommend that for thermocouple diagnostics and signal validation.

2.3.2 Estimating the Sensor Response Time Constant

Based on autoregressive modeling of thermocouple signals a step response

estimation is used for sensor response time estimation (see Figure 1.10. which

shows the step response curve for a thermocouple). Deviation of the estimated

response time from earlier estimates characterizes sensor degradation. In the case of

the start of the new core misplacement of the sensor can be also identified in this

way. In spite the fact that there is no clear physical background for a similar time

constant of a neutron detector, the same methodology has been successfully used for

monitoring of neutron detector degradation.
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if the automatic sampling time has not been changed
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Fig. 1.10. Sensor time response estimation display

2.3.3. Testing the correctness of thermocouple readings by noise method during
normal operation of a PWR

It is well know that the noise-part contains valuable information on the validity of a

signal measured by a detector. There are different ways to extract this information. The

two main directions in this field are:
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- extracting information using mathematical methods

- knowledge based diagnostics.

Once the signal has been measured, there are different methods to get such parameters

which can be indicative to describe the exchange (misplacement) of malfunction of the

detector. Such methods are e.g.: autoregressive analysis, input-output modeling of the

system, correlation matrices etc.

The basis for knowledge based diagnostic is the knowledge gained during the

preliminary measurement in the system. This knowledge base then can be used for

expertise, when special problems occurs. Such example will demonstrated in the

following.

Such case has been reported recently [1], where the phase of cross power spectral

density measured between the axially placed neutron detectors was used to check the

correctness of mounting of the neutron detectors.'•a

Here another real case is presented, which shows how previously gathered noise

diagnostical results can be used in establishing answers to unexpected questions.

A case study

At the beginning of a new fuel cycle in one of the Unit of Paks Nuclear Power station it

was noticed, that one of the thermocouples shows a record sufficiently larger (on 3-

5°C) than the others. The ability of the thermocouple to work was first checked by

resistance measurement, which is a standard method to check the electrical wiring of a

measuring system. This check was negative; which means that the thermocouple

seemed to work well as an electrical device.

The next question was whether it measured the temperature of coolant leaving the

assembly outlet at all? The thermocouples are mounted in a special mantel in this

reactor. The cross section of the end of guiding tube and that of the mantel are shown

in Fig. 1. At the placing of a new thermocouple it is pushed through this guiding tube

while it reaches its end which is the correct place of the thermocouple. In this case the

thermocouple is in tight contact with the wall of the mantel, which is washed outside by

the coolant flow. It is supposed that the thermocouple measures the averaged

temperature of the coolant in this way.
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a.)

thermocouple in good position

b.)

thermocouple in bad position

Fig. 1.
Cross section of the end of guiding rube of the thermocouple

If the thermocouple does not reach the end of the mantel it is not in contact with the

wall. Than due to radiation effects (the end of thermocouple is very near, about 40cm

from the core) the thermocouple can be warmed up to temperatures higher than the wall

temperature determined by the coolant temperature. So the question which had to be

answered was: is this the case, or the thermocouple measures the temperature of the

coolant (i.e. the temperature of the wall).

From utility people it was suggested to measure the time constant of the thermocouple

during operation, supposing that if there were no contact with the wall the time

constant (mainly due to larger transmission time from coolant to thermocouple) would

considerably increase. This check has been done by a power transient of 5%. The

result was not too convincing. The small differences between the measured time

constants of different thermocouples were in the range of the statistical error or/and

that of the manufacturing dispersion of such equipment. In fact the power transient was

not fast enough to expect on a real selective result [2].

The noise diagnostic method to check the validity of thermocouple reading

Using the knowledge gained in earlier measurements we suggested to use exclusively

noise methods to decide whether the thermocouple measures the temperature
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(fluctuation) of the coolant or something else. It had been known that there exists a

week coherence and a linear phase of cross power spectral density between the top-of-

core thermocouples and ex-core neutron fluctuations. This correlation was first found

in Borssele PWR [3], than later in other nuclear facilities [4, 5, 6]. The theory behind

this effect is as follows: The fluctuating part of the signal n(iw) measured by the ex-

core neutron detector is proportional to the power fluctuation P(iw):

n(iw) = eN.P(iw)= eN.G(iw).P(iw) (1)

(where e\, - detector sensitivity, G(iw) - reactor transfer function).

This power fluctuation leads to the temperature fluctuation of the coolant in the core via

heat emission fluctuation.

Q(iw,z) = h.F(z).P(iw) (2)

(h - general coefficient of transfer from neutron flux to heat production, F(z) - the

axial flux distribution).

This is integrated over the height of the total core. The temperature fluctuation

measured by the top-of-core thermocouples is:

Q.(iw,zT) =s.- e
t o 8 ' .}e / Q ) ( H- z )-©(ia),z)-& (3)

(where H - height of the core, ej - thermocouple sensitivity, dt - transit time from

assembly outlet to the thermocouple)

This integration leads to a formula which has also a linear phase with w. Thus one can

get linear phase of cross power spectral density between the temperature fluctuation at

the outlet of fuel assemblies and out-of-core neutron fluctuations.

. oH
sin _ -zcD-

CPSD (iw) = s r • s v • 2 . APSDP • e~iabt • e - (4)

(where APSDp - the power spectra of power fluctuation, and the correction on the

flux shape had been neglected)
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This had been discussed in more detail in [4]. The linear phase was connected to the

core transit time of the coolant. But the transit time found by this theory was

considerably lower than the actual transit time. Many papers dealt with this problem [5,

6, 7]. The first suggestion was to take into account the transit time differences in the

core and above the core (thermocouples are above the core on 40-50cm in different

types of PWRs). There was a suggestion to take into account the neutron flux shape.

Perhaps the most successful idea was which suggested that the time constant of the

thermocouple should be taken into account, because it is very near to the core transit

time.

The suggestion above, however, have no effect on our problem. On the other hand the

following facts stands: if the thermocouple measures the temperature fluctuation of the

coolant, than there must be a coherence between the top-of-core thermocouple and the

ex-core neutron detector signals, with a linear phase behavior, which is characteristic to

the given core. This fact had been demonstrated by numerous measurements, with

different pairs of detectors [8].

This effect was suggested to be used to prove whether the thermocouple was at his

correct place or not.

Measurements

To carry out this measurements a new set of measuring lines had to be set up, because

unfortunately the thermocouple to be investigated was no part of the existing noise

diagnostic system built by Central Research Institute for Physics. Using the standard

modules of that noise diagnostic system a complete new measuring set was built in

three days consisting of preamplifiers, amplifiers, disattaching power supplies, filters.

The first attempt to measure the effect failed because of a large interference with the

standard measuring system. Therefore a second fully isolated set was built in a week.

The following thermocouples and out of core neutron detectors were used in this

experiment (numbers stand for coordinates):

14-35 suspected

15-36 well known from other cores

14-37 near to suspected one

09-50 symmetrical to the suspected one

ex-core neutron detector JK17
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also signals from an in-core self powered neutron detector string (15-32) were

recorded to check the condition in that assembly.

On figs. 2-4. there are coherences and phases measured in this test between different

thermocouples and ex-core neutron detectors.
P2BSK.B [S8S.Jul.a5 -JK9"-"THS- a5:t['. .

A: no' sav B:RC/ SBV INST e/ie DUAL 1 x

X-- • 4228
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Fig. 2.

Coherence and phase between an ex-core neutron detector (JK9) and a thermocouple

(TH5) in frequency range of 0-5 Hz, which was well examined in earlier measurements
• • j " K a. v • • —

3.S « V
e>

Fig. 3.

Coherence and phase between the ex-core neutron detector (JK17) and the suspected

thermocouple (14-35) in frequency range of 0-10 Hz
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Fig. 4.

Coherence and phase between the ex-core neutron detector (JK17)'and the

thermocouple (15-36) in the examined case, in frequency range of 0-20 Hz

Conclusion

Comparison of thermocouple spectra showed that all detectors were working similarly.

The coherence and phase between temperature and neutron fluctuations for the

suspected thermocouple were the same as for the others. The linear phase on Fig. 3-5.

can be attributed to the coolant flow in the core, thus the thermocouple measured the

fluctuation of the coolant. Therefore we concluded that the thermocouple was

positioned correctly, it was in contact with the wall of the mantel. This concludes the

case.
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2.3 Experiments during start up ofVVERs

The main aim of experiment carried out during start up every new core-load (at the
beginning of the fuel cycle) is to prove that the loading corresponds to the values
calclated with computer codes and that the condition for safe operation of the Unit
is fulfiled. The following measurement are typically carried out in each WWER
Unit

1. Approaching the Minimum Controllable Neutron Level
This is reached with withdrawal of the boron acid with a drift of max. 0.2 cent/min

2/ Testing of the connection of the Safety and Control assemblies:
At power level = 10"4 -10"2 %
Moving the actually selected safety assembly to 200mm level and control assemblies
from beginning position of 170-200mm to 150 mm and measuring the reactivity
change. (In Hunagry with a special system developed for thsi measurement. It uses
inverz kinetics approxmation with 6 delayed neutron groups)

3/ dr/dT measurement
At power level = 10"4 -10"2 %
There is no heat removal from secondary side
At plus 8 cent starting reactivity they make power to grwo to 0.5% of total power
and reaching the temperature rate 15-20 C/hour
During this process reactivity is compensating with control assembly group to
change reactivity between +-2 cents
Temperature is measured.(followed) by VERONA system up to 265
Improving the accuracy with:
• matrix mixing estimation of inlet flow,
• averaging several cycles.

3. Coolant flow and velocity estimation via the core (45-701)

3.1. History

It has been recognized (see for example Kosaly es Wach 1974) that in boiling water

reactors (BWR) the phase between axially placed incore neutron detectors depends on

frequency almost linearly or more exactly it undulates around the linear function.

Kosaly and Wach gave a rather simple phenomenological model to describe that

phenomena. This model can be used to estimate the velocity of the coolant in BWRs.

Much later in 1980 it was found first in Borssele reactor (Por, 1981, Katona et al,

1982) in the Netherlands, that in pressurized water reactor the phase function on

frequency show undulation around the zero line. This can be described by the same

model and thus it can be used also for parameter estimation

Temperature and pressure instrumentation in VVERs and their testing p. 18
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Very interesting experiment took part in an early WWER type reactor (70 MWe) in

Rheinsberg, where an experimental fuel assembly was constructed and inserted into

the reactor core (see detail in special issue of Atomkernenergie). The flow rate could

be regulated by inlet valve of the experimental assembly, consequently the flow rate

could be reduced from the nominal value to 30%. Thus condition had been changed

from normal WWER PWR reactor condition up to boiling stage in the given fuel

assembly, up to boiling water reactor condition. This experiment proved that the phase

dependence on frequency changed from undulation around the zero to undulation

around the linear phase.

It has been shown by thermohydraulic estimations that linear phase can be measured

in PWR at hot spots, at those parts of the fuel assembly, where subcooled boiling

process was initiated (Rindelhardt et al, 1985).

Several anomalies were observed in measurements made in PWRs and several

theoretical model developments were made to explain the deviation from this simple

picture (Glockler et al, 1986). For example, in Paks NPP there were observed phase

functions on frequency between axially placed neutron detectors, which exhibited an

opposite beginning slope and the phase was turned back to normal direction only at

about 1 Hz. This was noticed mainly for detectors at the bottom of the core.. In many

measurement two different slopes were observed. Also in some cases half of the real

velocity was estimated from the slope. To explain this several corrections to the

original model were published.

3.2 Experiment to investigate deviances

It was also observed even in laboratory experiment in a critical assembly that the

origin of the boiling (or temperature noise) affect on the results considerably (Por-

Krinizs IMORN 17). Boiling was imitated using air bubbles. Change of APSD

corresponded to observation in PWRs.

It has been shown that the opposite slope can be found if the noise source was

between the two detectors. Here we show a more careful experiment which were

carried out in a 100 kW research reactor. Bubbles were generated at different

elevation, while incore spnd were positioned at different elevations as well. Model

was corrected.
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Experimental setup

Experiments were carried out at 50 kW nuclear power at the training reactor of

Technical University of Budapest. The height of the active core is 500 mm. The

experimental test section (See Fig) was inserted into a vertical irradiation channel

situated in the middle of a fuel assembly and nitrogen gas was injected into the core at

three different elevations separately. For the detection of neutron flux fluctuation

three axially displaced self powered neutron detectors were used, each of them having

an emitter made of Hf. A fourth Hf detector (marked by D4) placed far from the test

section in the reflector region served as far-filed sensor completed the set-up.

Neutron detector
signals

D3 detector

D2 detector...

D1 detector -

B3 injection point

B2 injection point

B1 injection point

CORE
HEIGHT

Experimental set up

Model modification

The well-known local-global concept - Wach and Kosaly(1974) - was a bit modified

to take into account the different elevations of origin of bubbles. We adopt the

notation from (Kosaly et a!.. 1982) and follow exactly the description of noise fields

presented in that paper with the above mentioned modification. Therefore Eq. (2) of

the above cited paper reads as:

8a(co , z) = 8a(co, z0)-exp(-ico

5a(co , z) = 0
v (1)

where z0 is the elevation of injection

Due to eq. (1) the normalised global flux fluctuation can be written as:

8<t>gi(co)/<t>o = yG(co)Xgi(co)' 5a(co,z0)' exp(-iQ) where Q = co(H-z0)/2v (2)

The normalised local noise can be written in a similar form to the global one:
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5<b/(co,z)/(j)(z) = C'X/.z(co)' 5a(co,z0)' exp(-i©/.2) (3)

where cp/.z = co(z-z0)/v according to (1).

C - is a factor which relates fluctuations of moderator density (fluctuations of cross

sections) in the detector sensitive region to thermal flux fluctuations.

in equations (2) and (3) factors Xgi(co) and X/.z(co) are the so-called global- and local

spectral windows. Both of them have typical spatial and spectral behaviour which are

described in papers from van Dam (1976), Behringer et al.{\911) and Kosaly (1980,

1982).

Experimental results

NAPSDs of the signals of detectors D1,D2, D3 with injection from Bl compared to

the case of lacking bubbles can be seen on Fig below. The effect of bubbles on

detector response is apparent from the APSDs. But the NAPSDs of detector Dl

differs considerably from the autospectra of D2 and D3. One can notice the clear

appearance of a characteristic sink at 2Hz in the NAPSD of Dl which is just above the

elevation of injection in this case. NAPSDs of D2 and D3 - which are far above the

elevation of bubble injection - do not exhibit sinks and are qualitatively the same.

It is remarkable that a phase jump and a sink in coherence also appear at the same

frequency (2Hz) between Dl and the other two detectors in case of the same injection

point.

It is even more interesting how the NAPSDs of the upper detectors (i.e. D2 and D3)

behave as the elevation of injection (z0) gets closer to the detectors. It can be seen on

Fig.5. and Fig.6. that a sink appears in the NAPSD of detector D2 when bubbles are

injected into the core at elevation B3. Even NAPSD of D3 starts to show a sink when

injection is at the same point. There is no such a sink in NAPSD of D2 or D3 while

the injection is well below these detectors (in case of injection from B1 and B2).
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These experimental results show that a sink appears in APSD of the detector if the

injection point falls close enough to the detector (roughly within about 10 centimetres

according to our measurements).
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If one looks to the NAPSD of D2 recorded at injection from B3 again (See above), it

can be seen that the sink is at about 4 Hz and . one can observe phase jump and sink in

coherence between detector Dl and D2 also at 4 Hz.. It must be noted that in this case

Dl senses only global noise because of the fact that injection is well above that

detector. It implies that this phase behaviour is due to local noise sensed by the

detector situated just nearby the point of injection. Further experimental evidence for

this idea is the phase behaviour - i.e. a phase jump and sink in coherence at 2Hz -

between Dl and the far-field sensor D4 when bubbles are injected from Bl (See next

fig). The NCPSD between these detectors reads as:

NCPSDz.ff =APSDSot(w.20) [y2 |G(»)| :Wgl + y G Xg,C X/.z* exp(-i(Q-cp/.z)) ]

(4)

where z is elevation of the centre of near-field detector

Since in (4) only the second (local-global interference) term is responsible for phase

dependency on frequency the measured phase behaviour can be attributed to this term.
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Let us examine the NAPSD of a detector according to our model .
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The NAPSD of a detector placed at elevation z reads as:

N A P S D Z = A P S D 6 a ( o , z o ) [ Y 2 J G ( a 3 ) | 2 W g l + 2 " y C | G ( c o ) | [ X g l | X , , z f p ^ . Z ]

(5)

Taking into account the above findings the sink observed in NAPSD can be explained

as a result of a negative interference between local and global noises. This sink

appears at the frequency where the cosine factor of the local-global interference term

in (5) reaches its minimum. As it can be seen from (5) this frequency depends on the

position of detector, the injection and on the phase term cpgi which in turn also depends

on z0 and the actual axial flux distribution. The significance of this sink in (5) depends

on the actual local/global ratio at the above mentioned frequency and thus on the value

of factor C, too. If one sets appropriate value of factor C for each mutual detector-

injection position then the modified model reproduces the measured sink in spectrum

well.(See last two figs.)

Conclusions

It was concluded from the experimental results that measured response of incore

neutron detector to bubbles strongly depends on the relative position of detector and

point of bubble injection. Neutron noise spectra (APSD) show characteristic sink

when the origin of bubbles falls in the close vicinity of the of detectors. This

phenomenon can be explained in our concept by the effect of negative local-global

interference. Due to this interference term a jump in phase and a sink in coherence

also appear. The frequency of sink depends on the position of detector and injection.
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3.3. Dependence of phase behavior on the boiling condition

It was clear from experience in Rheinsberg NPP. that when boiling appears in PWRs

the phase function between axially placed neutron detectors changes dramatically.

Hence is the idea to use this change for hot spot in fuel assembly using noise

measurements. In fact in Paks NPP several thousands of measurement were made .

which proved that linear behavior of phase between axially placed neutron detector

can be connected with the linear energy production. It was estimated, that linear phase

became characterizing only when the linear energy production is over 2 MW/m in the

given fuel assembly. The linearity of the phase can be characterizes by hypothesis

tests. This test can be used for estimation of margin fro the onset of boiling in the

given coolant channel (assembly)
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5.4. Practical use of propagating perturbances (Case studies at Paks
NPP)
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Introduction
There are several methods which have been developed during the past twenty years

making use of fluctuating processes and acoustic noises to serve diagnostics of

malfunction of nuclear facilities or equipment of nuclear power plants. Some of those

might be of academic interests but many of them are really useful for operation and

maintenance purpose of nuclear power plant management. There are also quite a few

methods which might have direct impact on the safety of nuclear power plant, but

most of the other methods have also impact on safety if we consider safety in wide

sense.

In this summary our aim is to give very short introduction on different types of well

selected noise diagnostics methods and then mentioning their occurrence in WWER

reactors we analyse what impact they might have to operational safety (and for ageing

which also affects on safety of the installations).

We do not deny, that one of our main aim is to call the attention of management staff

of NPP, which deals with safety, safety culture, maintenance, operation and quality

assurance - proving, that such methods and system can give not only benefit to

economy but also impact on safety of nuclear installations.

History of introducing noise diagnostics in Hungarian WWER (as an
example)

It took an extended period of theoretical and experimental investigation to collect

expertise necessary for building an adequate measuring system for noise diagnostic

measurements and learning the interpretation of the estimated results.

Perhaps the most early start of reactor noise investigations was laid down as early as

1957 in Hungary by L. Pal investigating the forward propagation theory for Rossi-

alpha and Feynmann-alpha experiments. 1 After several zero noise measurement a new

period was started in Hungary by G. Kosaly investigating the propagating disturbances
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in boiling water reactor together with D. Wach.2 Until the start of the first commercial

Hungarian NPP in 1981 some topics were investigated in theoretical and experimental

ways like incore vibration, core barrel motion. Also the measurement technique was

developed. 3,4,5

To the start of the first Hungarian commercial NPP Unit (1981) a reactor noise

measuring system has been installed which was capable to measure incore neutron

noise (from 7 detectors) excore neutron noise (4 ionisation chambers) 3 pressure and 3

temperature (core exit thermocouple) fluctuations. Between 1981 and 1987 all four

Units of Hungarian NPP Paks were equipped with off line noise measuring systems of

growing capacity. At the same time a sufficiently large group of scientist dealt with

the off-line interpretation of the result both from theoretical point of view and from

experimental side as well.

The most important areas of theoretical investigation were: propagating

disturbances, incore vibrations, temperature reactivity coefficient and estimation of

standing waves, later the application of auto-regressive analysis and sequential

probability ratio test has been included for parameter estimation and signal

validation.6>7,8,9,10,ll Model experiments were carried out testing the prediction of

different models on a zero size reactor and in a 70 MWe PWR Unit

(Rheinsberg).12>13>14

All these efforts were collected and transferred into a reactor noise measuring and

evaluation on-line, expert system. 15 The first version of that system KARD was

installed in 1991 at the WWER-1000 type Unit 2 of Kalinin NPP (Russia). Two

modified versions named CARD (Computer Aided Reactor Diagnostics) was installed

at Unit 3 and 4 of Paks NPP (Hungary) in 1992. All those systems are still working

and gave several important results. An improvement of the system under nickname

JEDI is on way which uses all modem man-machine interfaces from the development

of the last 5 years. "
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Methods based on analyses of neutron detector signals and some
interesting results demonstrating the capability of those methods

Core barrel Motion Detection

Soviet built WWER reactors suffer very frequently from core barrel motion. Their is

no question about the safety aspects of core barrel motion monitoring, since it is clear

that if the core barrel2 is going to have a large pendular movement it may touch the

reactor vessel, which is dangerous. One of the most prominent case reported until now

was the core barrel motion registered in NORD NPP (Greiswald) in 1988. This

occurrence has been largely analysed in details (see the following publications [1],[2])

The analysis of this event has not been ended yet. Researchers from ZFR have just

published their finite analysis on the subject[3]. From detailed description it was clear

a hold down spring was the cause of the problem This lead to a near pendular motion

of the core barrel. Core barrel was swinging and touching the guide lug(s). One of the

guide lug was worn to half during the fuel campaign. One of the role of these guide

lugs is to prevent that core barrel would directly knock the wall of the reactor vessel.

From the detailed description of the occurrence it becomes clear that noise

diagnostics methods based on frequency analysis of neutron flux fluctuation measured

by state excore neutron detector were able to notice, the register the beginning of the

motion, then to analyse its measure and to follow it during the whole fuel campaign,

proving that there are still some part of the guide lug which prevent the motion from

the free motion, therefore it is still tolerable from the point of view of safety of the

reactor vessel. This is an outstanding example of the usefulness and power of the

noise diagnostics methodology.

It is well known, that core barrel motions have occurred in several other WWER3

reactors as well. One of them was reported earlier from Rheinsberg at IAEA Meeting

[7]. But we have heard about core barrel motion from Khemnitsky, from Kola, and

from other sites as well. It has been reported about core barrel motion from a WWER-

1000 type reactor as well [8]. Originally there use to be a test for core barrel motion

prescribed by main constructor bureau during the installation process for all WWER

2 It is important to clarify that in this respect the terminology might differ due to different translation.
We understand under core barrel the holder, which is hanged from the upper flange (Russian
terminology is: w"tq')
3 We always use terminology WWER instead of VVER, since it serves for abbreviation of Water
cooled Water moderated Energy Reactors
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reactors. But this was carried out before the first load yet using accelerometer.

Unfortunately those records were partly secret, partly they were not fulfilled for each

WWER Unit in spite of the regulation. Nevertheless there is only one well

investigated and easy to access method to build a continuos monitoring for this

purpose and this is based on spectrum analysis of neutron flux fluctuations.

The methodology which is used to detect and measure the pendular core barrel motion

based on spectral analysis of the measurable neutron flux fluctuation. Usually those

excore neutron detectors are used (see Fig. 1.1), which are part of the safety channels

as well. But in addition some other sensors (like in-core neutron detectors or

accelerometers positioned on the reactor vessel) are also involved [2],[4].

ftKNP

Fig. 1.1. Electronics using state excore ionisation detectors of the AKNP safety system

for core barrel monitoring in WWER type reactors

Having the fluctuating part of the power measured by these detectors one can use the

spectral decomposition method introduced by Dragt and Turkcan [Progress in Nucl.

Energy, Vol.l.p293, 1977] . Their program called SPEC-DEC as an abbreviation of

spectral decomposition which is based on hipotesis, that cross-spectral density

function contains a reactivity component, a component from pendular core barrel

motion due to changes of the gap between the core holder(barrel) and reactor vessel

plus white detection noise. Using the formulae from Dragt and Turkcan one can

estimate the direction and the amplitude of the core barrel motion for each frequency.

It is more useful and understandable for operators to present this on a polar diagram

(see Fig. 1.2). From those it is obvious if there is any pendular motion with an

amplitude larger than 16 microns and from the direction one can draw conclusion on
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the source of unbalance as well. Unbalance came usually from the unbalance of the jet

of collant incoming from the loops.

Direction
30*

Direction
30*

500 100 10 1 10 100 500
Amplitude < LOG >

SOC 10C 10 1 10 100 500 ju
Amplitude < L g e >

Fig. 1.2a. Core barrel motion less then Fig. 1.2b. Core barrel motion larger then

10 micron (no motion) was observed 10 microns (less then 100 microns)

was detected into 80 degree direction

This methodology is healthy not only for soviet built WWER reactors but for other

types as well. Since they construction is different they have less tendency to dangerous

motion. Usually they do not knock directly the walls. But usually the have core

support and sometime they have also measuring tubes inserted from the bottom of the

reactor vessel. Therefore in spite the fact that the amplitude of their motion is usually

less, then those of the WWER reactors (since the core support serve as a damping),

these smaller amplitudes are enough to damage those guide tubes for measuring

installations. We have heard about such occurrences in German reactors as well as in

French pressurised water reactors. Breaking those tube can lead to leakage and what is

more dangerous one can loose those measuring channels

Therefore we believe that core barrel motion monitoring is one of the methods to be

introduced to automatic noise diagnostics systems.

In Hungary two Units of Paks Nuclear Power Station have been equipped with reactor

noise diagnostics system containing a half automated core barrel monitoring software

package [5], [6]. Here we give some examples of their display (Figs 1.2a and 1.2b).
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In-core vibration monitoring

WWER-440 type reactors have absorber assemblies. Their driving apparatus might be

jammed. Such case was reported in 1995 from Paks NPP. Their excessive vibration

can cause failure of their moving apparatus as well as damages of neighbouring fuel

assemblies. Reports of excessive vibration of such control elements have been

published earlier [9].

There are no accelerometers available neither in the core of WWER reactors nor in

any other type of PWRs. The first such test has been published just recently in one of

German reactors, but still their burn out rate is too high, they can withstand radiation

only for a couple of months. Today the only reliable information on in-core vibration

can be achieved using in-core self powered neutron detectors, which are state

composite of WWER reactors. In WWER-440 reactors there are 36 strings containing

7 spnd above each others in the core. In WWER-1000 type reactors there are 56

strings in a core. As it has been proven by numerous successful observation each

string can see it own fuel assembly excellently, good visibility was reported from the

neighbouring fuel assemblies, while poor visibility was reported for transport effect

from further assemblies but still acceptable for horizontal correlation. The latter

means that in case of an excessive vibration one of the control assemblies acceptable

coherence and phase was achieved [9] between far standing spnd on distance of 4 to 6

fuel assemblies (each assembly has diameter of 144 mm).

Perhaps the only way to detect and localise incore vibrations is the investigation of

the spectra measured by incore neutron detectors. In a long series of publication

Pazsit and his co-authors has developed the theoretical background for detection and

localisation of incore vibration using neutron flux variation, a comprehensive study

was reported in NSE.20

WWER reactors are well equipped with Rh emittered self powered neutron detectors

(spnd) (there are 36*7 spnd in WWER 440 56*7 spnd in WWER 1000 type). Is has

been proven that the prompt part (which is only 7% of the total signal) is suited for

such noise measurements.
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After preliminary studies in critical assemblies^* the first successful localisation in

a commercial NPP was reported as early as 1986 at Paks NPP. Localisation was based

in that case partly on amplitude (the nearest detectors gave the largest rms value),

partly on the phase and coherence between horizontally placed spnd, which exhibited

anti-phase for detectors on two side of the motion.22

Jft WSD-l •*. blofck
- 1954 f«br. 28-tol -
Nu»!»r of drayn functions: B3; Njoe of di-aun f i l K ovlBupn.au!

2.0 3.0 4.0
FREQUtNCT IHd <lin>

Xi 1.2SW62 2i 3TZ00000

Fig. 1.3. Peak at 1,27 Hz in autospectra measured by excore neutron detector during a

fuel campaign

In 1994 another vibrating control assembly was found using the neutron noise. The

first observation of the vibration was found in the autospectrum from the signal of an

excore neutron detector JA (see Fig. 1.3.), therefore for a long time excessive search

was done to identify the source as core barrel motion. Later other sources of noise

were investigated in the biological shielding. One can arrive to the typical

characteristics of an incore vibration only when step by step approaching to the spot

near standing incore detectors were involved into the measurements. But in contrary

to earlier cases the phase between horizontally placed incore detectors reached only

maximum 82 degree (Fig. 1.4.). This shows that week vibrations can be seen only by

neutron detectors in the neighbouring two layers of fuel assemblies.^ As a

consequence of this case today we claim that all incore detectors should be monitored

in WWER reactors.
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Fig. 1.4. APSD, Coherence and Phase between near standing incore neutron detectors

when control assembly vibration occurs

The main sign of a control assembly vibration was the appearance of opposite phase

with certain coherence between horizontally placed in-core neutron detectors. The

task is obvious: we need software with automatic control out-of-phase. Experience

shows, that all combination between in-core detectors should be checked first. Once

antiphase has been detected a manual package is needed to analyse the nature of that

effect. Only owning with such manual package an expert can say something about the

nature of that antiphase. The expert should take into account all previous lessons

learnt during normal operation. Antiphase can appear due to erroneous connection of

cables, due to transport effects, due to bad statistics, due to transients, etc. In principle

it is possible to built in a knowledge based support system for experts. This system

would contain knowledge and lessons learnt from previous experiences, still an

expert is needed to analyse the appearance, a manpower needed to avoid the false

alarms.
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Fig.l .5. An example of the expert support display. Solid lines show in phase dash

lines show antiphase behaviour at different elevations between spnd signals at

different frequencies (see table)

Conclusion is that since several in-core vibration were reported in WWER type

reactors and also since their detection and analyses was solved successfully with

existing system it is recommended to have such system for safety purposes. Since

many aspects of data analysis cannot be automated such systems cannot be a part of

the safety system but it can be an important part of the operator support systems or

information machines.

Reactivity coefficient monitoring

Reactivity coefficients are regarded as important parameters for operation and safety

of nuclear reactors. Safety margins for the reactivity temperature coefficients are not

monitored today on-line at all. Only the sign of that is checked during the start up

process. We wish to underline the importance to follow the changes of that parameter

since its large negative value is also dangerous for reactor operation in case of

10
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emergency halt. Earlier this was not considered as a safety point but today it became

clear that in case when the emergency system inject cool water into the reactor core it

can response with positive reactivity jump.

Principles Used in the Reactivity Coefficient Measurement Package

As it was mentioned above our program package makes use from the ratio of the cross

power spectral density (CPSD) between the neutron and temperature fluctuation to the

auto power density (APSD) of the temperature fluctuation.

dp CPSDj^^f

~dp~ *'' APSDT

An integral over some frequency range is taken to ensure higher statistical accuracy.

\CPSDmdco

jAPSDTda

The limits of this integration can be fixed (during automatic monitoring) or can be

varied using the manual evaluation. As the limits of integration the following

conditions are taken during automatic monitoring: coherence between the temperature

fluctuation and neutron fluctuation should not be less then 0.05 in average in the given

frequency range. Since in our case high coherence can be expected only on low

frequency range, we start our integration from the second line of the spectra (to avoid

contamination from the non zero average of the signal) and we follow the change of

the coherence while either the average coherence drops below 0.05 value or there is a

sudden drop below 0.01 value. In the latter case according to our previous experience,

the direct correlation between the temperature to neutron noise ends. The first

minimum in coherence is almost always connected to the transition to some other

noise source (c.f. a vibration peak starts). This can be checked manually.

In manual examination lower limits for coherence are still acceptable. There is another

quality check for coupled temperature and neutron noises. While the direct effect from

temperature fluctuation to the reactivity and to the neutron fluctuation governs in the

coherence there is a linear dependence in the phase (Por, IMORN 15, Istanbul). One

can make use of this phenomena when selecting the correct integration limits

manually.

11
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Fig. 1.6. Typical APSD, CPSD, Coherence and Phase between neutron and

temperature fluctuation in low frequency range

Fig. 1.6. shows typical spectral estimates in low frequency range (0-3 Hz). One can

notice that the coherence is very low. Unfortunately this is typical for WWER

reactors, since the mantel of the thermocouples is very thick and the top-of core

thermocouples stand at the fuel assembly outlet, therefore temperature fluctuations are

less correlated. Nevertheless one can see the phase depends linearly on frequency up

to 0.8 Hz. This phase behaviour is connected to the well known transport effect. There

is a noticeable peak in the APSD of ex-core neutron detector J9 which is connected to

an in-core vibration. We also know from our previous experience that the standing

wave in the pressuriser affects on the spectra. These are other noise sources, therefore

where the first effect is overwhelmed by these other effects and the coherence drops.

In principle the standing wave pressure fluctuation can also cause temperature

fluctuation and finally neutron fluctuation via reactivity coefficient. But here the first,

direct effect, the effect of density fluctuation on the neutron slow down might be

bigger. Therefore we limit ourselves to the frequency range, where only

thermohydraulic fluctuations play role, this is usually from 0.18 to 0.6 Hz. The clear

transport phenomena also supports this range.

Measurements during a fuel campaign

12
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Here we present an experience in working diagnostic system of a WWER PWR. Its

reactor noise measuring system includes six signals from ex-core neutron detectors

positioned in the biological shielding, three thermocouples at the top of the core

(mounted in the outlet hole of the fuel assemblies) and several in-core self powered

neutron detectors. This system will be extended in the near future to a data collection

system which will be able to reach all 512 thermocouples and all (36*7) in-core

neutron detectors). The automated reactivity coefficient estimating program uses all

ex-core and thermocouple pairs for the parameter estimation. While the ex-core

neutron detector measuring lines are suited for the low frequency fluctuation

measurements at least up to 6-9 Hz, the standard thermocouples of WWER reactors

have very thick mantels, which prevent us to make good spectral estimation for

temperature fluctuation. As we have mentioned the automatic reactivity coefficient

estimation work only when the conditions in coherence is fulfilled. Nevertheless the

trends presented for some pairs are encouraging, showing that the reactivity

coefficient trends follow the expected changes of the parameter with boron

concentration. We have to add, we were not very lucky, since during the given period

there were many malfunction of the thermocouples, which partly destroyed some of

our trends.

One of the best trend is presented on Fig. 1.7. The upper curve represent the calculated

temperature to reactivity coefficient trend. This calculation was done before the start

of the actual fuel cycle. We have to notice that we made two automated measurements

on each weeks. The lower curve show that sometimes there are only two good results

per month in automated parameter estimation. The manual data processing could

improve that picture, but we do not find that necessary.

The measured ratio of integrated CPSD and APSD was multiplied by a calibration

factor C. The factor C was taken simply as the ratio of the first reliable measured

DR/DT value (this was on June 3rd 1994) and the calculated value for the given

effective day. It can be seen from the Fig. 1.7 that the trends of reactivity coefficient is

declining parallel with calculated value.

13
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Fig. 1.7. Estimated and actually measured (using noise method) values of temperature

reactivity coefficient during a fuel campaign

To set safety margins for reactivity coefficient during normal reactor operation

becomes possible only if one can continuously monitor the changes of that important

parameters. Nobody would like to introduce a thermal jump each day to check if that

parameter is still inside the allowed margins. Noise monitoring methods are good in

that sense that they do not disturb the normal operation at all.

There are two methods which have been reported to follow successfully the changes

of reactivity coefficients during normal operation in a whole fuel campaign [10], [11].

They are only partly independent, but they contribute to each other rather well. It has

been demonstrated the general change of the reactivity coefficient could be followed

rather well during a fuel campaign in spite the fact that there were even disturbing

effects. Consequently we can state that such computer based reactivity coefficient

follower can be built in as an operator support measuring device in each Unit. Once

we have an equipment which is capable to follow the changes of that parameter we

can request limits for the given parameter. This is a task now for national authorities.

Transport Effects in Use

hi contrary to boiling water reactors where phase dependence on frequency between

axially placed incore neutron detectors exhibits quasi linear behaviour^ just a phase

undulation was found at the beginning of the core life in WWER-440 reactors. It was

shown in experiments on Rheinsberg PWR reducing the flow to the boiling stage in

14
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one instrumented fuel assembly, that the phase becomes really linear with the onset of

boiling.23 Later we found that the phase characteristics are in correlation with the so

called linear power generation in the given fuel assembly. It was found analysing

several years of noise measurements, that phase dependence exhibits quasi linear

behaviour when the linear energy production exceeds 2 MW/m. For higher energy

production, the linearity of the phase dependence was in correlation with the

probability of the subcooled boiling in the given assembly. This is programmed in the

expert part of the CARD system (see details later). Figure 1.8 shows the hot spot

localisation mapping.
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Fig. 1.8. Mapping of hot spot in WWER reactor using the linearity of the phase

dependence

Since the shape of the phase varies it was more convenient to use a modified cross

correlation function for coolant velocity estimation, than derive the velocity from the

slope of the phase. Velocity mapping was achieved on this way (see Figure 1.9).
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Fig. 1.9. Velocity mapping in a WWER Unit using the impulse response function

estimated from inverse of normalised cross power spectral density
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How to organise the diagnostics in NPP

There are different point of view on diagnostics of nuclear power plants. Some people

claim that diagnostics is only the normal checking which is prescribed by

manufacturers of the main components of the nuclear power plant, they disregard the

developments in data collection systems and computer aided expert diagnostics

systems. Some other people tends to order a ready made, rather sophisticated, fully

automated, intelligent, expert system, which would give them guarantee that if their is

a beginning of malfunction then it gives warning, later alarm, and if it says everything

is OK then it is 100% OK. they do not like such terms as missed alarms or false

alarms. They are used to safety systems, and they believe that they should get a system

which acts automatically.

We believe that both attitude toward diagnostics is erroneous. What we need today is

the following. We can and we have to purchase diagnostics systems based partly on

fluctuation of different measurable parameters or on vibrations. Recordings and

primary data evaluation should be done automatically. The most time consuming data

analysis work as well as those expert analysis which can be automated should be

automated. As a product of such system we get warnings that something is getting

wrong with some indication what can be the cause, where to start further analysis, or

we can get a message that everything was unchanged in the measured parameters.

Here starts the role of the experts which should analyse the warnings coming from the

automated system with manual methods and comparison with the plant data. Such

activity cannot be automated in the future as well since there is always a chance that

one get something new, a new effect or new problem, which had not been before,

consequently no way to learn it for any intelligent learning system. We believe that we

cannot miss the careful analyse made by expert today and in the future as well.

16
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The human factor has an overwhelming importance in diagnostics. They are the best

to avoid false alarms. Also they are able to present the results in a form which is

acceptable for others: for maintenance work, for management, for safety people etc.

This is a second task, and it is as important as the first one. One of the biggest

problem today is to make comprehensive report which would be east to understand by

other specialists. If the expert tries to explain his or her conclusion using terminus of

noise diagnostics, like spectra, coherence, autoregressive modelling etc. then the

others cannot follow that and they will not accept the conclusion, they will not take

actions. If expert gives only the final conclusion without explanation then nobody

believes that plus it does not corresponds to the requirements of the quality assurance

as well. This later gives the correct solution to this problem. According to the quality

assurance program it is essential that the types of the report, their routes to the

interested persons their contains and how to use it will be prescribes in details. Expert

should have a detailed plan that in case of a loose part where and to whom make the

report. What should be the contains of that report. It is clear that each case differs

from another case. There must be a part, which is flexible. But this must be the

smaller part of those reports (less than 20% of the total report). It cannot be the task of

the expert to define to whom send the report. Also the action to be taken by addressee

should be a part of the plant regulations. And this is a task for the plant management

to organise now this part of noise diagnostics.

Systems for noise diagnostics ofWWER nuclear power plants

hi spite the fact that fluctuation measurements in nuclear reactors has been started as

early as the nuclear age, since Feynman and Rossi had applied the noise methodology

named after them to measure important parameters of nuclear process from the very

beginning, noise diagnostics is still not a part of standard procedures for Nuclear

Power Plants. We believe that the delay was caused mainly by technical difficulties to

get reliable statistical parameters with early electronics. After the development of the

past twenty years in electronics and computation technique the fluctuation

measurement became a very effective tool to detect, monitor the malfunction of an

17
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industrial system or to estimate some of its parameter. Today this method is one of the

most rapidly developing tools and more and more widely used for monitoring

purposes, for early failure detection, for enhance the reliability of the given system

helping to maintenance work, and to improve the safety via reliability of a Nuclear

Power Plant (NPP). The time has come that noise diagnostics can became

standardised procedure for nuclear power plants.

Permanent systems developed for noise diagnostics of WWER Plants

Here we restrict ourselves to those permanent noise diagnostics systems which were

developed by Hungarian firms for WWER type NPP. It is well known, that Siemens

also has installed several systems on WWER plants and there are some system

developments in Slovakia [Kadlec et al., 1995], in Czech Republic [Runkel et al.,

1995]. Also Russian firms has started to develop different diagnostics systems.

Perhaps the best know is the VDS produced by TURBOTEST for turbine diagnostics

[Turbotest, 1992], but Khurchatow institute has also installed an experimental system

for WWER type reactors in Kalinin NPP [Bulavin et al, 1992].

PDR This used to be the abbreviation for Paks Reactor Diagnostics measuring chains

when the first Unit was started in 1981. They contain amplifiers for noise

measurement using incore self powered neutron detectors, top-of-core thermocouples,

some special pressure fluctuation transducers and a specially designed set of

amplifiers for excore neutron detectors, which enabled us to attach noise system to

safety related channels and to make noise measurements on pulse mode signals. The

first solution has proven its ability, channels still work after 15 years. Their

modification were used in later systems. Today electronics allow to attach noise

system directly to plant amplifiers (see ZOMBI), but the solution for excore detectors

still unique for WWER reactors if one wishes to use the safety channels.

ARGUS is a vibration monitoring system using accelerometers to monitor vibration

behaviour of the components of the primary and secondary loops of WWER type

reactors. In its first version there were simple measuring channels and a CAMAC
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based system, later PC based sampling, data evaluating and processing system was

also included which contained also a really expert shell based expert system for

turbine diagnostics.

ALMOS is an Acoustic Leakage MOnitoring System, based on high frequency

acoustic transducers. Its data evaluation system based primary on rms level [Peter et

al., 1995]. Later analysis package was included to the system relying on rise time and

frequency content and arrival time of the signals.

PIS (Diagnostical Information System) can be broadly defined as an interactive

computer-based information system, which is used to facilitate the implementation of

a plant-wide failure monitoring and diagnostical system in large-scale systems [Kiss et

al., 1995]. It was born to apply more and more sophisticated mathematics in reactor

noise analysis and interpretation. DIS includes BDIR94 data acquisition system as

well as RTiME NEtData, which is a diagnostical resource owning with full variety of

contemporary tools for diagnostics. One of the most important feature of RTiME is

the non-parametric modelling of the measured signals using Autoregression, Moving

Average and other more sophisticated models with built in probability analysis. It can

automatically discard the unreliably measurement giving the chance to the user to deal

only with reliable measurements. It works as a supervisor system for reactor noise and

vibration measurement at Unit 1 and 2 at Paks NPP.

CARD is a Computer Aided Reactor Diagnostics system, which is capable to collect,

to process fluctuating parts of signals from the reactor [Por et al., 1995]. Its inputs

accept signals from in-core self powered neutron detectors, excore ionisation

chambers, thermocouples, pressure fluctuation transducers and some of the

accelerometers mounted on reactor vessel and in primary loops. System automatically

estimates FFT spectra and MAR models, trends of parameters. All those are compared

with previous values. A physical model based expert part helps to user to find

occurrences like: core barrel motion, incore vibration, stability of the feedback system,

hot spots in the reactor. Signal validation and parameter estimation (for example
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reactivity coefficient estimation, thermocouple time constant estimation) complete the

system.

HELPS is a Hungarian Expert Loose Part System [Szappanos et al., 1996]. It is

completely model based. Firsts a non-parametric modelling (using a combination of

autoregressive modelling with sequential probability ratio test) helps to find if there is

any abnormal occurrences in the system (in primary loops of NPP). All deviation from

normal statistical behaviour can be found even in that case when rms value does not

changes at all. Then the found occurrences are analysed using adaptive learning

algorithm, which uses part rms, and also an expert shall comparison of all moments

and signatures from the operator room. Finally this kind of analysis lead to more

reliable loose part detection with less false alarm rate.

ZOMBI is a system under installation which enables the CARD system to reach all in-

vessel signals in WWER reactor [Racz et al., 1995]. There are many in-vessel signals:

216 thermocouples and 288to336 incore neutron signals in WWER type of reactors.

The whole core diagnostics can be solved monitoring periodically those using the

advanced diagnostics methods.

JEDI is a system under development, which partly based on CARD system. It also

includes new methods (like Kalman filtering techniques) and covers methodology for

leak detection and sensor validation as well [Racz et al., 1995]. It should be

recognised that with growing amount of information the man machine interface part

of such half automated diagnostics systems becomes very important.

In those systems which have actuators automatically driven by the system the

importance of the man machine interface maybe less important. None of the

diagnostics system has really actuators. Diagnostics it means to recognise the

malfunction, to give some information on that. It may give even hints, but usually

decisions taken by experts. Diagnosis it means always an early warning and early
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failure detection. The parameters of the given system are still within the allowed

limits (both from regulatory point of view and from physical point of view). If they are

out of range then the system must be halted. When we speak about diagnostics the

system is still running, but some tendencies in it are going into the direction which can

lead out from the allowed range. That also means there are still time to take decision,

there is no need to attach any automatic actuators to the system.

Diagnostic system are not safety systems but systems to improve reliability of NPP

hence they assist to the safety. They are information systems which are safety related.

How to arrange the information? How to present it? How to drive the attention to the

important occurrences? How to ensure that the important part would not be hidden by

numerous miscellaneous effects? This is very important for such system.

A good man-machine interface can help very much in that. This is the final goal of the

development of the system of JEDI.

Some important results achieved by those systems

We do not promise here to give an exhausting list of event of all occurrences detected

and analysed by those systems listed above. Partly because they have been published

earlier (see references). We cannot avoid to mention some of them to convince the

reader: these systems have passed the period of basic development, they became

commercial, they became regular systems, they are reliable, one can trust them. If they

show something there is something to be investigated and solved in the given Unit. If

they do not show any deviance, the Unit works in normal condition. But the most

valuable result from these system still serves for maintenance work. They reduces the

maintenance cost preparing the maintenance period.
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Core barrel motion is a real concern for WWER type pressurised water reactors. They

have four or six primary loops and their unbalance can be a cause for pendular

movement. But usually the size of such motion does not reaches dangerous value. The

failure of the core hold down springs can be a cause of a really dangerous pendular

motion of the core barrel having different constant of elasticity for different springs.

There are six such non-linear springs around the top of the core in the vessel. Very

well documented such dangerous core barrel motion has been reported from Nord

NPP [Liewers et al., 1988]. It is well know there was similar problem in Khmelnitsky

NPP and there are rumours from other Russian WWER having such problems.

Therefore we believe that having a core barrel motion monitoring program in our

CARD system it gives a very important tool for the operators. The proven sensitivity

of the method in the given realisation is 10 microns (or better). Until now the

maximum of the core barrel motion recorded in Paks NPP was 22 microns. It has been

proven in Kalinin NPP (WWER 1000) when a measurement was carried out in an

unbalanced situation that the automatic program really can find the unbalance [Por et

al., 1995]. Consequently in spite the fact that there was no dangerous core barrel

motion recorded during the total 13 reactor years by CARD systems, operators were

convinced that there was no such danger in given Units.

Leakage is another great concern of WWER reactors. They suffer in frequent

leakages. Such leakages were reported almost from each NPP having WWER.

Perhaps the most successful system to detect leaks in primary loops of WWER is the

ALMOS system. An advantage of that system is that it gives reliable result at the

upper block of reactor vessel, where control rod driving mechanism and top sealing of

the reactor vessel takes place where leakages are frequent. But it gave also good

results on horizontally placed steam generators even during installation of ALMOS at

Kalinin NPP in an automated mode. We could also notice the insufficient repair of

that leakage, though it was not very easy to convince the maintenance personal about

this fact [Peter A, 1992]. Leakages at Paks NPP were found: at the valve of volume

compensator (pressuriser) in 1991, and a 0.2 kg/h leak was monitored during the

whole fuel campaign in 1993.
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Perhaps the incore vibrations is the third most frequent malfunction in WWER

reactors, which is detectable by reactor noise diagnostics. Such vibration has been

observed especially in WWER-440 type which have seven control assemblies

consisting of a fuel assembly and a follower on the top of each. The smallest vibration

of the follower which is always inserted into the core to certain level will results in

detectable peaks in the spectra of nearby incore neutron detectors. In the case of an

excessively vibrating controller [Glockler et. al., 1988] even far field neutron

detectors can see such vibration, and this can be used for incore vibration monitoring

[cf. Trenty, 1995].

Vibration diagnostics of the main component of primary and secondary loops became

today well standardised field of noise diagnostics. One can find in international

standards (ISO) limits for malfunction of rotationally machinery or other type of

equipment. The knowledge based diagnostics for turbine of ARGUS system opens the

possibility not only detecting excess vibration but also it giving hints, what is the

cause of the vibration.

Another group of the occurrences in which monitoring of fluctuation can help is the

malfunction of the sensors or simple the sensor degradation. This is also a very

important field of noise diagnostics since it can predict the malfunction of the sensors

and in this way it can help tremendously to maintenance work. Especially valuable are

the results of such system when preparing the maintenance during the refuelling

period. There are more then 500 in-vessel thermocouples and neutron detectors in

WWER reactors, which can be exchange only during refuelling period. In the same

time regulation does not allow to work with the Unit if more then 10% of those

sensors has a failure. CARD, ZOMBI, JEDI, ALMOS, ARGUS all use algorithm to

find defective sensors or measuring channels. Since CARD and JEDI works with

standard instrumentation of NPP they are extremely useful for maintenance work.

Finally, parameter estimation is a developing field of noise measurements. A good

example for that is the estimation of reactivity coefficient which is one of the most
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important safety parameters of all reactors. Noise measurements enable to follow the

changes of this parameter without interfering to normal work of NPP and on-line [Por,

Jozsa, 1995]. Incore coolant velocities and hot spot can be estimated using transport

effects measured by CARD as well. Another example for parameter estimation is the

decay constant estimation which characterises the feedback loops in the given system,

thus it gives hints on stability of the system. In fact this has more practical importance

for boiling water reactors and a special stability measuring devices has been

developed by Swedish researchers [Anegawa, 1995]. A good example was reported

from Germany how to use this methodology in PWR reactors [Por, Runkel, 1995].

CARD system has also decay ratio monitoring capability and it has proved its ability

to notice abnormal behaviour due to closed main valves, which are characterising

again only in WWER reactors [Por, Kantor, Sokolov,1995].

Experiences with a Reactor Noise Diagnostics System for WWER-1000 Type
Russian Reactors

CARD is an automated noise diagnostic system based on fluctuating part of signals

originated mainly from the reactor and partly from primary loops of a pressurised

water reactor [1]. It can automatically sample, pre-process (FFT, MAR) and analyse

the measured noise signals. There is a built in expert system for monitoring of the core

barrel motion, for detection of in-core vibrations, for estimation of incore velocity

and for detection of incore boiling. It has a manual part to assist the user analysing the

results. Recently one KARD system has been installed at a WWER-1000 type reactor

(Kalinin Nuclear Power Station, Udomlya, Russia) and two CARD systems have been

installed at WWER-440 type reactors (Paks Nuclear Power Station, Paks, Hungary).

System designed for power plant personal. Here we report on the main characteristics

of measured noise spectra in a WWER-1000 type reactor and on some investigations

with neutron noise made with that system.

System installed
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The complex noise diagnostic system KAZMER was installed at Kalinin Nuclear

Power Plant (Russia) at Unit 1 in 1992 by Hungarian firms: CRIP and (H)EPRI [2].

This system consists of a reactor noise diagnostics subsystem under nickname KARD,

a vibration monitoring subsystem for primary and secondary loops under nickname

ARGUS and a leakage monitoring subsystem named ALMOS.

The given realisation of the KARD system uses fluctuating part of signals from:

- six ex-core ionisation chambers of the reactor safety system

- six of in-core measuring strings containing

seven self powered neutron detectors with Rh emitter above each others

one thermocouple at the top of the core

- eight pressure transducers positioned at different places of the primary loops

- fourteen accelerometers that can be selected from the total 32 accelerometers

positioned on main components of primary loops of WWER-1000. Selected

signals are typically: from Main Coolant Pumps (MCP), from Main Closing

Valves (MCV) which serves to disconnect the given loop from the reactor, from

Steam Generators(SG), from accelerometers positioned on the top of the reactor

vessel and on the driving mechanism of the control rods.

In total 62 fluctuating signals are recorded simultaneously, while one extra channel is

used to register the signal level of the total main signal for later normalisation of the

spectra and the last channel is reserved for services (to check the validity of the

sampling procedure)

Typical noise spectra of WWER-1000 reactors

Ex-core neutron detectors
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The solution to attach the noise measuring system to the safety channels has been

widely criticised. The disadvantage of this solution becomes obvious when one learns

that the neutron measuring lines of the safety channels are equipped with low pass

filters at about 4-6 Hz in their preamplifiers, which converts the analog signal to

pulses. This PCM signal can be safely transmitted to large distances. It is obvious that

dynamics of PCM is rather limited. Nevertheless this solution is capable to register

low frequency fluctuations (we show later power oscillation and core barrel motion

registered by such measuring lines) and in the same time it can be used to validate the

safety channels and for early detection of malfunction of those important channels.
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Fig. 2.1. Typical auto power spectral densities Fig.2.2. with the trend of the core barrel

measured by ex-core neutron detector of peak (1.3-4.7Hz) during the a

safety channel installation period

In Fig. 2.1. autospectra measured by this method can be seen. Notice the low

frequency peaks. The second peak between 1.3 and 4.7 Hz is gradually separating

during the 90 day installation period. Fig.2.2. shows the trend of that peak, which later

was shown to be a core barrel motion.
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Fig. 2.3. Autospectra coherence and phase between A7 in-core neutron and Q2 inlet

pressure fluctuation

In-core neutron detectors

The spectrum of in-core detectors (Fig 2.3) is much richer. It contains two peaks at

16.6 and 33 Hz from the harmonics of MCP. It has a component at 25 Hz which has

not been fmally identified, it is though that it is connected to network frequency and to

rotation of the feedwater pumps.

The peak at 9 Hz is connected to pressure oscillation in spite the fact that there is not a

very clear 9 Hz peak in pressure spectra, but the coherence and phase pictures tell us

clearly the origin of that peak (see Fig. 2.3. Autospectra coherence and phase between

A7 in-core neutron detector and Q2 inlet pressure fluctuation)

The low frequency part of the spectra of signals from in-core detectors contains a peak

related to pressure oscillation in the pressuriser, but mainly occupied with the well

known transport effects. That makes easy to use the axially placed SPNDs for coolant

velocity estimation and boiling detection by the expert part of the automated

evaluation system. A typical phase picture is shown on Fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.4. Typical Autospectra, Phase and Coherence between axially placed in-core

neutron detectors

One can see on Fig. 2.4. the typical thermohydraulic frequency range where the phase

linearly depends on frequency. This part is used for velocity estimation. There is a

peak at about 8.6 Hz due to standing pressure waves in primary loops and at 16.6 Hz

due to MCP rotational frequency.

Pressure fluctuations

Special pressure fluctuation transducers were attached to the noise measuring system

to monitor the pressure fluctuations at the reactor inlet and outlet, at the pressurizer

and in each primary loops. The most prominent peaks in the autospectrum of the inlet

pressure fluctuation are marked on Fig. 2.5., on the autospectrum of Q2 signal. One

can see peaks coming from standing waves in pressuriser and in primary loop and also

those narrow band peaks of the rotational frequency of MCP and its higher harmonics.
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Thermocouples and their spectra

Standard thermocouples of WWER-1000 type reactors are absolutely unsuited for

noise measurements, since they are thick and positioned in the area, where the mixture

of the outlet water occurs. Therefore additional thermocouples were attached like

instrumented fuel assemblies to those assemblies, where the in-core neutron strings

attached to our noise system are positioned. The expert system is able to monitor the

time constant of the thermocouples, which can be used for malfunction prediction.

The reactivity coefficient estimation works better with these special thermocouples.

Coherence is much higher and consequently the reliability of those estimates

improves.

On vibration spectra

On Fig. 2.6. we present a vibration spectrum measured by an accelerometer mounted

tangencially on the MCP. Characteristic peaks are marked. The two main peaks are

related to the rotational frequency of 16.6 Hz and to its first harmonics at 33.3 Hz.

These peaks appear in most of the spectra. The change of the spectra has been used to

detect the unbalance of the MCP. When the bearings had some problems then the half
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of the rotational frequency, and its harmonics could be registered. There was a

resonance frequency at 12.5 Hz which was explained by the vibration of the MCP

itself due to unbalanced forces. Bearing was replaced immediately. These analysis

claims further investigations.
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Fig. 2.7. Vibration spectrum measured on the same MCP with bearing problem

Some occurrences investigated by KARD system

Core barrel motion registered by ex-core detectors
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Since preamplifiers of the ex-core neutron measuring chains have a low pass filter at

about 4 Hz, spectra measured by these chains cannot contain much information above

that limit (see Fig. 2.8) But besides the main low frequency around 1 Hz, there is

another peak and frequency range which can be related to the core barrel motion (see

on Fig. 2. where the trend of that peak which was growing. Fig. 8. proves that this

peak can be related to pendular core barrel motion). It is well known that core barrel

motions are very frequent in WWER 1000 reactors. This motion became later more

intensive. Such periods was notices at the end of 1992 at full power operation, which

lead us to provide special measurements with three loops in operation. Unbalance of

forces brought the core into pendular motions, which was registered by noise

diagnostics system.
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Fig. 2.8. Phases and Coherences between ex-core detectors show pendular motion in

frequency range from 2 to 6 Hz (sometimes in a wider range)

Investigations on power oscillation (rms) of the low frequency content of signals from

ex-core neutron detectors due to shut down one of the MCP

A power oscillation was noticed in Unit 2 at Kalinin NPP in August 1993, when one

of four MCP was shut down and the nominal power had been reduced to 60%.
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Fig.2.9. Oscillation registered by N21 and N14 ionisation chambers in Unit 2. MCP of

loop N2 was not working while MCV was open (time signals)

The power oscillation reached 3% of its nominal level which exceeds the maximum

allowed power level. In-core vibration can also cause such power oscillation, but to

check that one has to open the reactor vessel since the given Unit was not equipped

with in-core noise measuring system. Since KARD system has free inputs it was

decided to make records on tape at Unit 2 from ex-core neutron detector signals and

process them at KARD system of Unit 1. Fig. 2.9. shows time signals recorded in the

Unit 2 when power oscillation occurred. It is noticeable that rather large quasi-

periodic oscillation was registered with period near to 2 sec especially with ionisation

chamber N21 which was the nearest to the loop N2 with shut down MCP. Oscillation

reduced when the given loop was disconnected from the reactor vessel closing MCV

of the cold leg (see Fig. 2.10.). Table 1 shows the measured rms values.
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Fig. 2.10. Oscillation was reduced when the MCV was closed (loop N2 disconnected)

Table 1. RMS measured by ionisation chambers at different conditions

No of detector MCV open MCV closed MCV reopened

7 - 1.57E-3 ' 3.87E-3

14 3.55E-3 1.85E-2
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21 4.97E-3 1.77E-3 5.15E-3

Notice detector 21 is the nearest to loop N2

Based on these measurements, a conclusion was drawn on thermohydraulic character

of the noise source. But since the given Unit was not equipped with in-core noise

measuring probes the assumption about the temperature oscillation could not be

checked.

Recently a similar power oscillation was found in Gronde NPP (Germany). The

investigation on that case lead to introduce the modified decay ratio (mDR) for

pressurised water reactors[3]. This parameter estimation is also built in the KARD

system and was estimated for the above case (see Table 2.) One can conclude from

that table that mDR is an effective tool to register and follow the power oscillation in

PWRs.

Table 2. Modified Decay Ratio (mDR) estimation for the power oscillation

August 30, Sept. 4. 1993 Sept. 4. 1993 Sept. 4. 1993

1993

7

14

21

MCP shut

down

0.0226

0.0297

0.0488

MCV open MCV closed

0.0

0.0491

0.0004

0.0

MCV

reopened

0.0510

0.0833

Later similar situation was created at Unit 1 which is equipped with the KARD noise

measuring system, consequently it allows also to measure fluctuations of the signals

from in-core neutron detectors and thermocouples. MCP of loop N2 was closed and

rms values for frequency range of 0-1 Hz were estimated. Fig. 2.11. shows the

changes (rise) of rms for ex-core, in-core neutron detectors and in-core thermocouples

when MCP was shut down.
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Fig. 2.11. The layout of the core of Unit 1 with in-core neutron sensors B,D,F, top-of-

core thermocouples TA,TB,TC,TD,TF and ex-core neutron detectors I1,I2,I8,I9,IF,IG

all of them attached to KARD noise measuring system. Numbers near to detectors

shows the rise of rms (in range of 0-1 Hz) when MCP of loop N2 was shutdown in

comparison with normal operation

It was concluded that when a MCP is shut down intensive cooling occurs in the given

loop, which leads to temperature oscillation, which via temperature reactivity

coefficient can cause power oscillation. Closing the given loop such oscillation can be

reduced. It was also noticed that oscillation occurs only in the second half of the fuel

campaign when reactivity coefficient has bigger value.

Growing trend of spectra from in-core neutron detectors

Recently it was published (see [4]) that the low frequency part of the autopower

spectral density function growths with decreasing boron concentration and with burn

up. A similar behaviour was observed by us monitoring the trend of spectra measured

by in-core neutron detectors (see Fig. 2.12.)
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Fig.2.12. Growing trend of the low frequency part of the in-core neutron spectra. In

the right corner trend selected from 3D waterfall picture marked on frequency axis.

This growth of the in-core neutron spectra in low frequency range was also connected

to the rise of the temperature reactivity coefficient [4].

The relation of noise systems to regulations

In the previous section we listed some successful applications of noise diagnostics in

different NPPs. In spite the fact that there has been numerous successful detection by

those permanent system still nuclear power stations tend to neglect these results.

Here follows a story of an early case of a core barrel motion detected in Rheinsberg

NPP. During an international measurement exercise which was aimed to detect

reduced flow rate in an experimental fuel assembly, excore neutron detector signals

were also recorded. They were elaborated routinely with the standard methodology

which included also core barrel monitoring. A typical core barrel motion

characteristics was found and connected to the spectra of a main coolant pump as the

origin of the motion. It was published in an IAEA seminar [Izsak, 1982]. It is typical

that the power plant management was not happy at all with that situation. It turned out
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that German colleagues has noticed earlier that movement. They also made much

more recordings on pump vibration and the pump malfunction has been repaired even

earlier then the inadversively published paper of the author appeared. But they were

not allowed to publish these results [Liewers]. One could say this happened in former

GDR before the changes. But author has similar experience in more developed

countries and at home as well. The management of the NPP is never interested in

publication of such results. Even if they accept that the warning was coming from

noise diagnostics they consider that as their know how. It is even more typical that the

know how does not contains information on the fact that warning was coming from

noise diagnostics.

Typically noise diagnostics gives only hints that there are some malfunction in the

system and it is coming from some place. Using this hints it is advisable to go there

and to test the given equipment with standardised procedure. If it also shows

malfunction then according to regulation it has to be recorded. (If it does not then

typically the case is dropped, no records preserved). Regulation describes usually also

how to make records, what indications of the standardised procedure should be

recorded. Usually it does not contain that initiating information had been coming from

noise diagnostics. Typically, record contains an information that parameters

prescribed by standardised procedure has been measured at the given date and they

exceeded (or not) the allowable limits. Sometime even the management of the NPP

does not know that the indication was coming from noise diagnostics. Maintenance

people owning with standardised procedure are interested to hide the fact that hint was

coming from diagnostics. It might seem that they did not applied the standardised

procedure in due time that is their failure.

We wasted quite a space to demonstrate what was (is) happening in nuclear power

plant with information coming from diagnostics. This is typical everywhere. The only

way out of this situation could be if the nuclear regulations consider the diagnostics as

compulsory or at least strongly advisable. It could help a lot if such recommendation

would be elaborated and recommended by IAEA. It is an experience also that

recommendations of IAEA found their way to the national nuclear regulations.
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Happily in the past few tears an intensive growth on the number of standards can be

observed in this field and it was also announced that an European standard is under

development. At the end of the reference list we gave some of them.

To make a recommendation we need to collect those occurrences in nuclear power

plants which has been detected, localised and explained using noise diagnostics. We

have to show the reliability, usefulness and applicability of those methods. We have to

find the warning and alarm limits for such occurrences as: core barrel motion, incore

vibration, hot spot detection, etc. Finally a team should elaborate recommendation on

noise diagnostics fro different type of nuclear reactors.

Conclusions

Technical part of noise diagnostics can be regarded as well analysed, mathematically

solved. Many well organised noise measuring systems are working in different NPPs.

They usually have more or less expert parts as well. We presented some areas, which

have overwhelming importance for WWER diagnostics and which can be regarded as

well understood, and also which have proved that methods used in noise diagnostics

can contribute a lot to the safety of nuclear installation. We conclude, that most of the

technical part has been solved or is in progress. The human factor and the reporting on

the results of noise diagnostics is one of the most vulnerable part of this methodology

today. The most important task for plant management and also for diagnostics today is

to work out regulation, reporting system, limits and action plan for given plant which

is in accordance with quality assurance programme.

A full set of noise diagnostics system has been developed during the past 15 year for

WWER reactors. They have been proved their ability for early detection the

malfunction of the system, to give early warning of sensor degradation, to estimate
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some parameters which have importance fro safety of the reactor, without interfering

the work of the given Unit.

In the same time regulations neglect these results. Except of loose part monitoring,

which is strongly advised in US an in some European countries , application of noise

diagnostics is not mentioned in official regulation of NPPs. For WWER reactors there

exists a written directive (Ukazanie) from the general constructor since 1988 in which

he suggest to use the diagnostics in WWER rectors, but it has been frequenlty

disregarded by existing regulation of countries having such reactors.

We believe that results of noise diagnostics are convincing. Permanent system and

analysis of some cases has proved the power of such methodology. It is time to collect

all knowledge and to elaborate them concluding in suggestion for introducing noise

diagnostics in any new WWER type NPP.
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Hereby we introduce a loose part detection system which is
easy to attach to existing vibration measuring assemblies in
nuclear power plants. It is rather simply to reinstall the system
for another Unit of similar type. It excludes automatically non-
loose part effects like the motion of control rods. It also can
give hints on the size of the object. We are ready to make
measurements during the start of any Unit to detect if there
were any forgotten objects in the primary loops.
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The importance of loose part detection II
One of the major concerns in the operation of any pressurized water reactor is the
possible presence of loose parts. They can contact the walls causing mechanical and
material damages which is extremely dangerous for steam generators and for the fuel
pins. Loose parts drifted with the stream of water can be broken into small pieces
therefore they can also reach the reactor core and block the coolant channels. The latter
can lead to overheating of the fuel elements. The most common consequence of loose
pails is the ageing of the material. Steam generator tubes can also be broken or blocked.
It is well known that loose parts have been found and sometimes reported in many
nuclear power plants. Details are usually only partially published. Nevertheless one can
judge on the importance of loose part detection based on the French experience where
the saving achieved by using loose part detection systems was estimated as large as 30
million USD during the last 10 years.
In the United States application of loose part detection systems is compulsory during the
start up process as stated in U.S. NRC Regulatory' Guide 1.133. In Europe the
requirements of loose part testing are collected in the IEC-988 standard. Our system
complies with those requirements.

JTask of loose part systems and their drawbacks

Recently installed loose part monitonng systems are similar in design (since the most
important design criteria are fixed in IEC-988). The inspected signals (typically 4-6
sensors per loop) arrive to a central data acquisition unit and are processed by an
electronic logical unit to select suspicious signals. This selection can use a simple
windowing method in the simple systems or a short-time RMS or floating RMS method
in the more sophisticated systems. The suspicious signals are first archived using an
analog transient recorder then the sampled signal may be processed by an expert system.
The task of such an expert system is to analyze the selected event in details. The aim of
the analysis is to receive answers to the following questions:

• Was the alarm caused by a loose part?
- If not, what was the possible cause? Is it similar to previously

experienced events?
- If it is a loose part:

- what is the location (where should the primary loop be opened)?
- is it dangerous (is it necessary to stop the block immediately)?

As far as deciding whether the alarm was raised by a loose part or not the current system
should give a relatively reliable answer using classification algorithms based on the
statistical properties of the stored reference signals. The impact location and the
estimation of danger level is not that simple at all but in general it can be stated that if
the loose part detection system has been trained carefully during the installation period
then these questions can be reliably answered.
One of the problems of the contemporary loose part detection systems is they require a
relatively long teaching period after which they can only work reliably in the given
configuration (meaning detector arrays, amplifications....) that were originally installed.
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New methods to improve the sensitivity and to eliminate false alarms I
Our system improves the signal to noise ratio by using a built-in pre-whitening method.
It is based on univariate autoregressive modeling of the system and is capable not only
to decrease the unwanted background noise level but also to eliminate (quasi )periodical
noise components which are always present at nuclear power plant environments and
disturb to set a low alarm level for loose parts. As a second step in improving the
performance in order to establish a lowr missed alarm rate we use the sequential
probability ratio testing method real time synchronized with the sampling. This allowed
us to reduce the missed alarm rate below 1%. On the other hand it is also very disturbing
to have false alarms in a nuclear power plant, which use to be a common problem of
earlier systems. The applied software allows to reduce the false alarm rate below I % in
the detection process. This very low false alarm rate can be further decreased using the
classification software tool. After a proper installation this classification module can
distinguish between the most frequent events in the primary loop that generate acoustic
effects (e.g. motion of control elements, starting up the feedwater pumps). After learning
these effects our system can separate them from real loose pail incidents using their
different statistical properties. This way the number of the false alarms can be reduced
even further.

Advantages of a portable system

Experiences in nuclear power station show that existing loose part monitoring systems
give false alarm very frequently. In the same time they provide with valuable
information mainly during the startup period (and in the following I-2 months). After
that period the possible loose pails (forgotten objects) either have drifted to some traps
where they rest or get stuck in structural elements, or they break into small pieces. Either
way there is no much loose part activity after a couple of months of operation. For this
reason in most of the power plants the loose part monitoring systems are switched off
during normal operation.
One of the economical benefit to have a portable system is that it could serve more than
for one Unit at the same nuclear power plant, moving it from one to another for the next
startup.
During normal monitoring the main issue is to cover the entire primary loop in order to
find loose part in any possible loops and locations. When a loose part is found in one
loop, it is more desirable to connect the sensors of the same loop where the event was
found - this can give an optimal performance both for source location and loose part
mass estimation. Our portable system (in contrast with the traditional systems) can
provide both configurations with very quick switching time between them.

Our svstem I
The loose part monitoring system provided by us has all the advantages listed in the
previous section and it can operate with multiple detector configurations. It is rather
easy to change between these configurations. Moreover, it is also rather easy to move
the system to another Unit and to teach it to a new configuration.
The best proof for these statements comes from the experiences with the HELPS system
which is the predecessor of our loose part monitoring system: that system was originally
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designed for and installed on the Unit 3 of Paks NPP and on request of the power station
we could remove and reinstall it to Unit 2 within a couple of hours including the impact
measurements aimed to collect unit-specific reference data. During the impact
measurements a couple of minutes were enough to completely change the detector
configuration.
Since the hardware of our new system consists of only a notebook PC, a PCMCIA
sampling card and an external signal connecting unit, its even more portable than any
other system before.
The novelty of our system lies not only in its portability and flexibility but also in the
very sophisticated mathematical methods applied in it. The experience we gained during
the years of developing similar systems made it possible to integrate procedures that not
only increased the sensitivity of the system but also filtered out false alarms much more
reliably than any other similar product.
Our system conforms to all requirements of the quality assurance (ISO-9001) and also it
is in agreement with the international standards (IEC-988, NUREG 1.133, ISO 7626-5,
DIN 25475). We can issue a quality assured certificate on the presence of loose parts
during the startup of a PWR Unit.
Great advantage of our system is that it does not necessarily require the installation of
new sensors because (as it was demonstrated with HELPS) it can use the
vibrodiagnostic sensors already existing on the primary loops.
This portable system can be used in several different ways. It can serve as a quality
assured monitoring system supervising the startups of a Unit and the next 1-2 months
then it can be moved to the monitor the startup of next Unit. In the case if the nuclear
power plant has an already installed loose part monitoring systems it can serve as an
additional tool providing more flexibility in the detailed analysis of the primary loop. It
was also shown that the given portable system can. be used to monitor other impacts
having acoustic noises for example in feedwater systems as well.
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A Regional Workshop on On-Line Testing and Monitoring of Temperature Sensors and Pressure
Transmitters in Nuclear Power Plants.

Organized by IAEA Vienna in VUJE Training Centre, Trnava, Slovakia, 25 -=- 29.5 1998

1. Nuclear Power Plants in Slovakia

Site

Bohunice

Bohunice

Mochovce

NPP Type

VVER - V230

VVER-V213

VVER -V213

Inst. Power

2x440 MWe

2x440 MWe

2x440 MWe

No. of Units

2

2

2

Status

Under Reconstruction during Operation

( during planned outages )

Under Operation

Under Construction, Approaching 1st Startup

Bohunice V230

=> Under the process of big reconstruction performed by REKON consortium.

( VUJE and SIEMENS )

Bohunice V213

Under operation for about 15 years

The process of equipment re-qualification is under way

Equipment ageing issue is a important one

Mochovce V213

=> The plant is under construction in cooperation of different companies

=> Safety level importance

=> The equipment qualification issue included

=> Approaching the 1st startup in the end of May, 1998
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2. Typical components under consideration

=> Pressure transmitters

=> Resistance temperature detectors

=> Thermocouples

=> Cables (power and signal)

=> Relay logic

=>etc.

3. The status of the qualification

=> Pressure transmitters, RTD's and Thermocouples - under the process of

environmental qualification.

=> Cables - the qualification process approaches the end.

Some of cables were found radically aged, some of them are still in a good

condition ( about half of life )

After finishing the process of qualification - preservation of the level reached - next steps

regarding the ageing management

4. Activities under preparation

As the Bohunice V213 plant ia about 15 yeras under operation, the equipment ages. There are

at least two choices:

=> replacement of equipment

=> equipment ageing management methods and procedures

In a case of Bohunice V213, there are some activities under preparation in VUJE, regarding

the equipment ageing management methodology and procedures preparation.
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The main steps intended to be taken:

=> establishment of the plant policy in a sence of how to address, how to manage this

issue

=> putting the plant policy ideas into the document ( basic ideas, plant specific )

=> ageing management methodology - the document addressing the topic of the ageing

in lower level - it means - definition of

a) definition of the equipment under consideration

b) definition of the standards and guides to be used for ageing management

process

c) decision making about methods to be used to manage the issue of the

equipment ageing

d) elaboration of the procedures to be used

Pa?e # 4



Temperature control
of the graphite stack of the reactor RBMK-1500
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1. General data
The Ignalina NNP is located in the north-eastern part of Lithuania, near the borders of Latvia and
Belarus.
The Ignalina NNP possesses two units of RBMK-1500 reactors. The INNP belongs to the category of
"boiling water" , channelized, uranium-graphite reactors. This fundamental heat cycle is identical to
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR). In table 1 fundamental parameters of the RBMK. are presented.
The RBMK reactors belong to the thermal neutron reactor category. Due to the large number of the
metal piping in the core of this type of reactor, the neutronic characteristics of the the reactors are
degraded. To improve the neutronic characteristics , the reactors of Ignalina NPP use graphite to
moderate ( slow down) the fast fission neutrons. This requires a large amount of graphite, so that the
graphite stack of the reactor becomes its dominant component, at least by volume.

Table 1. Fundamental parameters of the RBMK-1500
Coolant
Heat cycle configuration
Power, MW

Thermal (design)
Thermal(actual)
Electrical(design)

Core diamentions, m
Height
Diameter

Lattice pitch, m
Number of channels

Fuel
Control and shutdown system
Reflection cooling

Fuel
Initial fuel enrichment for U235, %

Number of main circuilation pumps
Capacity of main circuilation pumps, m3/h
Temperatures, CC
Maximum acceptable temperature at centre of fuel

Water( steam-water mixture)
Single circuit

4800
4200
1500

7
11,8
0,25x0,25 m

1661
235
156

2.0
8
6500-8000
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pellet
Maximum acceptable graphite stack temperature
Maximum acceptable fuel cladding temperature
Maximum acceptable fuel channel temperature
Coolant temperature at fuel channel inlet
Feddwater temperature
Pressures, Mpa (kgf/cm2)

At separator drum
At pressure header

Coolant flow rate throgh reaktor, m3/h
Steam prodused, t/h
Void fraction at reactor, %
Maximum fuel channel parameters:
Fuel channel power, kW
Coolant flow rate through channel, m3/h
Void fraction at fuel channel outiet, %

2600
760
700
650
260-266
177-190

6,86(70)
8,5(86,6)

39000-4800
7400-7650
23-29

4250
40
36,1

Now the fuel is being changed to 2.4 % enrichment fuel with erbium.

Table 2. Main measured temperature parameters of the reactor
Parameters
Graphite
Top and bottom channel guide tubes
Top biological shield
Roller supports, compensators, rigidity
plates of the top and bottom biological
shield
Bottom biological shield
Outlet water of the CPS channels
Drainage of the CPS channel
Water in radial reflector cooling channels
Central hall floor, supporting metal
structure, steel shell
Gas mixture in the lines of fuel channel
integrity system
Fuel element
Control rod servo drives

Numbers of point
85
15
11
22

10
6
235
156
19

TXA-1379
TXA-1449
TXA-1449
TXA-1449

TXA-1449
TXA-1449
TXA-1449
TXKn-XVIN
TXA-1449

2052 TXK-529 or
TXK-0179

64
211

1.2. The main requirement is to control the graphite temperature.
The core of the reactor is housed in a 25 m deep, 21x21 m cross-section concrete vault The core
volume is dominated by a large cylindrical graphite stack. The graphite stack is constructed of closely
packed graphite blocks stacked into columns and provided with an axial opening. Most of the
openings contain fuel channels. A number of them also serve other purposes (e.g. instrumentation,
reactivity regulation).rTherefore, adapting the nomenclature of the designer, these will be reffered to as
"special channels'^ The graphite stack is located in a hermetically sealed cavity consisting of
cylindrical walls and top and bottom metal plates. The entire reactor cavity is filled with a helium (
about 40 % by mass) and nitrogen mixture which prevents graphite oxidation and improves heat
transfer from the graphite to the fuel channels. In order to prevent loss of helium, the space
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surrounding the cylindrical graphite stack is filled with nitrogen at a pressure of about 0,29-0,98 kPa
greater than that of the helium-nitrogen mixture . In the radial direction as well as above and below
the reactor it is surrounded by the primary biological shield structures.
The graphite stack of the RBMK-1500 reactors serves several functions. The primary one is neutron
moderation and reflection, but it also provides structural integrity and in the event of a temporary
cooling malfunction, a relatively large heat capacity. The graphite blocks are assembled within the
inner cavity of the reactor on a supporting metal structure. The stack can be visualized as a vertical
cylinder, made up of 2488 graphite columns, constructed from various types of graphite blocks. Fig. .
illustrates how these blocks fit together in the lower and upper regions of the stack. The blocks are
rectangular parallelepipeds, with a base of 0,25x0,25 m, and heights of 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6 m of which
0.6 m blocks are most common. The total mass of graphite is about 1700 tons. The material must
meet stringent purity requirements and has a density of 1650 kg/m3.
The outer edge of the graphite stack is covered by a metal liner. The four rows of columns at the outer
edge make up the radial reflector, and a 0,5 m thick layer at the top and bottom make up the end
reflectors. The blocks possess a 0,114 m diameter bore opening through the vertical axis. This
provides a total of 2044 channels which are used for placing fuel clusters, reactivity regulating control
rods and several types of instruments into the core. In the remaining 444 columns located within the
radial reflector the central holes are filled by graphite rods, increasing the density and neutron
reflecting effectiveness of the part of the graphite stac^As shown in Fig. , the graphite columns rest
on a steel support plate 3 which, in turn, is supported by a steel bushing 2. The bushing is welded to
the top plate of the bottom biological shield. At the top of the stack, the columns are fastened and
centered with respect to the guide pipes 8 welded into the top biological shield, by means of shield
plates 6 and junction sleeves 7 j
The shield and support plates have a similar purpose: namely, they consist of steel and, in addition to v
their fundamental function of joining the intermediate elements of the graphite stack, also ensure
thermal insulation of the top and bottom metal structures , and in part serve as biological shielding. A
diaphragm , indicated, as 2 in fig. . fastened to the support bushings by means of a special rings 1,3.
Its primary purpose is to channel helium-nitrogen flow coming through the bottom biological shield into
the spaces between the channels and the graphite blocks. Secondary, it is intended to reduce the
radioactive heat transfer the support plates and the top plate of the bottom biological shield . The
diaphragm is a 5 mm thick stainless steel sheet. The radial span between the diaphragm and the
inside of the stack shell 10 is covered by a ring^j
Radial creep of the graphite stack is restrained by 156 hollow reinforcing bars 9. These bars are
positioned in the peripheral columns of the radial reflector. At the bottom the reinforcing bars are
welded to the support plate, while at the top they fit loosely into the guide tubes welded to the bottom
plate of the top biological shield. This connection at the top allows freedom for thermal expansion.
Since the reinforcing bars are hollow, they also serve as reflector cooling channels. Cooling water to
these channels is supplied from above The reinforcing bars are made from stainless tubes, with
outside diameter of 0.110 m and thickness of 5 mm.
The corners of the rectangular cross-sections of the graphite columns in the stack are hollow and
incorporate 17 vertical 45 mm diameter instrumentation channels used for measuring the
temperatures of the graphite stack itself as well as the support and the shielding plates. Thirteen of
these channels are positioned within the boundaries of the core, while four are in the radial reflector.
Within each channel the temperature is measured at 5 vertical positions.
The graphite stack, including its hermetically sealed cavity, is called the sealed reactor space. This
space is filled with a circulating helium-nitrogen mixture at a pressure of 0,40-1,96 kPa. During normal
operation, the gas is supplied by means of 0,3 m inside diameter tubes, and removed through the
fuel channel integrity monitoring system. Four drainage tubes ( inside diameter of 0,15 m) are
provided in order to guard against accidental releases.

When the reactor is in operation, all the components listed above are subjected to conditions of high
temperature and intense neutron-gamma radiation. For example, the temperature of the support



When the reactor is in operation, all the components listed above are subjected to conditions of high
temperature and intense neutron-gamma radiation. For example, the temperature of the support
structures in the top part of the bottom biological shield reaches 350°C. The temperature of the
bottom support plates reaches 440 °C, while the maximum calculated graphite temperature is 750 °C.

Fig. Cross-section of the reactor vault
1- top cover, removable floor of the central hall, 2 - top metal structure filled with serpentinite,
3-concrete vault, 4- sand cylinder, 5-annular water tank, 6-graphite stack, 7-reactor vessel, 8- bottom
metal structure, 9-reactor support plate, 10-steel block, 11-roller supports

Fig. Top metal structure

Fig. Segment of the graphite stack

1-top ring, 2- diaphragm, 3-bottom ring, 4- bushing, 5 - steel support plates, 6-graphite rods, 7-shield
plates, 8- standpipe, 9- guide pipe, 10- reinforcing tube, 11-uoter steel shell, 12- ring plate

Fig. Element of the graphite stack

2.3 Thermocouple type TXA-1379

As I have said, the so-called five-zone special thermocouples type TXA-1379 are used for the
measurement of graphite temperature . They are installed in the special channels which are located
on the cross of the graphite columns in the whole , 45 mm diameter . In this whole both a special
complect ( special metal construction with graphite sleeves) and thermocouple are installed . In order
to provide complete hermecify' of the reactor space , the thermocouples are welded to the metal pipe
The graphite stack, including its hermetically sealed cavity, is called the sealed reactor space. Then
the reactor space is checked on hermecity.
The design of the thermocouple is presented on fig.3. The thermocouple is made from two

thermowires 0,8 mm diameter. Positive limb is chromel. It is not a magnetic melting which consists
of 89% of nickel , 8.9% of chrome, iron and manganese. Negative limb is a magnetic melting
which consists of 94% of nickel, 2% of aluminum, 2,5% of manganese, 1% of silicon, 0,5% of
addition. The thermocouple is installed in the protection flexible tube made of stainless steel XN78T (
XH78T), 6 mm diameter. The protection tube is welded to the head of the thermocouple. The head is
made of stainless steel 12X18N10T(12X18H10T0 .Dioxide of aluminum is used for insulation of the
thermowires inside the protection tube.
Graphite sleeves are manufactured from the similar graphite as the graphite stack. For INPP ternary
modifications of thermocouples are manufactured . They differ in the position of the thermal
junctions and length:
Graphite stack and top plate -5L42.821.901
Only graphite stack - 5142.821.901-01
Graphite stack and bottom plate- 5142.821.901-02 (fig. )

Table 3. Main technical and metrologica! data TXA-1379

r: Parameters
1. Measured range of temperature
2. Contact with medium

0 -800 ° C



3. Protection
4. Numbers of measured zone
5.Materials of limbs

positive
negative

6.Material of protective tube
7.Material of measured head
8.Diamentions

5142.821.901
5142.821.901-01
5142.821.901-02

9.To!erance
9.1. before operation

+300 °C
+400 °C
+500 °C
+600 °C
+800 °C

9.2.after 7000 hours operation time
+300 °C
+400 °C
+500 °C
+600 °C
+800 °C

Tolerance is not changing during the
following 7000 hours.
10. Protection
11. Stability from vibration
12.Period of operation
13. Planned period of operation
14.Type of the thermocouple
15.Response time
16.Resistance thermowires

by the temperature 25°C ± 10°C
17.lnsuiation resistance

by 25+10°C and relative humidity 30-
80%

by 35+2°C and relative humidity 95+3%
by 250°C
by 800°C

18.Permitted ambient temperature for
measured head and relative humidity
19.Pressure
20.

Hermetically
5 points

Chrome!
Alumel
Stainless steel XN78T
Stainiess steel 12X18N10T

14000 mm-length, 6.5 kg-weight
15000 mm 6.8 kg
16500 mm 7.0 kg

+3,9°
+4,3°
+4,7°
+5,2°
+6,3°

-4,7° - + 3,9 °
-4,3° - + 4,3°
-4,7° - + 5,8°
-5,2° - + 7,8°
-6,2° -+10,0°

Hermetically
yes
not less than 6 years
25000 hours
XA(K)
Not more than 3 sec.

25-40 ± 2Om

Not less than 20 Mom
0,5 Mom
1,0 Mom
0,025 MOm

-50 - +250°C
98%
0,6 Mpa
Until 1,0x10 18 neut./m2c

1,0x10 9rad/hour

The TXA-1379 is according to the themocouple type K of IEC 584-1.
The checking of the metrological parameters is conducted every 8000 hours of operation.
(All the details of the thermocouples are shown on figures).

These thermocouples are specially manufactured for the RBMK-1500.
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The exact interval between working welding is pointed in the passport of each thermocouple
(Let's see on fig .) The exact position of each working welding or point is marked at the factory.
The main stitch has the exact mark 25.20 meters above zero. Then we count the positions of each
working points at zero . For example, here is the table of every working point position of the second
unit. As you can see these working points are relatively removed.Thus we provide better control of
temperature graphite by the length of the reactor RBMK-1500.
The thermocouple TXA-1379 is connected to compensation cable type KTMC(XA) in the terminal
head. The compensation cable transforms theminal voltage to the special group converter and then to
the information computer. Compensation cable consists of two wires, the positive limb is copper, the
other is constantan. The last melting contains 60% of copper and 40 % of nickel. This compensation
cable looks iike thermocouple type XA . For comparison, the terminal voltage of the thermocouple type
XA is 4.095 mV by the temperature100°C and by the temperature 0°C of the cold junction but for the
compensation cable it is 4,1 mV.
The information computer informs current values of the temperatures and the alarm, tf the
temperature becomes more than 743 °C.

Table 3 . Position of points of the measured temperature of graphite unit 2.

Marking

2YH01T01
2YH01T02
2YH01T03
2YH01T04
2YH01T05
2YH01T06
2YH01T07
2YH01T08
2YH01T09
2YH01T10
2YH01T11
2YH01T12
2YH01T13
2YH01T14
2YH01T15
2YH01T16
2YH01T17

Numbe
r

017
003
013
010
006
014
012
005
001
018
007
009
020
015
004
008
016

Place

52,5-24,5
02,5-24,5
06,5-24,5
10,5-24,5
18,5-24,5
22,5-24,5
26,5-24,5
30,5-24,5
34,5-24,5
38,5-24,5
42,5-24,5
46,5-24,5
56,5-24,5
24,5-52,5
24,5-30,5
24,5-18,5
24,5-52,5

T1

15510
14010
16600
15460
16590
13970
13950 ^
16500
13950
15450
16610
16530
15510
15480
16520
16550
15460

T2

13980
12490
15100
13970
15090
12470
12470
15010
12420
13960
15080
15035
14000
13980
15030
15050
13950

T3

12490
10970
13610
12490
13610
10970
10960
13540
10920
12470
13630
13545
12500
12470
13540
13580
12470

T4

10990
9480
12120
11000
12140
9460
9480
11940
9420
10980
12130
12070
10990
10980
12050
12100
10980

T5

9880
8370
10930
9800
10920
8280
8370
10740
8320
9880
10890
10955
9870
9930
10820
10870
9880

The distance is given in mm.
The installation is pointed for the top of reactor.
In 1992 the INPP recovered the five-zone thermocouple from the reactor. The thermocouple was not
damaged.
The accuracy of the measured channel is not more than ± 1 % of the measured range.

Current control of the thermocouples

1.Maintenance. Once a year.
2.Checking thermal voltage and operator monitor recording.
4.Checking the resistances of termocouples.
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5.Checking the resistance of isolation .

Advantages of thermocouples:

LHigh level of reliability. For the recent 5 years we have had the loss of the working welding
twice.
2.Easy to operate .
3.Easy to replace.
3.Low cost.
4.Good level of accuracy.

Disadvantages of thermocouples:

1.Short planned period of operation.
2.The neccessity of getting the thermocouples out for checking parameters every three years.
3.No methods of current parameters checking after influence of instability factors.
4.No methods of metrological parameters checking .

The problem of thermocouples parameters checking not taking them out from the reactor was
discussed by INNP, Electrical Therminal Measument Plant in the Ukrain and Science-Research
Institution in Moscow in the years of 1986-1990.
The following was suggested:

1.To install vertical pipe furnace 18 m weight at the INNP. To compare the indications of the
thermocouple with the indications of the gauge thermometer.

2.To use the reactor as universal thermostat . This method could provide the change of the
temperatures from 60°C to 270 °C heating water of main working pumps.

3.To make special stand which could graduate the thermocouples using well-known certain fixed
temperature points of the molten metals. The fixed points are the following:
231,928°C - tin, 419,527°C - zinc, 660,323 °C- aluminum, 961,78°C- silver.

This problem has not been solved till the present time and we have to change the thermocouples.

Thus I 'd like to offer the following topic for the discussion:
"How to check the parameters of the thermocouple type TXA-1379 without taking out from
the reactor RBMK1500."

Thank you very much for your attention.
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This presentation was prepared on a basis of assessments performed at the
State Scientific and Technical Centre on Nuclear and Radiation Safety (SSTC
NRS), Department of NPP Equipment and Pipings Integrity. This Department
is to deal with the following tasks:

• scientific and technical support to the Regulatory Authorities of Ukraine
(Nuclear Regulatory Administration) as regards integrity of reactor pressurised
components nuclear facility;

• expert assessment by NRA order;
• assessment of nuclear facility pressurised elements integrity under the

following conditions:
-normal operation;
- violation of normal operation;
- emergency situations;
- deviations from norms and design approaches;
- reconstruction of nuclear facility elements (new design approaches);
- seismic and other impacts concerned;
- "leak-before-break" (LBB) issue solving;
- others;

• issues of equipment qualification from nuclear facility elements integrity
position;

• preparation of data complex (with scenario of the event taking into
account) by results of measurement with the use of regular control means
(pressure, temperature, etc.);

• safety assessment by the results of analyses and integrity substantiation.
For the absolutely most part of safety analyses and integrity assessments as

to safety barriers integrity the only input data that allow "to see" real event
(for example, transient at nuclear facility) are those measured by means to
control parameters of nuclear facility. Quality and representativeness of such
data completely identify quality of subsequent nuclear facility safety
assessment. It is obvious that despite correspondence between control tools and
design requirements against increasing of calculating analyses level (for
example, using of numerical methods) and inevitable ageing of nuclear facility
the issue of data from control measurement of nuclear facility parameters is still
topical. Thus, the issue of measuring trustworthiness and completeness as well
as quality of means to control parameters of nuclear facility to assess integrity
is also of increased interest.

To perform calculations on strength and durability of pressurised elements
trustworthy identification of medium heat and mechanical impact parameters
(non-steady pressure values, temperature and intensity of heat transfer from
medium to internal surface) is necessary. Practice of calculations with
sufficiently conservative values of the named input parameters is presently
being obsolete and unjustified one. It is being explained by high level and
accuracy of state-of-the-art methods to make calculating analysis of nuclear
facility pressurised elements integrity.

To determine heat and mechanical impact parameters the information is
necessary on the certain situation as on-site instrumentation readings.

On-site systems to measure and register heat and hydraulic parameters at
NPPs in Ukraine are mainly implementing their tasks. However, with time
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passing there are some emergency situations and malfunctions being detected
under NPP operation on which measuring systems fail to provide sufficiently
complete information necessary to assess these modes impact upon integrity
and durability of pressurised elements. Such situations indicate on necessity of
more complete elaboration of measuring system or appropriate measures to be
undertaken to provide for the needed information.

Let us consider as an example the situation with not closing of the main
safety valve installed at pressurizer at Zaporizhya NPP in 1995 under
performing of regulatory testing by direct increasing of the 1st circuit pressure.
To calculate conditions for reactor pressure vessel cooling the information is
necessary on temperature and flow rate of water at input branch pipes of
reactor. Heat sensors at cold legs were provisionally installed at distance by 3
m longer than cold water inlet from ECCS pumps (see Fig.l). These sensors
readings usually correspond to temperature of water entering reactor.
However, in this situation being described by slightly expressed natural
circulation of coolant within the 1st circuit it was impossible to equalise these
readings with actual temperature of water coming to reactor side.

Codes «Dynamics» and «RELAP» failed to calculate the most part of this
situation duration by the following reasons:

• complex unsteady flow with stagnation,
• staff joined gas blowing from reactor with those from pressurizer and

steam generator that is not being taken into account by these codes.
In this connection temperature of water within cold legs before reactor

was unknown. To identify this main input parameter the Department experts
were forced to use the special code "ANALIZ" available. Due to "ANALIZ" is
equipped with optimisation search apparatus, it allowed to recover the real
picture of processes by readings of the other on-site appliances and find
necessary parameters (see Fig. 1.1).

This situation showed that under the certain circumstances measuring
system fails to provide with information on the main parameter of reactor
emergency cooldown - temperature before reactor.

To perform more precise strength analysis of reactor pressure vessel the
SSTC NRS system "CIRCLE" was used based upon finite elements method
(FEM). Using of FEM allowed to take into account shape and bimetal
structure of reactor pressure vessel wall (see Fig. 1.2), to study impact of non-
uniform temperature distribution across reactor pressure vessel (see Fig. 1.3).

Analysis of non-destructive testing results showed that for all the period of
reactor pressure vessel considered operation no defects were detected there.
However in a purpose of conservative assessment of nuclear facility safety the
worst case of emergency situation was addressed, such as: occurrence of
longitudinal crack at inner surface of reactor pressure vessel(see Fig. 1.4). Inner
crack growing was investigated for the whole scenario of reactor cooldown.

Performed assessment results showed that under all the calculating cases,
including that with crack appeared at inner surface of WER-1000 reactor
pressure vessel, integrity of safety barrier is completely assured.

Necessity of more complete elaboration of measuring system was also
indicated by 1995 malfunction at Rivne NPP caused by not closing of the main
safety valve at !SG-4 steam generator under testing during shutdown of unit to
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planned repair (see Fig.2). During this malfunction progressing sharp
decreasing of temperature within hot leg of cut-off emergency loop by 100°C
occurred followed by instrument measuring temperature difference between
cold and hot legs of cut-off loop came out of scale. Due to it some part of
malfunction occurred under unknown temperature of hot leg. The named
temperature was recovered by readings of another instrumentation as well as
by record in operational log.

Due to the pressure in cut-off part of loop from the 1st circuit side is not
measured, this parameter being basic one to identify strength state of cut-off
loop No. 4 elements (steam generator 1SG-4, cold and hot half-loops of main
circulating piping, main closing gate valves as well as main circulation pump)
was also unknown. By this reason under analysis of loop No.4 pipings and
equipment elements integrity as calculating one operating pressure of the 1st
circuit was conservatively adopted for the whole scenario of events connected
with not closing of safety valve 1SG-4 (see Fig. 2.1).

To study integrity of cut-off loop No.4 elements as it was in the previous
example FEM was used implemented in the SSTC NRS system "CIRCLE". At
that time, since during this malfunction progressing sufficient changing of
temperature in hot half-loop was observed, it was of interest to consider the
hot half-loop elements as more loaded. The results of strength calculations
performed allowed to detect the most concentrated stresses places within cut-
off loop elements considered as well as make analysis of sharp changing
temperature impact upon stressed state of hot half-loop elements. There are
zones of the most concentrated stresses in cut-off loop No.4 elements
considered presented in Figs. 2.2-2.5. Analysis of stresses changing for the
whole scenario of events connected with not closing of safety valve 1SG-4
showed that main contribution into the stressed state of cut-off loop equipment
and pipings elements stresses from internal pressure introduce, on which
information, as it was already said, is unavailable. The stresses caused by
changing of temperature within loop are negligible and of no significant impact
upon stressed state of the elements. Performed strength assessment of loop
No.4 equipment and pipings elements concerning safety valve 1SG-4 not
closing mode allowed to conclude that the emergency situation under
consideration was of no significant impact upon integrity of loop No.4
elements; at that time integrity of safety barrier is assured.

The examples presented and schematic plots of nuclear facility parameters
changing (see Figs. 1.1 H 2.1) under situations considered clearly demonstrate
high level not-adequacy of safety analysis methods and quite low level of input
data that level resources spent and accuracy of assessment results. Thus, to get
trustworthy assessment of the 3rd safety barrier integrity location at nuclear
facility and quality of measurement impacts upon input data and is of exclusive
value practically in all the cases of nuclear facility safety under violation of
normal operation and emergency situation assessment.

To summarise all the above mentioned it is possible to distinguish a
number of acute issues on control means that are of great importance for
experts involved into safety analyses:

1. Place of sensors installation shall provide for adequate information on
the values under control necessary for analysis of nuclear facility safety.
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2. Properties of instrumentation shall provide for trustworthy information
on appropriate values under measurement with taking into account as much as
possible the whole spectrum of modes and loads (not only design ones).

3. In a case of impossibility to cope with issues 1 and 2 it is necessary to
make accurate recommendations for operating organisations as to performing of
special analyses for control means readings from a number of nuclear facility
areas and situations (as an example - situation with ZNPP reactor) with the
use of another instrumentation readings (installed at different places and/or
having properties that provide for trustworthy information), i.e. to carry out
extrapolation of instrumentation readings.

It is necessary to develop the special regulatory requirements to solve 1-3
issues. Presumably, it shall follow complex of optimum planned calculated
analyses (for example, under IAEA aegis) that cover the whole spectrum of
issues along the following directions:

- modes;
- control sensors (requirements to place of installation and working
properties);
- recommendations and criteria to use extrapolation, heat and hydraulic as
well as strength calculations.
For example, criterion on nuclear facility element walls thickness could

become one of the main directions to start with development of similar
requirements. In compliance with the requirements of Strength Norms in force
in Ukraine (item 2, Appendix 3 PNAE G-7-002-86) for "thick" walls with
thickness/radius ratio more than 0.1 due to impact of radial stresses it is
necessary to take first of all into account temperature parameters of nuclear
facility. For "thin" walls governing factor is pressure of working medium. It is
also to take into account availability of stresses concentrators as well as
cuttings-in along coolant movement within loop.

The questions of characteristics and types of instrumentation is in the
sphere of activity of Control and Monitoring System Department of SSTC
NRS (Head of department is A. Mehed). We are cooperate with this
department.
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Figure 1. Scheme of VVER-1000 reactor facility 1st circuit loop fragment.
Mutual location of heat sensor and zone of ECCS branch pipes cutting-in.

ECCS - emergency core cooling system.
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Figure 1.2. Finite element model of WER-1000 reactor pressure vessel used under
consideration of situation at ZNPP connected with not closing of main safety valve at

pressuriser
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Figure 1.3. Non-iiniform temperature distribution across reactor pressure vessel
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Figure 1.4. Modeling of crack at inner surface of VVER-1000 reactor pressure vessel.
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Figure 2. Layout of cut-off emergency loop of WER-440 reactor
facility circuit (Rivne NPP) and location of heat sensors

MCGV - main closing gate valve;
MCP - main circulation pump:
SG - steam generator;
1 - hot leg, including MCGV and header;
2 - one conditional equivalent tube of steam generator;
3 - cold header;
4 - vertical section of cold leg;
5 - lower horizontal section of cold leg;
6 - upper horizontal section of cold leg, including MCGV and circulation

pump.
ti ~ place of heat sensor M i installation
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Figure 2.1

Pressure of coolant in cut-off loop of the 1st circuit:
1- adopted under assessment;
2- possible real.
Pressure, MPa
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Figure 2.2 Zone of the most concentrated stresses within 1SG-4 steam generator
casing caused by the 1st circuit working medium pressure impact (with the 2nd

circuit pressure taking into account).
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Figure 2.3. Stressed state within 1 MCP-4 main circulation pump casing. The
main loading factor under the event considered is the 1st circuit pressure.
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Figure 2.4. Stressed state in the 1F33-4 main closing gate valve casing (hot
half-loop) .The main loading factor under the event considered is the ist

circuit pressure.
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Figure 2.5. Stressed state of hot half-loop piping. The main loading factor
under the event considered is the 1st circuit pressure
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PERIODICAL SAFETY REVIEW OF UNITS 1 AND 2 OF PAKS NPP

EXAMPLES FROM
SUMMARY REPORT
PSR team leader: Andras Cserhati

Safety Manager: Gabor Vamos

Qualification of the equipment

In course of preparation we got acquainted with the international - mainly American -
practice of qualification, and with relevant IAEA recommendations. On the basis of those
were the detailed guidelines of the qualification procedure developed and the qualification
executed.

During qualification of equipment and rooms the items classified to 1st and 2nd safety classes
of SCNPPE were used. Since the SCNPPE was, beyond having approved principles, not
detailed and full for the civil engineering area at the beginning of the review, and furthermore
it existed only for Unit 1 for every area, we have defined the number of the rooms belonging
to the 1st and 2nd safety classes, and performed for each item their distribution for Unit 2 and
identification.

So finally we got 13.113 items in scope of Units 1 and 2 belonging to the scope of equipment
and rooms to be qualified. For them we carried out the necessary data collection. For sake of
easier handling we prepared packages for items identical from the point of view of their safety
functions and types. All together 778 qualification packages were made for Units 1 and 2.

From those packages 616 are related to mechanical area, 102 to electrical, 52 to I&C, 8 to
civil areas. 83.7% of the total number of packages, that is 651 packages got qualification
"suitable", 12.7%, that is 99 packages "partly suitable", and 3.6%, that is 28% "non suitable"
qualification.

Main statements discovered during the qualification."

- in case of 443 mechanical equipment, all of which are manual drainers or deaerators
(report number: G2) there was no documentation at all available. Since those equipment
do not play active role in the investigated emergency situations we abandoned their
qualification. In case of further 558 mechanical equipment (report number: Gl) there was
also no documentation available, however in case of those - due to their tasks to be
fulfilled during emergency situations - the qualification has to be carried out following
make up of the documentation.

- During determination of the environmental parameters such data of the existing
mechanical, electrical, I&C, civil engineering documents were fully or partly missing (a
certain part of those can be made up on the basis of engineering judgment, while some
cannot be).

- In the mechanical area in case of many equipment - mostly valves - the preparation of
maintenance procedures arose as a need.
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- In the electrical and I&C areas there are such installation units, which might in case of
emergencies got into unfavorable environment. The protection of them against
environmental effects is not suitably assured. In case of some installation units the
creation of the protection against environmental effects (e.g. modification of the
ventilation system) will give a solution, while in other cases only after a more detailed
investigation and performance of analysis can be decision made if the given installation
unit should be replaced or not.

- In case of many valve motors (electrical area) the data necessary for qualification are
missing. The qualification has to be carried out after obtaining them.

- In case of electrical and I&C cables the qualification status has to be explored. For this
investigations are needed.

- A characteristic lack in civil engineering area is that the sealing of the doors, hatch covers
within the hermetic area are not suitable they are to be replaced. The same statement is
valid for the room coatings as well.

- In case of LOCA media from the hermetic area penetrates to transmitter rooms A204,
A205, A252. The parameters developing in those rooms were determined on the basis of
measurements, calculations, carried out in 1991. Those data indicate that the leakage data
of the transmitter rooms are high and consequently the radiation dose is high as well.
After this repairs were executed, not followed by repeated investigations, so it cannot be
decided if the sealing should be repaired or the involved equipment replaced.

- The sealing of the field I&C cases and boxes is not sufficient at the present time in most of
the cases.

- There is no full scope trend monitoring, trend analysis carried out in all areas, in many
cases the process is ended by data collection. Trend monitoring is basically a tool for
monitoring the changes in the technical functionality of the equipment, providing
promotion in evaluation of the qualification condition as well.

- The determination of the rooms affected by the internal flooding was done, however the
determination of the affected equipment and the evaluation of the effect of the flooding is
still going on, and so this effect was not taken into consideration during qualification of the
equipment.

One of the benefits of the carried out qualifications is that they pointed out some problems in
mechanical, electrical, I&C and civil engineering areas in a well grounded way, which,
though were mostly known, however not solved by now satisfactory.

In course of elaboration of a uniform qualification procedure in the future we are going to
take into account the authority's opinion about the equipment qualification carried out by now
and we would like include into the PSR guidelines for Units 3 and 4 the back-fitted
experience, the more precise requirements and criteria as well.



Aging management

Domestic regulation and chronological correspondence to them

The PSR Guidelines are the first valid Hungarian authority regulation, in which the aging
management of nuclear power plant structures, systems and installation units is mentioned, or
better to say prescribed. The requirements need starting of a systematically performed
procedure, that is following the not announced by now requests in one step nearly world level
requirements are set up.

We have demonstrated that starting of such activity requires several years even in the practice
of those countries which have a wide nuclear program. The preparation of regulatory
background, clarification of the investigation limit conditions, the assurance of the necessary
sources, controlling of the aging processes, but mostly the preparation of the potential
operation beyond the designed life-time is in developing phase everywhere in the world.
Consequently the time available for us was enough only to summarize our actions made in
different areas - mostly on voluntary basis, and the grounding of the aging management
program prepared by now, and to outline the regular to be carried out in the future.

Development of the life-time management intentions

At the time of commissioning of Unit 1, in 1982, the aging inspection program of the prior
importance from safety point of view equipment was not included into the requirements. In
spite of this, since 1988-1989 the intentions aimed for aging management can be traced in a
well documented form in the NPP, which were segregated from each other at the beginning,
according to the technical judgment and measures of the different areas, but spreading
continuously (for example there are systematic life-time extension activities conducted in the
area of control-rod drives, which are performed on the basis of the manufacturer's technology,
but upon our own initiative).

Later on a uniform, concentrated activity with the aim of identification of the measures
necessary to implement during the designed life-time of the units, and exploration of the
reserves enveloped in the concerned critical components on the basis of complex point of
view.

The life-time management nowadays is under development both from point of view of its
organizational structure and applied methodology. However it is an important point, that the
company started in due time the exploration of the necessary technical processes and to make
the necessary corrective actions, having the positive effect of the latter even nowadays.

International experiences, our relating efforts

It can be well detected that we could make significant progress in utilization of the
international experiences in development of targets, methodology and actions related to aging
management basically since 1989, mainly due to joining the WANO and to our regular
participation on international conferences organized in this topic.

The investigations conducted in certain countries might be used by other countries in many
cases as references, and so the operators should not carry out basic researches. Furthermore,
selection of 'pilot' power plants is widely used in practice of aging management. We are also
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aiming, accordingly to this international practice to perform deep detailed analysis mainly for
one unit and followingly adopt the results for the other units.

Moreover, the international practice indicates that only the close cooperation of the authority,
the technical support institutes and the operators might lead to any result, within which the
resolution of the disputes arising from time to time due to different interests gives way to
develop a comprehensive national criteria system.

An outstandingly important source for exchange of experiences

The organized and coordinated by the International Atomic Energy Agency 'pilot' programs,
in which we participate actively for several years played and play an outstandingly important
role in the utilization of the international experiences. The participation in those programs
gives us guidelines and shows the practices to be followed, in our strategy, and applied
requirement system we are getting closer to the internationally anticipated technical level,
while concerning the treatment of the discovered shortcomings the international practice
appears in a direct form at our company.

Place of the developed practice compared to the international experiences

Concerning aging management Paks NPP is in the middle fields among the W E R operators.
A number of operators have already actual monitoring system, recording of the cycle numbers
is partly based on the automated stress monitoring system of the critical components, the
surveillance calculations are performed on regular basis using internal or external sources.

Nevertheless, having on mind the age of the Paks units, and the proven favorable unique
features of the equipment of our power plant, we are not in delay to start this process at our
NPP, moreover some of the analysis executed in the frameworks of the AGNES project
concerning aging management are beyond evaluations performed by other W E R operators.

Field experiences

The review indicated that there are shortcomings in the involved areas concerning uniform
organizational treatment of the aging processes and in methodology interpretation. Those
shortcomings might be eliminated only by development of a uniform company level
interpretation and approach a basic element of which has to be the continuous training of our
own personnel and the staff of the external support institutes.

At the same time it was noted that there are valuable partial results, those professional-
organizational cores are existing which can be capable for coordinated systematic activities
after development of the uniform company level aging management strategy. Concerning the
aging management methods of different critical equipment supervised by different areas great
emphasis should be given to the deep analysis of the profession specific problems-, to the
utilization of external experiences, for which several levels of information channels are
available.



Periodic safety supervision of Paks NPP 1. and 2. units

The assessment of safety will be done with evaluation the next reports
submitted by the NPP. The evaluation is performed by the NSI staff
and TSO experts.

« Real technical conditions of the facility (civil structures, systems,
equipment)

® Existing practice and proposals for equipment qualification, program for
maintaining the existing quality

© Evaluation of existing safety reports, estimation of their validity up to the
plant lifetime

® Ageing and ageing management - present status, proposals
m Feeding back of operational experiences
e Feeding back of research results and operational experiences from

different facilities
« Procedures of operational, maintenance, supervision,etc.
e Organization and administration
e Safety impact of human factor, training, education, qualification of

personnel
a Summarizing report

Shortcomings will be treated after negitiated proposals.



Modifications of I&C systems
Licensing atPaks NPP Hungary

(RE: regulatory permission No.)

Refueling neutron flux monitor (RE 1607, RE 1682) 1992-1996
type: AKNP with old chambers and new pre-amplifiers

Steam Generator low range measuring system (RE985, RE997) 1992-1995
type: Rosemount

In-core monitoring (Hindukus)
system modernisation (Verona-U) (RE863,...) 1992-1996

type: M68000, mVAX, Hungarian SW

Pressure P and dP transmitters 1.-2.unit (RE1614, RE1803) 1991-2001
type: Rosemount, H&B

Hermetic cable penetrations (RE1677,RE1695,RE1822) 1994-2002
type:EHKA, SCHOTT/VISOLA (German/Hungarian)

Turbine power control system (RE1251, RE1503, RE1540) 1994-1997
type: CEGELEC, frequency control, (connected to reactor power controller)

Primary to secondary leak detection, Nl6 (R & D and design) 1994-1999

Unit computer systems (RE1415,RE1478,RE1519,RE2004) 1994-2003
type:SZM2M, SCADA (?) configurable SW

Electromech. comparators to Electronic (programable) (RE1220. RE1421) 1993-1998
type: INDICOMP-3,-4

ECCS tanks level measuring redundant 2oo3 sensors (RE1909) 1997-2000
changing capacity measuring to contact sensor due to operational experience

type: Baluff to Phonix

Pneumatic actuators of isolation and control circuits (RE776) 1997-2002
type: HERION controller

Analitic measurement of water chemistry (RE83, RE1485) 1992-1997
type: Siemens

Reaktor Protection Refurbishment (RE1693, RE1899, RE1977) 1999-2002
type: Siemens

Containment wide range gamma radiation detection (RE1802) 1995-1997
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TOPICS

CNCAN Status

Cernavoda Unit 1 NPP I&C Status
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Licensing aspects related to I&C N .

Updating on Regulatory Regime in Romania

Licensing cases ,

Other licensing aspects related to I&G
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GNCAN STATUS
SUIVIHARY

DEFINITION OF THE CNCAN STRATEGY:

L O N G - T E R M " ' . RJLLFILL REGULATORY FUNCTIONS
while * . .:-r V ,

REVIEWING THE REGULATORY

-. LICENCE GERNAVODA NPP &

RELATED ACTIVITIES WITH THE

EXISTING LIMITED-RESOURCES,

WHILE REVIEWING REGULATIONS

I CNCAN "REGIONAL WORKSHOP ON iaC" IAEA & OECD, TRNAVA, MAY 1998
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CNCAN STATUS
SUMMARY

MAY 1998

LEGISLATION:
* Approved 'andrevuecT NEW NUCLEAR ACT - In fdrceirom
January 1998
SAFETY REGULATIONS to be revised in 1998

* NEW ENVIRONMENT LAW - in force since 1995
* OVERPRESSURE REGULATIONS FOR NUCLEAR

INSLLATIONS under revision and approval
* NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES PROMOTION LAW under
elaboration & approval
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GNCAN STATUS
SUMMARY

MAY 1998

RESOURCES AVAILABLE:

*CNCAN STAFF
25 persons in 3 categories'(professional layers)' -

\
* LIMITED BUGET ALLOCATIONS & LONG PROCESS FOR
INCREASING AND TRAINING NEW STAFF

* INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT - MAJOR PART IAEA TC
PROJECTS

i CNCA£4Ĵ REGlONALWO I



I ROMANIA - National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control 1
CNCAN STATUS

SUMMARY

MAY 1998

LICENSING & TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
* Cernavoda 1 NPP Operation Licensing &'related-activities
* Cernavoda 2.NPP Licensing Process restart, ;>' .. -̂
* Research reactor WR»s deccommissioning- .,
* TRIGA fuel change from HEU to LEU

* Review Regulations and practices to :

# integrate existing experience . . .,

# comply with the modifyled legislation and new treaties *

* "COMPLETE Implemention of specific'reporting;, practices
and mass-media contact

I CNCAN ' ' R E G ' °N^-W 0 ^S | ' | 0 P ON l&C ÎAEA^&OECP T̂RNAV^MAVjiQaS^ 1
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Cernavoda NPP Unit 1
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CNCAN "REGIONAL WORKSHOP ON I&C" IAEA & OECD, TRNAVA, MAY 1998 1
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Unit 1 Liceiesieg Main Steps:
• Final Construction Licence • 19.08.1993

M Approval of Station Key Personnel 03.01.1995

• FSAR Phase I Approval • ' • 12.05.1995

• Commissioning Licence "• v . >s . /15.05.1$95

• QA Licence for NPP Operation , ^21,06.1995"- ^ ,

H Expat Operators' Certification- Process . Sep/Npy '95 •'1. .\-

m Commissioning Licence - Rev. 1 ." 29.05.1996 " -'/

• First Criticality ' • 16.04.1996 ' y

m First Synchronization . . 11.07.1996

• Full Power .02.10.1996

• Commissioning Licence Extension ,31.12.1996

• Test Operation Licence 01.07.1997
_ .ii—nniii jiMi i i. i



Cernavoda JNPP
Basic Safety Features

Combined DETERMINISTIC/PROBABILISTIC approach

•* "Two group.separation • > v -

* Grouping Layout . • •-"; , • V .

* Performance of safety functions'^ : "-o.

* Postulated -Initiating Events (Internal &;External) "•.

Full compliance with the DEFENG.EIN DEPTH;CRITE'RIA

* For the given safety philosophy

* Important implications by adopting- other approaches

(PSA for examplel . '.
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Cernavoda NPP
Basic Safety Features

Plant Systems MAY HAVE Safety fimctionV

Plant Systems are devided into 3 categories:

* Special Safety Systems: SDS1, SDS2, ECCS, Containment

* Safety related Systems:EWS,EPS '"'•:> '}i•;'>/

* Process Systems with or without safety functions:

DCC, PHTSetc -

THE MAIN SAFETY FUNCTIONS OF THE SPECIAL SAFETY SYSTEMS:

* CONTROL (Shut down the reactor)

* COOL (Remove the heat)

* CONFINE (confine radioactive release)

* PERFORM POST-ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

CNCAN "REGIONAL WORKSHOP ON I&C" IAEA & OECD, TRNAVA, MAY 1998 J



Cernavoda NPP
Basic Safety Features
SAFETY FEATURES OF THE SPECIAL SAFETY

SYSTEMS DESIGN:
V

DIVERSITY

PROTECTION AGAINST CCF

SPECIAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR



GROUP t : S D S 1 and

Cernavoda NPP
Basic Safety Features

SPECIAL SAFETY SYSTEMS

X >

\

GROUP 2:: SDS2 and Containment

' ,5
' I, • ' , ,

CNCAN "REGIONAL WORKSHOP ON I&C" IAEA & OECD, TRNAVA, MAY 1998 J



Cernavoda NPP
Basic Safety Features

OTHER SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROCESS SYSTEMS

* Assign to some process systems supplementary to the Special

safety Systems some safety functions:

# DCC (hardware & software)

RRS (SETBACK & STEPBACK)

# PHTS

OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION

# Moderator

SUPPLEMENTARY HEAT SINK


